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1

PROMISE, LAW, MOTTO, SALUTE, HANDSHAKE

1.1

Promise and Law
The principles expressed in the “Promise and Law” provide the spiritual and ethical
code from which and on which the whole movement grows. The “Promise and Law”
is a way of life and a profession of faith for the well-being of people.

1.2

Guide Promise
I promise to do my best:
To do my duty to God,
To serve my country and help other people, and
To keep the Guide Law.

1.3

Guide Law
Law 1:
Law 2:
Law 3:
Law 4:
Law 5:
Law 6:
Law 7:
Law 8:
Law 9:
Law 10:

1.4

A Guide is loyal and can be trusted;
A Guide is useful and helps others;
A Guide is polite, considerate and respects her elders;
A Guide is friendly and a sister to all Guides;
A Guide is kind to all living things;
A Guide is obedient;
A Guide has courage and is cheerful in all difficulties;
A Guide takes care of her own possessions and those of other people;
A Guide is thrifty and diligent; and
A Guide is self-disciplined in what she thinks, says and does.

Guide Motto
Be Prepared

1.5

Guide Sign
Three-finger salute at shoulder level.
The Guide Sign is given at the making of the Promise or as a greeting.

1.6

Guide Salute
Three-finger salute near the outer corner of the right eye.
The Guide Salute is given by enrolled members in full uniform (when a hat is worn) as
a sign of respect in formal ceremonies.

1.7

Guide Handshake
A Guide shakes hands with the left hand with another member of the movement to
signify trust and friendship.
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2

GENERAL PRINCIPLES

2.1

AIMS AND PRINCIPLES

2.1.1 Introduction
The name of the Association is Girl Guides Singapore (GGS) – in the National
Language, “Pandu Puteri Singapura”.
It is registered for the purpose of:
(a)
(b)
(c)

providing girls with the opportunity for self-training in the development of
character, in the realisation of responsible citizenship and promotion of
service to the community;
maintaining a high ethical standard based on the aims and principles
embodied in the “Promise and Law” as laid down by the founder, Lord BadenPowell; and
encouraging International goodwill and understanding by establishing friendly
relations with the girls of other nations.

2.1.2 Good Turn
The Good Turn symbolises Service. It is a constant reminder of one‟s responsibility to
the community.
2.1.3 Enrolment Badge
The Enrolment Badge is a trefoil worn by every enrolled member of the Association.
The three leaves of the Trefoil represent “the Threefold Promise”.
2.1.4 Patrol System
The Patrol System is the method of training in the Association. This method involves
a special relationship between young people and adults. Both work by the principle
of mutual respect and consideration for the rights and desires of others.
2.1.5 The World Movement
GGS is a Full Member of the World Association of Girl Guides and Girl Scouts
(WAGGGS) since 1972. It subscribes to the policy and conditions of membership of
WAGGGS and takes part in world gatherings and regional events.
2.1.6 The World Flag
The recognised flag of GGS is the World Flag of WAGGGS. It is a trefoil on a blue
background with a white corner representing WAGGGS commitment to world peace,
crowned by three golden squares symbolising the Threefold Promise.
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2.2

PRINCIPLES OF MEMBERSHIP

2.2.1 Introduction
Membership of GGS is open to all girls and women regardless of creed, race or
nationality.
Membership of GGS is voluntary and therefore no one shall be compelled to become a
member against her wish. Regular attendance is expected of members at meetings.
2.2.2 Types of members
There are four types of membership available:
(i)

Uniformed Members
Uniformed Members consist of enrolled members who may be Girl Members
comprising Brownies, Guides and Young Adult members; and Adult Members. All
adult members holding leadership positions hold a warrant issued by GGS

(ii)

Lay Members
Lay Membership is open to all persons (male or female) who wish to help the
Association in the furtherance of its objects. These members are not enrolled.

(iii) Trefoil Guild Members
Trefoil Guild Members consist of women who had been uniformed members in
the past and who wish to remain as members of the Association. Trefoil Guild
Members must be at least 17 years of age.
(iv)

Honorary Members
Honorary Membership may be conferred on any person by the National Council
on the recommendation of the Executive Committee.

2.2.3 Office Holders
(a)

President
(i)

(ii)

The President of GGS shall not be a Uniformed Member. She shall be a
woman appointed by the Patron upon the joint recommendation of the
National Council and the Executive Committee. The President must at all
times be a Citizen of Singapore, and shall automatically cease to hold such
office if she ceases to be a Citizen of Singapore.
The President is the Chairperson of the Council. The President and her
Council members collectively establish the broad policy of GGS, encourage
the aims and principles of GGS and promote the declared objects of
WAGGGS. She shall hold office for an initial period of 3 years and shall be
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eligible for re-appointment by the Patron for a second term of 3 years and
a final term of 2 years.
(b)

Vice-Presidents
The Vice-Presidents are appointed by the National Council to deputise for and
exercise such powers and such responsibilities of the President as the President
may direct. The Council may appoint no more than 3 Vice-Presidents. Every
Vice-President of the Association shall not be a Uniformed Member, who shall as
far as possible each be Singapore Citizens. They shall hold office for an initial
period of 3 years and shall be eligible for re-appointment by the National
Council for a second term of 3 years and a final term of 2 years.

(c)

Chief Commissioner
The Chief Commissioner is appointed by the National Council from among the
Uniformed Adult Members upon the recommendation of the Executive
Committee. The Chief Commissioner is the Chairperson of the Executive
Committee. She shall hold office for an initial period of 5 years and may be
eligible for re-appointment for a second term of 3 years and a final term of
2 years. The Chief Commissioner shall be a Singapore Citizen and shall hold or
have held a warrant as a Commissioner / Guider.

(d)

Deputy Chief Commissioners
The Deputy Chief Commissioners, each of whom shall be appointed from among
the Uniformed Adult Members by the National Council to deputise for and
exercise the powers and responsibilities of the Chief Commissioner during her
absence. The Council may appoint no more than 3 Deputy Chief Commissioners.
She shall hold office for an initial period of 5 years and may be eligible for reappointment for a second term of 3 years and a final term of 2 years. The
Deputy Chief Commissioners shall as far as possible, be Singapore Citizens and
shall hold or have held warrants as Commissioners or Guiders.

(e)

The International Commissioner
The International Commissioner shall be appointed from among the Uniformed
Adult Members by the National Council upon the recommendation of the
Executive Committee. The International Commissioner shall hold office for a
period of 2 years and shall be eligible for re-appointment for any further term
of 2 years each, up to a maximum aggregate of 10 consecutive years. The
International Commissioner shall be a Singapore Citizen and shall hold or have
held a warrant as Commissioner / Guider or has or had been previously
enrolled.
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(f)

Honorary Treasurer
The Honorary Treasurer is appointed by the National Council upon the
recommendation of Executive Committee to keep true accounts of all monies
received and expended and of all assets and liabilities of GGS. She shall hold
office for an initial period of 2 years and may be eligible for re-appointment for
a second and final term of 2 years. The Honorary Treasurer shall not be a
Uniformed Member.

(g)

Honorary Secretary
The Honorary Secretary is appointed by the Council to work in close liaison with
the Chief Commissioner. She is responsible for compiling the minutes of the
Council and the Executive Committee and General Meetings of the Association.
She shall hold office for an initial period of 2 years and may be eligible for reappointment for a second and final term of 2 years. The Honorary Secretary
shall not be a Uniformed Member. The Honorary Secretary of GGS shall also be
the Secretary of the National Council and the Executive Committee.

(h)

Trefoil Guild President
The Trefoil Guild President is appointed by Council. The Trefoil Guild President
and her Guild Members collectively serve the Movement by carrying out the
Guide ideals in their daily lives and in the Community in which they live and
work.

(i)

Branch Commissioners
The Branch Commissioners are appointed by the Executive Committee to assist
the Chief Commissioner in implementing and maintaining the standards of the
different Branches. She is the Chairman of the Branch Committee. She holds
office for a period of 2 years and shall be eligible for re-appointment for any
further term of 2 years each, up to a maximum aggregate of 10 consecutive
years. Each Branch Commissioner shall hold or have held a warrant as a
Commissioner / Guider, or been previously enrolled.

(j)

Headquarters’ Commissioners
The Headquarters‟ Commissioners are appointed by the Executive Committee to
assist the Chief Commissioner in promoting the Movement by encouraging its
development, upholding its principles and maintaining its standards. She may
discharge duties in such manner as directed by the National Council. She holds
office for a period of 2 years and shall be eligible for re-appointment for any
further term of 2 years each, up to a maximum aggregate of 10 consecutive
years. Each Headquarters Commissioner shall hold or have held a warrant as a
Commissioner / Guider, or been previously enrolled.
Headquarters Commissioners chair the Standing Committees.
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(k)

Division Commissioners
The Division Commissioners are appointed by the Executive Committee to
represent GGS in the area to which she is appointed. She holds office for a
period of 2 years and shall be eligible for re-appointment for any further term
of 2 years each, up to a maximum aggregate of 10 consecutive years. Each
Division Commissioner shall hold or have held a warrant as a Commissioner /
Guider, or been previously enrolled.

(l)

Assistant Division Commissioner
The Commissioner may appoint a Guider holding a warrant to act as Assistant
Division Commissioner to take command of combined rallies, or to carry out any
duties, compatible with the regulations with which she may be entrusted. The
appointment is annual and must be approved by the Division Commissioner. She
holds office for 1 year and may be eligible for re-appointment up to a maximum
of 5 years.

(m)

Division Secretary
The appointment of a Secretary is made by the respective Division
Commissioners. She is responsible for all administrative procedures within the
Division and keeps record of events that occur in the Division. She holds office
for 1 year and may be eligible for re-appointment up to a maximum of 5 years.

(n)

Advisers
Advisers shall be appointed from among Uniformed Adult Members by the
National Council on the recommendation of the Chief Commissioner. Each
Adviser shall hold office for a period of 2 years and shall be eligible for reappointment for any further term of 2 years each, up to a maximum aggregate
of 10 consecutive years. The Council may appoint not less than 1 but not more
than 4 Headquarters‟ Advisers. Each is appointed on account of her special Girl
Guide knowledge, interest or skills. An Adviser shall hold or have held a
warrant as a Commissioner / Guider, or been previously enrolled.

2.2.4 Guider
The appointment of a Guider is made by the Chief Commissioner on the
recommendation of the Division Commissioner and her School Principal to lead a unit.
A Permanent Warrant is given to the Guider when it is ascertained that she:
(a)
(b)
(c)

has completed the Basic Training Course and is competent in the running of the
company;
has a real interest in and has an understanding of the persons of the particular
age group with whom she is going to work;
has a good character and has steadfastness of purpose which will enable her to
lead her unit; and
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(d)

is in agreement with the fundamental aims and methods of the Movement,
intends to adhere loyally to its rules and policy, and is prepared, if not already
enrolled, to make the threefold promise.

2.2.5 Girl Members
(a)

Young Adults (YA)
YA members are girls and women between the ages of 16 and 25 who have
taken the Guide Promise.

(b)

Guides
Guides shall be such Uniformed Members who are between 11 and 17 years of
age or until such time when they have completed their secondary education, if
older.

(b)

Brownies
Brownies shall be such Uniformed Members who are between 7 and 11 years of
age or until such time when they have completed their primary education, if
older.
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3

ORGANISATION AND ADMINISTRATION

3.1

National Council
The National Council is the highest policy making and controlling body in GGS.

3.2.1 Executive Committee
The Executive Committee (ExCo) carries out the policy laid down by the National
Council and is responsible to the National Council for the day-to-day administration of
GGS and the organisation of activities for its members.
3.2.2 Finance Committee
The Finance Committee looks after the financial matters of GGS for the National
Council. Its responsibilities include formulating and recommending fiscal policies to
the National Council.
3.3

Organisation Chart
PATRON

NATIONAL COUNCIL

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

FINANCE COMMITTEE

DIVISIONS

BRANCH
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STANDING
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Camp

East

Young Adult
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Communications

West

General
Administration
Membership

Young Adults
Guide Companies

Shop

Brownie Packs

Training
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TREFOIL GUILD

3.4

Annual General Meeting

3.4.1 Frequency
An Annual General Meeting of the members of GGS shall be held in every calendar
year, and such meeting shall be held no later than 31 May of each calendar year.
3.4.2 Attendance
The following members may attend the Annual General Meeting:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(d)

Uniformed Members (Young Adults and Adult Members);
Lay Members;
Trefoil Guild Members;
Honorary Members and
Such guests as may be invited by the National Council.

3.4.3 Voting
The following members may vote at the Annual General Meeting:
(a)
(b)
(c)
3.5

Uniformed Members (Adult Members only);
Lay Members and
Trefoil Guild Members (at least 21 years of age).

The National Council

3.5.1 Membership
The following persons shall be members of the National Council:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)

President;
Vice-Presidents (not more than 3);
Chief Commissioner;
Deputy Chief Commissioners (not more than 3);
International Commissioner
Honorary Secretary;
Honorary Treasurer;
Advisers (not less than 1 and not more than 4);
President of the Trefoil Guild; and
Ministry of Education Representative.

3.5.2 Chairperson
(a)
(b)

The President shall be the Chairperson of the Council and one of the VicePresidents shall officiate in her absence; and
The Chairperson shall have an original as well as a casting vote in the event of a
tie.
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3.5.3 Meetings
(a)
(b)
3.6

The Council shall meet at least 4 times in every calendar year;
and
One third of the members of Council shall form a quorum.

The Executive Committee (ExCo)

3.6.1 Membership
The following persons shall be members of the Executive Committee:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)
(l)
(m)

Chief Commissioner;
Deputy Chief Commissioners (not more than 3);
International Commissioner;
Honorary Secretary;
Training Commissioner;
Membership Commissioner
Camp Commissioner;
Communications Commissioner;
General Administration Commissioner;
Shop Commissioner;
Branch Commissioners;
Division Commissioners; and
Honorary Secretary of the Trefoil Guild.

3.6.2 Chairperson
The Chief Commissioner shall be the Chairperson of the Executive Committee and in
her absence the Deputy Chief Commissioner. The Chairperson shall have an original
as well as a casting vote in the event of a tie.
6.3

Meetings
(a)
(b)

3.7

The Executive Committee shall meet at least 4 times a year;
and
One half of the members of Executive Committee shall form a quorum.

Standing Committees

3.7.1 The functions of all standing committees shall be:
(a)
(b)

To assist the Chief Commissioner to promote the Movement by encouraging its
development, upholding its principles and maintaining its standards;
and
To discharge duties in the manner directed by the Executive Committee.
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3.8

Division Organisation

3.8.1 The administration of Guiding within the Division is the responsibility of the Division
Commissioner. She is assisted in all matters by the:
(a)
(b)

Assistant Division Commissioner
Division Secretary

3.8.2 The Division shall not hold any immovable property as all shall be vested duly under
GGS.
3.9

Branch Organisation

3.9.1 The Young Adults Branch
The Young Adults Branch (YA) is organised for girls and women between the ages of
16 and 25 who have taken the Guide Promise.
The administration of the YA is vested in the YA Council.
The YA Council is an elected body consisting of YA members. They plan and organise
centralized activities for all YA members.
3.9.2 The Guide Branch
The Guide Branch is organised for girls between the ages of 11 and 17 or until they
leave secondary school and who have taken the Guide Promise.
The administration of the Guide Branch is vested in the Guide Branch Committee.
A Guide Company operates through the Court-of-Honour.
The Guiders provide the necessary leadership to manage the affairs and direct the
activities of her Guide company.
3.9.3 The Brownie Branch
The Brownie Branch is organised for girls between the ages of 7 and 11 or until they
leave primary school and who have taken the Brownie Promise.
The administration of the Brownie Branch is vested in the Brownie Committee.
The Guiders provide the necessary leadership to manage the affairs and direct the
activities of the Brownie Pack.
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3.10

The Special Section
The Special Section is organised for the intellectually and/or physically challenged
children.
Special Units are registered in the usual way with the Division Commissioner.

3.11

The Trefoil Guild
The Trefoil Guild is registered with GGS.
The aims of the Guild are to:
(a)
(b)
(c)

keep alive the spirit of the Guide Promise and Laws in their own lives;
bring that spirit into the community in which they live and work; and
actively support Guiding in Singapore and the world.
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4

FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION

4.1

Introduction

4.1.1 The Headquarters of GGS is responsible for all the activities of its Divisions, and
individual Companies and Packs as these activities are in the name of GGS. GGS is
responsible for fund-raising and expenditure by all members for Girl Guiding
activities.
4.1.2 It is the duty of the National Council to see to the proper and conscientious use of
funds by GGS in accordance with the Guiding spirit.
4.2

Divisions

4.2.1 All Division funds are maintained and managed by Headquarters.
4.2.2 Each Division shall submit an estimated budget for each new financial year ending 31st
December.
4.3

Standing Committees

4.3.1 Each Standing Committee shall submit an estimated budget for each new financial
year ending 31st December.
4.4

Finance Committee

4.4.1 The Finance Committee is an extension of the Council supervising the finance
function of GGS. The task of the Finance Committee is to:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
4.5

formulate and recommend fiscal policies and control of accounts;
collate the annual budget for GGS submitted by Divisions and Committees which
shall then be presented to the Council for approval;
supervise disbursements of funds;
ensure that proper accounting records are kept;
oversee treasury and fund management functions;
review the quarterly statements

Audit Committee

4.5.1 As recommended under the Code of Governance for Charities and Institutions of a
Public Character issued by the Charity Council on 19 January 2011, the Audit
Committee is a sub-committee of the National Council and it plays a critical role in
ensuring the integrity of the financial statements through its oversight of the
company‟s financial reporting process, the internal control system and the audit
function.
4.5.2 The Audit Committee shall comprise at least two members, to be appointed by the
Council and it shall meet at least twice in each financial year. The Council shall
appoint the Chairperson.
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4.5.3 The Audit Committee is authorized by the Council to:




annually review its Terms of Reference and its own effectiveness and
recommend any necessary changes to the Council
assist the Council in fulfilling its monitoring responsibilities by investigating any
activity within its Terms of Reference
have full access to, and co-operation of Management and any other officers of
the organisation.

4.5.4 The duties of the Audit Committee should include:
(a)

Overseeing financial reporting
 Reviewing significant financial reporting issues and judgements so as to
ensure the integrity of financial information
 Assess and challenge, where necessary, the correctness, completeness and
consistency of financial information

(b)

Overseeing internal control
Reviewing the adequacy of the organisation‟s internal financial controls,
operational and compliance controls, and risk management policies and systems
(hereinafter referred to collectively as “internal controls”) at least annually

(c)

Overseeing the external audit process
 Making recommendations to the Board on the appointment, re-appointment
and removal of the external auditor, and approving the remuneration and
terms of engagement of the external auditor
 Reviewing the external auditor‟s audit work scope, audit report and the
external auditor‟s evaluation of the system of internal accounting controls
with the external auditor, as well as the assistance given by Management to
the external auditor
 Reviewing the scope and results of the audit and its cost effectiveness, and
the independence and objectivity of the external auditor
 Reviewing the nature and extent of the external auditor‟s non-audit services
to the organization, seeking to balance the maintenance of objectivity and
value for money

4.5.5 The Audit Committee shall report regularly to the Council on the exercise of its
duties, identifying those matters which it considers require action or improvement,
and making recommendations as to the step to be taken. The Audit Committee shall,
after each Committee meeting, send the Council a report on its findings and
recommendations.
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4.6

Disbursement of Monies

4.6.1 The finance function of the GGS administration will assist with the disbursement of
funds on behalf of the Divisions and Standing Committees. Claims may be made for
items budgeted and approved by the respective Commissioners. For specific
programmes, a summary report of the actual spending compared to the approved
budget is submitted for approval to the Finance Committee and Council, as
appropriate.
Expenses comprise:
(a)

Direct expenses:
(i)
(ii)

(b)

Events conducted by the respective Divisions and Committees; and
Cost of sales (eg. cookies, shop).

Indirect expenses:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Salaries;
Administrative Expenses; and
The maintenance of Guide House and campsite.

4.6.2 The authorised approvers of payment vouchers for various expenditures are as
follows:

4.7

Expenditures
Shop

Authorised approvers
Shop Commissioner

All others

General Administration Commissioner & Commissioners incharge of their respective budgets

Investments

4.7.1 In the management of GGS Funds, the Council shall focus on capital preservation, and
funds may be placed with fund managers upon review and approval by the Council.
4.7.2 In the event investment funds are placed with fund managers, it should be a
reputable fund manager recommended by the Audit Committee and approved by
Council. The Council may appoint a sub-committee to liaise with, and review
investments made by fund managers.
4.8

Fixed Deposits
The fixed deposits will be monitored by the finance team of the GGS administrative
function and it will inform the Honorary Treasurer when additional working capital is
needed or when there are excess funds, which may be deposited. The Honorary
Treasurer will update the Council on GGS‟ fund position. Transactions should be
authorised by the authorised signatories jointly.
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4.9

Fixed Assets
A Fixed Asset Register shall be maintained by the finance function of the GGS
administrative team and it should be reviewed annually by the Audit Committee.
The accounting and control policies are:
(a)
(b)
(c)

4.10

writing off assets below $200;
booking of depreciation charge quarterly; and
tagging of all major assets.

Fund Raising
Fund Raising activities shall be conducted by the Finance Committee, or any subcommittee delegated. All fund raising activities must be conducted in the name of
GGS, and conducted with the approval of the Council.

4.11

Stocks
Stock takes are carried out at least twice annually -in June and at the financial yearend. Stock levels shall be monitored by the Shop Commissioner and be adequate for
the sales at the Shop.
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5

THE BROWNIE BRANCH

5.1

Brownie
A Brownie is a girl between ages 7 and 11 or until she leaves primary school and who
has taken the Brownie Promise.

5.2

Brownie Pack
A Brownie Pack should consist of not less than two Sixes under a Guider, who is called
the Brownie Leader and another who is the Assistant Brownie Leader. The Assistant
Brownie Leader should be capable of administering the Pack in the absence of the
Brownie Leader.
The minimum number of Brownies in a Pack is twelve. The maximum number is
thirty-six. Should the Pack exceed thirty-six, an additional Pack with the correct
components should be registered.
A Brownie Pack should be registered with GGS within 4 weeks of its formation.

5.3

Units not based in Schools
Any organisation which exists for the training of girls and wishes to include Brownie
Packs as part of its programme may, with the approval of GGS Headquarters, affiliate
with the Association, as follows:

5.4

(a)

A Brownie Pack not based in school is recognized and registered as such at GGS
Headquarters on the recommendation of either the Branch Commissioner or the
Division Commissioner, provided that its members agree to adhere to the policy,
organisation and rules of GGS.

(b)

A prospective Brownie Leader may be recommended by the governing body of
the organisation and, if having successfully completed the training programme
and/or approved by GGS, receive a warrant.

(c)

The Unit remains an integral part and under the administration of its own
organisation. Members wear, on the Brownie uniform, the distinctive badge of
the organisation.

(d)

Brownie tests are carried out according to the rules of the Association.

(e)

Proficiency badges are sold at the Guide Shop while Course badges (HPB & NEA
badges) can be requested at the Office with Badge Certificates.

Brownie Guiders

5.4.1 Qualifications
(a) Brownie Leader / Assistant Brownie Leader:
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At least 21 years old.

(b) Has attended and completed the Basic Training as laid down by the Training
Committee.
5.4.2 Appointment
(a) A Permanent Warrant is given to the Guider when it is ascertained that she has
completed the Basic Training Course (BTC) and is competent in the running of the
Pack.
(b) Before issuing the Permanent Warrant, Unit Visit(s) will be conducted by the
Trainer / Commissioner ensuring that the Guider:
(i)

has a real interest in and has an understanding of the persons of the
particular age group with whom she is going to work;

(ii)

has a good character and has steadfastness of purpose which will enable
her to lead her unit;

(iii) is in agreement with the fundamental aims and methods of the Movement,
intends to adhere loyally to its rules and policy, and is prepared, if not
already enrolled, to make the threefold promise.
5.4.3 Responsibilities
The Brownie Leader has a free hand in the management of her Pack and training of
her Brownies provided that she adheres to the Policy, Organisation and Rules of GGS.
On completion of her BTC, the Brownie Leader may test her Brownies for the Golden
Badge, Golden Bar and Golden Hand Tests. On receipt of her Permanent Warrant, a
Brownie Leader may enroll her Brownies.
5.5

Brownie Six
The Brownie Six consists of six Brownies, including the Sixer and the Second and
assumes the name of Elf, Fairy, Gnome, Imp, Pixie or Sprite.

Elf
This is
what we do
as Elves,

Fairy
We‟re the
Fairies glad
and gay,

Gnome
Here you see
the laughing
Gnomes,

Imp
We‟re the
ever helpful
Imps,

Pixie
Look out!
We‟re the
jolly Pixies,

Think of
others, not
ourselves.

Helping others
every day.

Helping
mother in our
homes.

Quick and
quiet as any
shrimps.

Helping
people when
in fixes.
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Sprite
Here we
come, the
spritely
Sprites,
Brave and
helpful like
the knights.

5.6

Brownie Sixer and Second
(a)

The Brownie Sixer
A Sixer is appointed by the Brownie Leader to take charge of the Six. A Sixer
should be a Golden Bar Brownie.

(b)

The Brownie Second
A Second is appointed by the Brownie Leader. She takes the place of the Sixer
when the latter is absent.

5.7

Brownie Uniform

5.7.1 Full uniform with scarf and hat are worn for the first time at the Enrolment Ceremony
when the girl receives her Golden Badge. On joining the Pack, a Tweenie may wear
her uniform with the Six emblem but without the Golden Badge which is given to her
on Enrolment Day.
5.7.1 Permission must be obtained from the Brownie Leader for a Brownie to wear her
uniform other than at Pack meetings.
5.8

Enrolment Ceremony

5.8.1 The Enrolment is a special ceremony where the Tweenies in the Pack become
Brownies and receive the Golden Badge.
5.8.2 This is the way a Brownie is enrolled:
The Pack will form the Brownie Ring. The Brownie Leader will ask the Sixer to take
her Tweenies to the centre of the Ring near the Toadstool.
Brownie Leader

:

“Do you know your Brownie Promise?”

Tweenie

:

“Yes, I do.”

The Tweenie who is to be enrolled, and all Brownies and Leaders salute while she
makes her Promise.
Tweenie

:

“I promise to do my best:
To do my duty to God,
To serve my country
and help other people, and
To keep the Brownie Law.”

The Brownie Leader pins the Golden Badge on the Brownie‟s scarf.
Brownie Leader

:

“You are now a Brownie of the … Pack.
I trust you to do your best.”

Brownie Leader shakes hands with the Brownie.
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Brownie Leader

:

“Pack, welcome our new Brownie.”

Pack gives her the Grand Salute.
5.9

Motto, Salute, Sign, Handshake, and Good Turn

5.9.1

Motto:

“Lend a Hand'

5.9.2

Salute:

Three fingers of the right hand upright, thumb and little finger bent
and touching. The hand raised to the cap. The three fingers
symbolise the Threefold Promise.

5.9.2

Sign:

As above but the hand raised only to shoulder level.

5.9.4

Handshake:

A Brownie shakes hands with the left hand.

5.9.5

Good Turn:

A Brownie does at least one Good Turn a day.

5.10

Brownie Wings
The Brownie Wings is awarded to Brownies who passed the Golden Hand tests before
Primary Six. It is worn on the Guide Uniform when the Golden Hand Brownie joins a
Guide Company.

5.11

The Brownie Tests

5.11.1 GOLDEN BADGE TEST (Enrolment)
The Tweenie needs to understand:













She
(a)
(b)
(c)

The Brownie Promise;
The Law;
The Motto;
The Good Turn;
The Salute;
The Sign;
The Handshake;
The Grand Salute;
The Brownie Smile;
The Brownie Ring;
The Pow-Wow Ring;
The Brownie Badge; and
The Brownie Uniform
also needs to:
know how to wear the uniform and fold the scarf;
tie a reef knot and know its uses; and
read the story of the Brownies, adapted from “The Brownies” by Mrs Ewing,
and at least two other Brownie Stories of other countries.
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5.11.2 GOLDEN BAR & GOLDEN HAND TEST SYLLABUS
The Golden Bar and Golden Hand test syllabus are grouped into modules. There are
altogether 12 modules:
POINTS
Personal and Social
Development
Home
Outdoor
Community
International

MODULES
Healthy Me
Courteous Me
Cultured Me
Home Safety
Home Duties
Discovering Nature
A Green World
My Country
My Neighbourhood
Helper
My Brownie Friend
My World

TOTAL
3
2
2
3
2
Total :

12

The Brownie may choose any Point to work on at any time. She may also select
which module she wants to work on first.
The Golden Bar
In order to qualify for the Golden Bar, she needs to complete
five modules, one under each point.

The Golden Hand

She will qualify for the Golden Hand after she has completed the
remaining seven modules. After she has gained the Golden Hand
Badge, she may take the Chief Commissioner‟s Badge.
Note: Upon receiving the Golden Hand badge, Brownie should replace the Golden
Bar badge with it on the uniform.
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5.12

The Challenges
There are many challenges for her to work on in every module. They are:
Point One: Personal and Social Development
Module 1 – Healthy Me
Module 2 – Courteous Me
Module 3 – Cultured Me
Point Two: Home
Module 1 – Home Safety
Module 2 – Home Duties
Point Three: Outdoor
Module 1 – Discovering Nature
Module 2 – A Green World
Point Four: Community
Module 1 – My Country
Module 2 – My Neighbourhood
Module 3 - Helper
Point Five: International
Module 1 – My Brownie Friend
Module 2 – My World

5.13

Chief Commissioner’s Badge
When the Brownie has completed her Golden Hand, she may work
for the Chief Commissioner‟s Badge, the highest award for a
Brownie. Brownies interested in obtaining their Chief
Commissioner‟s Badge will have to get the application booklet from
Girl Guides Singapore.
Rules on the Chief Commissioner’s Badge Award
Clauses 2, 3 and 4 are to be completed at unit level.
1

The Brownie Leader must attend the compulsory briefing conducted yearly by
the Brownie Branch.

2

The candidate must have attained the Golden Hand Badge.

3

She
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

must work for 5 Proficiency Badges, from the five listed categories:Personal and Social Development
Home
Outdoor
Community
International
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4

Compile an interesting scrapbook on 10 important events in Guiding. Illustrate
it with interesting sketches and newspaper cuttings. Be prepared to answer
questions and talk about them.
N.B.: Please take note of current events.

5

Display knowledge of Singapore and GGS (through Questionnaires):

(a) Brief History of Singapore
- What Singapore was first known as
- Singapore‟s first two founders
- The year in which the Englishman set foot on Singapore
- The year in which Singapore gained independence
- The first Prime Minister and first President
- The current Prime Minister and President
(b) Uniformed section of GGS
- Name of own Division Commissioner, current Chief Commissioner,
President and Patron of GGS.
- Themes for current and previous years
- Start of GGS history
- What WAGGGS stands for
- The set-up of the uniformed section of GGS
6

Recycling Outreach Project – 3 hours

7

The Reef Knot
- Skill test component
- Brownies need to show the tester how to use the reef knot to tie scarf neatly
using their uniform

8
5.14

The testers‟ decision is final.

Testing
(a) In order to ensure a uniform and satisfactory standard of testing it is
recommended that:
(i) A warranted Guider may test Brownies up till Golden Hand; and
(ii) A warranted Guider or a person with special knowledge in the subject may
be appointed to test in Brownie Proficiency Badges.
(b) Proficiency Badges may be gained when the Brownie has been enrolled.
(c) A certificate awarded by another association may qualify the holder for a
proficiency badge provided that:
(i) The examination covers the syllabus of the test; and
(ii) The certificate is of recent date i.e. within 2 years.
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(d) A Brownie, whether or not she is a member of the Special section, who through
physical disability is unable to take any clause of the Golden Bar or Golden Hand
syllabus as laid down, may with the approval of the Brownie Branch
Commissioner, take alternative tests and be awarded accordingly.
(e) In all tests, although a high standard of efficiency is desirable, the amount of
effort made by the candidate is equally important, and should be taken into
account by the tester.
(f) The instructor is not permitted to test those whom she has instructed for
Proficiency Badges.
(g) For the testing of Proficiency Badges, the Guider must ensure that the tester,
who is qualified to test, must be fully informed of the test requirement.
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BROWNIE PROFICIENCY BADGES
GGS Website > I’M A Brownie > Proficiency Badges
http://www.girlguides.org.sg/cos/o.x?c=/ggs/pagetree&func=view&rid=4596
Qualifying Period
Proficiency Badges may be gained when the Brownie has been enrolled.
The Badges
The Proficiency Badges are divided into 2 groups. Interest Badges and Skills Badges.
Interest Badge
(Left Sleeve)

Skill Badge
(Right Sleeve)

Animal Lover

Artist

Book Lover

Athlete

Collector

Cook

Crime Prevention

Craft

Dental Health

Cyclist

Environmentalist

Dancer

Gardener

Entertainer

Hostess

First Aider

House Orderly

Knitter

Observer

Musician

Pathfinder

Needleworker

Peace Patch

Singer

Pony Rider

Skater

Road Safety

Swimmer

Safety in home

Toymaker

Thrift

Writer

World Brownie Friendship
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Proficiency Badges
Animal Lover

1. Look after your pet for at least one month.
2. Keep a one month record in the form of a scrapbook
pertaining to its life, habits, daily diet and care.
3. Tell/Write where and how you can obtain help for sick
animals.
4. Record the points you must consider before deciding what
sort of pet to own.
5. To bring pet or photo of a pet to the test.

Artist

1) Know the primary colours, and how to mix them to make
other colours.
2) Make an all-over design, suitable for a book cover, using
some method of printing. Eg: lino-block, potato cut, leaf
printing, etc.
3) Make an imaginative picture on a large sheet of drawing
paper. You can use crayon or paint (tempera, powder or
poster colour).
4) Make one of these:
a) An invitation for a Brownie event.
b) An illustrated prayer card for use in the pack.
c) A book mark.

Athlete

1) Run 25m in 30 seconds.
2) Jump 60cm (high jump).
3) Throw a netball over arm 2m and catch it when thrown back to
you.
4) Run 25m while skipping.
5) Do two of these (3 attempts):
a) From a distance of 4m throw a tennis ball to hit a target
approximately 30cm square and 1 -1.5m from the ground.
b) From a distance of 4m roll a ball between two skittles
40cm apart.
c) From a distance of 4m, throw a size 3 or 4 football
through a 70m hoop.
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Book Lover

1. Read six books and do a summary of them. One of these should be
a short story in another language (except for those without a
second language). The Brownie must be able to tell the tester the
gist of the story in English.
2. Make a list of 10 other books you have enjoyed reading-giving the
dates you read them.
3. Show that you know how to take care of books; mend an old book;
cover a new one to keep clean and make a book mark (to use 3m
transparent tape for mending).

Collector

1. Make an interesting, well-arranged collection of specimens in
connection with your hobby or interest, eg: stamps, postmarks,
picture postcards, match boxes, crests, outdoor treasures, coins,
etc.
2. Be able to tell the tester something about your collection.
3. Tell the tester about a visit you have made to someone else's
collection, or to a library, or an art gallery, or museum or aviary,
or garden or zoo, and describe how the specimens there were
displayed.
Note: The tester will judge your collection on the number, variety and
arrangement. She must ensure that the collection is made with effort
and not merely purchased.

Cook

Craft

1) Make a proper hot beverage to be served in a proper tea set
(without using 3-in-1 or 2-in-1 sachets)
2) Cook a simple balanced meals. Eg. Fried rice, instant noodles,
porridge.
3) Wash and cook rice (rice cooker may be used)
4) Make scones or small cakes (a packet mix may be used)

Do any three of the following. Be ready to tell the tester how you
made the articles and what you are going to do with them.
1) Make a picture not less than 27cm by 37cm using a variety of
materials. Eg: natural materials, cloth, felt, wool.
2) Make a model of suitable materials. Eg. Card, papier mache, clay.
3) Make an article using material you have decorated yourself. Eg.
By tie-dyeing, embroidery, vegetable, printing, stenciling.
4) Weave a useful article not less than 25cm by 17cm.
5) Make something using another craft of your own choice. Eg.
Origami, string craft, puppetry, basketry, raffia work.
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Crime Prevention

This badge is organized by the GGS HQ annually.
1. A good knowledge of Crime Prevention (details are
explained in the Crime Prevention booklet).
2. Personal assignment – Log/Scrap book (details are
explained in the Crime Prevention booklet).
3. Written test (Participants must successfully complete
part (i) and (ii) first).

Cyclist

Dancer

1) Own, or part own, a bicycle of the right size.
2) Demonstrate how to ride a bicycle and apply brakes
accordingly.
3) Show how to clean and oil the bicycle, pump up the tires and
replace the chain.
4) Find out lighting time and why lights are necessary.
5) Go for a ride with the tester, showing her that you understand:
a) The rules of the road as applied to the cyclists.
b) Signals that cyclist give and observe.
c) The correct drill for turning right at cross roads.
1. Know three characteristics of national dances of Singapore.
Perform at least one of them.
2. Perform a sequence of movements showing one of the
following:
(a) Ballet;
(b) Modern Dance; or
(c) Natural Movement Technique.
3. To music chosen by the tester, choreograph a dance that
shows sense of rhythm, grace of movement and vividness of
expression.
Note: If a Brownie has passed Grade III in dance from a recognized
Board, e.g. Royal Academy of Dance can be awarded the badge.

Dental Health

1. Demonstrate correct tooth-brushing technique.
2. Know what disclosing tablets are, their purpose and how to
use them.
Name six kinds of food which are good and six which are
bad for dental teeth.
3. Name six ways by which accidents to teeth can happen.
4. Collect three types of tooth brushes and explain which type
you would use and why.
5. Visit a dentist for a check-up.
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Entertainer

Environmentalist

1) Entertain an audience, in three of the following ways:
a) Play a simple piece of music correctly on a recognized
piece of instrument.
b) Recite a poem. Your choice of poem will be taken into
account.
c) Dress up and act or mine, or use puppets, to illustrate a
well-known story or an event from history.
d) Make up a dance to a piece of music.
e) Sing with or without accompaniment.
f) Perform any national dance.

Compulsory Section
1. Read two story books related to the conservation of the
environment.
2. Make a list of at least three articles your family would throw
away which can be reused as useful articles.
3. Make a useful article using used materials.
4. Think of five ways your family can conserve water. Try them
and share your methods with a friend or your Six. Make posters
to illustrate water conservation.
5. Make a list of ways you and your family can save energy. Be
able to discuss the list with your Brownie Leader/tester.
Optional (Choose any 2)
1. Visit parks to better appreciate plants and animals around us.
2. Keep track of the number of times you and your family travel
by car during a week. Work out a plan showing how energy
can be conserved by combining the number of trips or using
public transport.
3. Make a poster to educate the other members of the school on
the theme "Keep the Earth Green"/ "We have only one Earth".
4. Write a poem based on the theme "This is Our World".
5. Participate in activities/events organized for Clean and Green
campaign.
6. Take part in a water-front clean-up. Keep track of the amount
and kinds of litter.
7. Take photographs of places where there is pollution around
your home or school.
Note: A Brownie who has obtained the Young Scientist
Environmentalist Badge will automatically be given this badge.
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First Aider

1) Show how you would clean and put a dressing on a grazed
knee and cut finger.
2) Know how to treat simple burns and scalds.
3) Know how to stop bleeding from cuts.
4) Show how you would stop bleeding from the nose.
5) Show how to use your scarf as an arm sling.

Gardener

1) Know the names and uses of six gardening tools.
2) Cultivate and keep tidy a garden or a piece of ground for at
least four months and keep the tools used in good condition.
3) Grow one kind of vegetables and one kind of flowers from
seeds.
4) Transplant seedlings.
5) Explain to the tester how cut flowers should be looked after.

Hostess

1) Write a letter:
a. Inviting a friend to tea OR
b. Saying thank-you for a visit OR
c. Accepting an invitation.
2) Welcome and look after a guest or guests either in your own
home or at a party or a suitable Brownie event, and provide
and serve refreshments.
3) Note: If the Brownie serves at home, Brownie event or Sports
Day, they can then obtain the Hostess Badge but they must get
certified letters by relevant authority eg:
Home - Parents
School - Sports Secretary/teacher-in-charge
Brownie Events ? Guider
Note: Brownies must also carry out clause(1).

House Orderly

Help at home and be ready to show or tell the tester what you
have done or can do.
1) Do one of the following:
a) Clean brasswork or silver.
b) Clean a toilet bowl.
c) Clean a bath or basin.
2) Tidy a room.
3) Wash or Iron a Brownie/School Uniform.
4) Make a bed.
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Knitter

You may knit or crochet:
1) Choose your own pattern and following the printed directions,
make a garment using at least two different stitches.
2) Make something of your own choice:
Gloves, mittens with thumbs, a shaped beret, a table centre, a
small bag or something similar.
Note: Brownies to make articles at home but to demonstrate the
skill to the tester.

Musician

1) On an instrument of your own choice, play:.
a. a piece of music of your own choice.
b. a major scale of your own choice.
2) Tap a rhythm played by the tester.
3) Recognise any six instrument in an orchestra.
The choice of piece will be taken into account by the tester. If
necessary the orchestra/instruments maybe identified from
pictures. If she passed Grade III in music, she is exempted from
clauses (1) and (2) of the test.

Needleworker

1) Work six of the following stitches: chain, blanket, herringbone,
feather, cross, stem, fly, running, french knots and lazy daisy.
2) Make an apron or a tray cloth or some other useful article,
decorating it with one or more of the stitches named in clause
(1). The hem may be held down either by hemming or by a
decorative stitch.
Note: Brownie to demonstrate the stitching skill to the tester.

Observer

1) Observe the appearance and know the names of:
a) Five animals OR
b) Five birds OR
c) Six flowers or vegetables OR
d) Six trees or shrubs.
2) Be able to tell the tester something about each of the animals or
plants you have observed.
3) Find your own way to an unknown spot within the school
compound, by following directions, signs on the ground,
landmarks, or a combination of these.
4) Play Kim‟s Game (24 out of 30 items; 1 min for observing objects).
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Pathfinder

Pony Rider

Road Safety

From your own home or your Pack meeting place:
1) Know the easiest and the quickest way you can get to the Guide
House.
2) Know the direction and the distance of three housing estates or
satellite towns and the best way to get there.
3) Be able to give clear directions politely and distinctly, to a
person asking the way to any four of these places: police station
or neighbourhood police post; hospital; public telephone; post
office; petrol kiosk; the nearest doctor; the nearest MRT/LRT
station and the nearest bus-stop.
4) Be able to give clear directions to your tester about a place of
interest that you have visited in Singapore.

1) Catch a pony and put on a head collar or a rope halter; lead a
pony in hand.
2) Mount and dismount correctly.
3) Ride without a leading rein.
4) Know something about the care and feeding of a pony off
grass.

Know and be able to demonstrate the rules for the following
clauses:
1) Where and how to walk safely.
2) How to cross a road – to include:
a) Kerb Drill;
b) All available types of crossings;
c) One way streets;
d) Where no special crossing is available;
e) Crossing near stationary vehicles.
3) Where to play safely.
4) Know the safety measures to be taken by a passenger in
public transport and private car.
Note: A certificate of participation at the Road Safety Park will
qualify Brownies for the above badge. If the Brownie fails when
they participate in the Road Safety Park, the Guider can
question the Brownies orally, so as to give them another chance.
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Safety In The Home

1) Tell the tester the telephone number of a doctor you would
contact in an emergency.
2) Be able to use a telephone
3) Be able to give directions to the nearest telephone if there is
no one in your house.
4) Know how to call the police, ambulance and fire brigade.
5) Show how you would do the following in a safe way:
a) Place a saucepan on a cooker.
b) Wash and dry knives, carry them, and pass then to another
person.
c) Strike a match, light a candle and put the matches away.
6) Know what dangers there could be when you use electricity
and gas.
7) Explain three ways used in your home to make sure that
accidents do not happen.
8) Know how the following can be a danger to young children:
a) Plastic bags.
b) Pills and medicine left within reach.
c) Sharp scissors, needles etc.
d) Disinfectants, detergents and insecticides.
Note: Brownie must compile a scrap book with all the
information given in clauses 1 to 8.

Singer

1) a. Sing the National Anthem and explain the meaning.
b. Sing the Brownie Song.
2) Sing:
- Two songs you have chosen yourself. One of which should
be a folk song and the other in another language.
- Your favourite hymn or song.
3) Imitate the pattern clapped or played by the tester/taped
music.
4) Sing one octave of a major scale downwards.
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Skater

Swimmer

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Know about skates and maintenance of skates.
Show that she is aware of the safety precautions.
Skate forward and backward in good style.
Demonstrate three methods of stopping.
Know how to evade falls.
Know how to brake a fall and get up from a fall.
Be able to do a figure "8" (to end at the starting point and
cross at mid-section. The circles made should be 1 1/2
times the height of the person).

1) Swim 25m on your front.
2) Pick up an object, eg: a plate, from 1m of water or mushroom
float with face immersed for 5 seconds.
3) Tread water for 2 minutes or float motionless for 30 seconds
(not necessarily horizontally).
4) Swim 15m on your back.
5) From board, bank or boat, perform a sitting dive or jump.
Note: Brownie with Swimming Certificate may be awarded the
badge.

Thrift

1) Save at least $10/= in the savings bank or approved
security during the year. Show the tester your passbook,
so she will know you have been saving regularly.
2) Make a useful article from something that would
otherwise be thrown away.
3) Tell the tester two ways in which you can be useful and
thrifty at home and two ways you can help people by
saving things which would otherwise be wasted.
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Toymaker

1) Make three of the following:
a) A toy out of a stocking;
b) A toy suitable for a small child or baby;
c) A different toy of your own choice;
Note: Brownies are allowed to do the articles at home.

Writer

1) Write an original story.
2) Write a poem or a playlet or a description of a Brownie event.
3) Write a letter of thanks.

World Brownie Friendship

1) Choose six countries where there are Brownies and
know the Brownie Uniform and badge of each.
2) Know the flags of these six countries.
3) Tell the tester something which interests you about
the Brownies in at least two of these countries.
4) Make an interesting collection of views, national
costumes, stamps, food pictures and labels, or similar
things from one of these countries.
5) Play a game and read or hear a story from another
country and tell the tester about them.
Note: Brownie must compile a scrapbook with all the
information given in clauses 1 to 5.
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NEA Public Health Badge
+

+

=

Upon Completion of the Mozzie Buster, I‟m OK & Food Watch, Brownies will then be
presented with the Public Health Badge by NEA.

NEA Resource Conservation Badge
+

=

Upon Completion of 3R and Energy Efficiency, Brownies will then be presented the
Resource Conservation Badge by NEA

Health Trooper Badge
Junior Trooper Badge
1) Register for a visit to HealthZone to complete a Hunt and
Workshop.
2) Students will complete a short written test.

Star Trooper Badge
1) Register a visit to HealthZone to complete a Hunt and
Workshop.
2) Students will complete 4 take-home assignments
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6

THE GUIDE BRANCH

6.1

Guide
Guides are girls between the ages of 11 and 17 or until they leave secondary school
and who have taken the Guide Promise.

6.2

Guide Company
A Company should consist of no fewer than two patrols, with a Captain and
preferably at least one Lieutenant. The Lieutenant should be capable of
administering the Company in the absence of the Captain. If the company should
exceed forty, an additional Company with a correct component of officer should
be registered.
A Guide Company should be registered with GGS within 4 weeks of its formation.

6.3

Units not based in Schools
Any organisation which exists for the training of girls and wishes to include Guide
Units as part of its programme may, with the approval of GGS Headquarters,
affiliate with the Association, as follows:
(a) A Guide unit not based in school is recognised and registered as such at Guide
Headquarters on the recommendation of the Division Commissioner, provided
that its members agree adhere to the policy, organisation and rules of GGS.
(b) A prospective Guider may be recommended by the governing body of the
organisation and, if having successfully completed the training programme
and/or approved by GGS, receive a warrant.
(c) The unit remains an integral part and under the administration of its own
organisation. Members wear, on the Guide uniform, the distinctive badge of
the organisation.
(d) Guide tests are carried out according to the rules of the Association and
badges are sold at the Guide Shop.
(e) The Division Commissioner is responsible for the training and efficiency of
the units, and as for other units in her Division, visits it to ensure good
standard, governance and quality of training in the ordinary course of her
duties.
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6.4

Guide Guider

6.4.1

Appointment of a Guider
The appointment of a Guider is made by the Chief Commissioner on the
recommendation of the Division Commissioner and her school Principal. A
Permanent Warrant is given to the Guider when it is ascertained that she:
(a) has completed the Basic Training Course (BTC) and is competent in the running
of the company;
(b) has a real interest in and has an understanding of the persons of the particular
age group with whom she is going to work;
(c) has a good character and has steadfastness of purpose which will enable her to
lead her unit; and
(d) is in agreement with the fundamental aims and methods of the Movement,
intends to adhere loyally to its rules and policy, and is prepared, if not already
enrolled, to make the threefold promise.

6.4.2

Qualifications for a Warrant
Before confirming an appointment by the issue of a warrant, the Trainer/Division
Commissioner or anyone appointed by the Training or Division Commissioner, must
satisfy herself through at least one visit to the Company that the Guider:
(a) Has reached the required age for the particular appointment, that is: Captain
21 years, Lieutenant at 18 years;
Note: At her discretion the Trainer/Division Commissioner may recommend a
warrant to a Captain at the age of 20 and to a Lieutenant at 17½;
(b) Has completed the required BTC Training as laid out by the Training
Committee;
(c) Is helping the Guides to grow in understanding and practice of the Promise,
Law and Motto;
(d) Is making the right use of the Patrol System, including the Court of Honour,
and training her Patrol Leaders;
(e) Understands the purpose and value of the tests and is able to teach and test
the requirements for Enrolment and Bronze, Silver and Gold Awards;
(f) Understands the importance of camping and outdoor activities in the Guide
Programme; and accepts the responsibility of ensuring that her Guides have
the opportunity of camping;
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(g) Has the ability to share in the planning of a balanced programme over a period
of time, and to be responsible for carrying through a whole meeting
satisfactorily;
(h) Has kept, or been responsible for keeping satisfactory Company accounts (if an
account exists) and other records; and
(i) Understands the structure of GGS.
6.4.3

Responsibilities
The Captain has a free hand in the management and training of her Company,
provided that she adheres to the policy and rules of the Association.
In consultation with the Court-of-Honour, she may take disciplinary action for
unsatisfactory behaviour.
On receipt of her warrant, a Guider may test her own Guides for the Enrolment,
Bronze, Silver and Gold Award. The organisation and testing are the responsibility
of the Captain.
A Guider must keep herself up to date by attending relevant training from time to
time and by reading appropriate Guide publications. She must also show that she
is able to run her Company in a satisfactory way.

6.5

Patrol

6.5.1

The Patrol is the unit for all work and play. It consists of not more than eight girls,
including the Patrol Leader and Second.

6.5.2

Each member wears the emblem of the patrol she belongs to.

6.6

Court-of-Honour

6.6.1

The Court-of-Honour is a committee within the Company to manage its affairs and
direct its work, and is the most important council in connection with the Company.

6.6.2

The Guiders and Patrol Leaders are members of the Court-of-Honour; Patrol
Seconds may be elected members. A Secretary and a Treasurer are elected from
the members of the Court-of-Honour or from other suitable members of the
Company. The Captain usually takes the Chair.

6.6.3

The Court-of-Honour assembles at regular intervals (at least 2 times a year) either
as a special meeting or supplementary to the Company meeting. The meeting is
conducted formally and minutes are kept. An account of the Company‟s funds
(where one exists) should be presented at the Court-of-Honour.
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6.7

Unit Helper (UH)
A Guide Company may have a UH (between 16 to 21 years old) appointed by HQ to
assist. The ratio of UH to Guides is 1:20. Upon appointment, the UH must work
towards gaining her warrant within 2 years from the start date of her training.
The UH may test the Guides on modules which they have passed as Guides and only
under the supervision of the Captain.
A Guide Company may also have Volunteer Adult Leaders (at least 21 years old)
(VAL) appointed by the Captain to assist. A VAL should be officially appointed by
the Ministry of Education. Upon appointment, the VAL is encouraged to attend the
BTC.

6.8

Company Leader
A Company Leader may be appointed to assist the Guider.

6.9

Patrol Leader

6.9.1

The Patrol Leader is nominated by the Guides and appointed by the Captain. She
should preferably have obtained the Guide Silver Award and have been a member
of the Company for at least three months. Instructions should be given as much as
possible through her.

6.9.2

She is responsible for all matters relating to work, play and administration in her
patrol. She should be the channel of communication between the Captain and her
Guides.

6.10

Patrol Second
The Patrol Second is nominated by the Patrol Leader to be her assistant and to run
the patrol in her absence. The Second may represent the Patrol Leader at the
Court-of-Honour.

6.11

Guide Uniform
Full uniform with scarf and hat is worn for the first time at the Enrolment
Ceremony when the girl receives her enrolment badge. The uniform is worn only
by enrolled members. Permission must be obtained from the Captain for a Guide
to wear her uniform other than at Guide meetings, or from the Division
Commissioner or Branch Commissioner in exceptional cases.
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6.12

Enrolment
Before being enrolled the recruit must pass the Enrolment Test.
Form of Enrolment:
Captain:
Recruit:
Captain:

“Do you know what your honour means?”
“My honour means that I can be trusted to be truthful and honest.”
“Can I trust you on your honour to do your best:
To do your duty to God,
To serve your country and to help other people, and
To keep the Guide Law?”

The recruit and all enrolled Guides and Guiders give the Guide Sign while the
recruit makes her Promise:
Recruit:

“I promise to do my best:
To do my duty to God,
To serve my country and help other people, and
To keep the Guide Law.”

The Guider pins the Enrolment Badge on the recruit‟s scarf and says:
Captain:

“I trust you on your honour to keep this Promise and to try to do at
least one Good Turn a day.”

The Guider shakes hands with the recruit and says:
Captain:

“You are now a member of the worldwide sisterhood of Guides. Salute
the Colours.”

The Guide salutes the Colours. The Guide turns to face the Company.
Captain:

“Company, salute the new Guide.”

The new Guide returns the Company‟s salute.
Note:
6.13

This form of enrolment is used for all members, with the exception of
Brownies.

Tests
(a) In order to ensure a uniform and satisfactory standard of testing it is
recommended that:
(i)
A warranted Guider may test her Guides; and
(ii) A person with special knowledge in the subject may be appointed to test
as well.
(b) A candidate for the Guide Proficiency Badges must be enrolled.
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(c) A certificate awarded by another association may qualify the holder for a
Guide proficiency badge provided that:
(i)
the examination covers the syllabus of the Test; and
(ii) the certificate is of recent date, i.e. within 2 years.
(d) In all tests, although a high standard of efficiency is expected, the amount of
effort made by the candidate is equally important, and should be taken into
account by the tester.
(e) For the testing of Proficiency Badges the Guider must ensure that the tester,
who is qualified to test, must be fully informed of the test requirements.
(f) The instructor is not permitted to test those whom she has instructed for
Proficiency Badges.
(g) A Guide, whether or not she is a member of the Special section, who through
physical disability is unable to take any clause of the test syllabus as laid
down, may with the approval of the Guide Branch Commissioner, take
alternative tests and be awarded accordingly.
6.13.1

Enrolment
(a) Know and understand the Three-fold Promise, the Guide Law and the Motto.
(b) Understand and know:
(i)

The meaning of the Guide Sign, the Guide Salute and the Guide
Handshake;
(ii) The meaning of the Good Turn; and
(iii) How to wear the uniform correctly.
(c) Know briefly:
(i) How the Guide Movement began; and
(ii) The growth and structure of GGS.
(d) Know the meaning of:
(i) The Guide Trefoil, the World Badge, the World Flag; and
(ii) Thinking Day and Thinking Day Fund.
(e) Participate in:
(i)
(ii)

Kim‟s Game; and
The following Ceremonies: Roll Call, Inspection, Colours and
Enrolment.

(f) Know the whistle and hand signals.
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6.13.2

Guide Bronze Award
It is awarded upon the completion of one module from each point of the 5-Point
Programme.

6.13.3

Guide Silver Award
It is awarded upon the completion of two modules from each point of the 5-Point
Programme.

6.13.4

Guide Gold Award
It is awarded when all modules of the 5-Point Programme are completed.

6.14

5-Point Programme
Point One:

Personal and Social Development

Module One: Personal Care
(a) Know the rules of health: Cleanliness, Food and Exercise and keep the Guide
Health Record for 4 weeks.
(b) Show knowledge of any two health-related diseases.
(c) Show knowledge of manners and know the rules of social etiquette.
(d) Show knowledge of deportment and be able to speak and conduct yourself
properly in public.
(e) Know the appropriate attire for various occasions.
Module Two: Personal Development
(a) Know yourself: Recognise your strengths and your weakness. Develop
your strength and correct your weaknesses. Set a goal in your Guiding life and
work towards achieving it.
(b) Know ways to manage stress.
Module Three: Social Development
(a) Explore the Arts:
(i)
the Literary Arts;
(ii) the Performing Arts; or
(iii) the Visual Arts.
Express yourself, working on one of them.
(b) Be able to speak before a group.
(c) Acquire skills for personal safety.
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(d) Make out a list of leadership skills. Demonstrate two such skills in working
with others.
Point Two:

Home

Module One: House-Keeping
(a) Plan and cook a simple balanced meal for the family.
(b) Wash and finish a blouse/shirt and a skirt.
(c) Keep the home clean and tidy.
Module Two: Thrift
(a) Make a simple repair to any damaged article.
(b) Make an article by recycling or reusing materials.
(c) Discuss ways to be thrifty in the use of money, utilities, food and time.
Module Three: Household Security and Safety
(a) Discuss safety devices and measures in the home.
(b) Locate water, gas and electric mains. Know how to operate them.
Point Three: Outdoor
Module One: Campcraft
(a) Light a fire out of doors using natural materials and cook on it.
(b) Know the safety precautions in handling an axe and chop a piece of wood.
(c) Make a camp gadget using at least one knot and one lashing.
(d) Pitch, strike and pack with other Guides a canvas tent.
Module Two: Exploring the Outdoors
(a) Identify five local flora and fauna.
(b) Observe closely one flora or fauna in your local environment.
(c) Participate in one conservation project or know how to conserve a given
environment.
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Module Three: Enjoying the Outdoors
(a) Participate in a Guide camp under canvas for at least 2 nights and 3 days.
(b) Participate in any two of the following outdoor activities:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

backwoodsman cooking;
campfire;
canoeing;
cycling;
hiking; or
others.

Point Four:

Community

Module One: Knowledge of Community
(a) Know the rules of road safety:
(i)
as a passenger in a vehicle; and
(ii) as a pedestrian.
(b) Know how to give clear directions to a given place in Singapore.
(c) Know how to use a street directory.
(d) Know how to use a topographical map:
(i)
recognise conventional mapping signs;
(ii) read 4 and 6 figure grid references;
(iii) understand scales;
(iv) set a map; and
(v) use a compass to find your way from one given place to another.
(e) Show care for public property.
Module Two: Emergency Help
(a) Know how to use a telephone to make emergency calls for a doctor, the
police and ambulance and the Fire Brigade.
(b) Know how to deal with fire, electrical and gas accidents.
(c) Know how to render First Aid:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

do an arm sling and an ankle bandage;
use a splint;
clean and dress wounds;
treat burns and scalds; and
carry an injured person.

(d) Know how to prepare a First Aid kit for home or travel.
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Module Three: Service to the Community
(a) Care for one of the following for at least four 1-hour sessions:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

elderly;
physically challenged;
sick; or
children.

Point Five:

International

Module One: National
(a) Know the meaning of the National Flag, the National Coat of Arms and the
National Symbol. Understand the meaning of the National Pledge and the
National Anthem.
(b) Have knowledge of Flag etiquette.
Module Two: International
(a) Work on one of the following:
(i) Know how to prepare for or participate in an overseas Guide event; and
(ii) Show knowledge on how to host or participate in hosting a visitor from
another country.
(b) Know the goals of Association of South East Asian Nation (ASEAN) and
recognise the national flag of each member country. Show knowledge of at
least one country.
(c) Discuss a current world issue/event.
Module Three: WAGGGS
(a) Know what WAGGGS stands for, its aims and its membership.
(b) Know what are the World Conference, the World Committee and the World
Bureau.
(c) Know the logo, location and background of each World Centre.
6.15

President Guide Award (PGA)

6.15.1

Who is the President Guide?
The PGA is the highest level of achievement for a Guide. It is awarded in
recognition of a Guide‟s love for Guiding, her commitment towards the Guiding
Movement, and her efforts in upholding Guiding values and skills to respectable
standards.
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6.15.2

The Test Clauses
Clause
No

Clause

1

Singapore
&
Guiding Knowledge

Areas of Emphasis

2

Planning & Organisation

3

Be Prepared













Current affairs
National education
Guiding history
Guide‟s views on what she would like to see in
the future of Guiding & GGS
Programme planning & budgeting
Organisation & implementation
Leadership & teamwork
Camping & homemaker skills
Preparedness
Creativity with Guiding skills & knowledge
Action-oriented

The test clauses are conducted in numerical sequence. A candidate must pass a
clause before proceeding to the next clause. There will be no re-test for any
clause; the decision of the panel of testers is final. Only under special
circumstances and subject to the PGA Committee and tester‟s approvals can a test
date be changed. The Committee needs to be notified at least seven days in
advance of any requests.
The minimum and maximum duration of the whole test process are 3 months and 6
months respectively. The test clauses must be completed by the time the
candidate is 18 years old. No re-application is allowed even if the candidate who
failed has not reached the maximum age of 18.
6.15.3

The PGA Committee
The PGA Committee consists of at least three members, including the Guide
Branch Commissioner.
Recommendations are made by the Guide Branch
Commissioner, subject to approval by the Chief Commissioner.
The Committee makes the first cut by vetting the qualifications of applicants and
the validity of their application papers. It facilitates all tests logistics and
appointment of testers. At least one member of the committee will be present as
Guider-on-Call for every test; she plays the role of the neutral observer of the
whole implementation [by candidate] and assessment [by tester] process. A
member of the Committee may also be invited to be a tester provided she is
neither the Guider-in-Charge for that occasion, nor hold any vested interest in the
outcome of the test e.g. a Guide from her unit is part of the candidates‟ group.
The Committee is also responsible for training Guiders whose Guides intend to
apply for the PGA test. The objective is to better prepare the Guiders to prepare
the girls. Guiders with experience in PGA will share with other Guiders; there will
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also be sharing on the essentials on drafting proposal, challenges and how to
overcome them.
As a member of the committee, one needs to satisfy the following criteria/
qualifications:




6.15.4

is warranted by GGS;
is a member of the Guide Branch;
has rendered at least 3 years of active service to GGS HQ;
preferably has been awarded at least once at GGS level or WAGGGS level.

Qualifications of the Applicant
The Guide, at the point of application, must fulfill the following requirements:








6.15.5

is not more than 18 years of age by the 31st December of the year of test;
is a member of a Guide unit;
holds the Gold Guide Award;
holds the three compulsory Proficiency Badges: Pioneer, Homemaker and
Emergency Helper;
holds any other two Proficiency Badges [excluding First Aid];
has completed a sustained 10-hour service project to the same volunteer
organisation; this project should be carried out not earlier than six months
before application;
has received recommendations of her special qualities from her Company‟s
Court-of-Honour, Guider and Division Commissioner.

Testers
The Singapore Knowledge and Guiding Knowledge tests will be conducted by two
separate panels of testers. There are at least two testers in each panel: that of
Guiding Knowledge must consist of uniformed members, one of which must hold a
rank of Branch Commissioner and above; the testers of Singapore Knowledge may
be non-Guide resource persons.

6.15.6

Test Task
Each candidate will adopt a task from the camp programme which she has to plan
individually. During the execution, she may be assisted by not more than two
other candidates [Resource Personnels], usually from other schools. Candidates
will draw lots at the pre-camp briefing to decide on the tasks assigned to each
Guide.

6.15.7

Assessment
A P&O camp will consist of not more than six patrols. Each PGA candidate is
required to prepare logistics and conduct her task for the whole camp. However,
for Tentage, Gadget-making and Outdoor Cooking, the PGA candidate will conduct
her task for not more than three patrols, and she may select two out of the three
patrols with the best outcomes at the end of her tasks for assessment.
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The candidate needs to score an overall minimum of 70% to qualify for the Be
Prepared test. The outline of the P&O assessment is as follows:
Area
1

Proposal & budgetting

50%

2

Execution, contingency management & leadership

40%

3

Performance as a camp staff, teamwork

10%

Total
6.15.8

Weighting

100%

Be Prepared Test
This test serves to provide an opportunity for the Guide to show that she can live
up to the Guide Motto. On the day of the test, the candidate will carry out an
impromptu task within a time frame. For instance, the task could be serviceoriented and rendered to a stipulated Volunteer Organisation/ group.
A candidate will be assessed based on her creativity and feasibility of her project.
She will require a minimum of 70% to pass this clause.
The PGA Committee will facilitate the testers and patrols for the candidates. The
patrols will consist of young Guides not from the same school as the candidates.

6.15.9

Testers
The panel of tester is made up of two personnel: a warranted Guider and the other
may be a non-Guide resource person familiar with community projects.

6.16

Baden Powell Award (BPA)

6.16.1

Objectives


To acknowledge the leadership qualities of Guides, and their proficiencies in
health and home skills and knowledge;



To enhance Guides‟ passion in Guiding;



To encourage Guides to carry through the good values of Girl Guiding in their
lives even beyond secondary school.
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6.16.2

Target Group
All applicants must be below 18 years old in the year of the test, and are members
of registered Coys of GGS.
Patrol Leaders, Assistant Coy Leaders & Coy Leaders who have attained the
standard of at least a Silver Badge and any eight Proficiency Badges are
encouraged to apply for the BPA.

6.16.3

Test Criteria
Focus:

Leadership
Home and Health

Areas of skills:

Programme planning
Execution

The Programme planning must include at least two sessions involving the
knowledge of health and the skills covered under the point Home. The remaining
parts of the programme may cover any of the Five Point Programme or any Guiderelated activities.
On passing the Programme planning module a candidate is required to execute a
2.5 to 3 hour session with a patrol of young Guides from any other Divisions other
than the candidate‟s. The programme for the session will be one selected by the
tester from the Short Term Plan crafted by the candidate during the Programme
Planning stage of the BPA test.
6.16.4

Testers
For the implementation of BPA in 2012 and 2013, the team of testers for each BPA
test consists of:
 A Guider. The Guider is one who:
a.
b.
c.
d.

is nominated by her Division Committee/ Division Commissioner;
does not belong to the candidate‟s Division;
has minimum 2 years‟ experience in managing a Coy;
has attained the Intermediate Skills Badge, or, is managing a Gold unit.

 A Moderator. The Moderator is one who:
a.
b.
c.
d.

is a member of the Training Branch or Guide Branch;
does not belong to the candidate‟s Division;
has minimum 5 years‟ experience in managing a Coy;
has attained the Advanced Skills Badge, or, is an active contributor to GGS
for the past 3 years.

With effect from 2014, the Guider of a candidate must be a qualified tester of
BPA test in order to register her Guide for the test. This will allow flexibility in
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the deployment of testers to Divisions by the Guide Branch Commissioner in the
long run.
6.16.5

Organisation
BPA will be conducted at Division level and facilitated by Division Committees.
The Committees decide on the dates of 3 consecutive Saturdays:
 1st Sat - Short Term Programme Planning segment
 2nd Sat - Release of results of the Short Term Programme Planning segment
 3rd Sat - Execution segment

6.16.6

Transfer of Candidates from the PGA Test to the BPA Test
A lateral transfer of a candidate from the PGA test to the BPA test is possible:
Singapore
Knowledge

PGA
Guiding
Planning &
Knowledge Organisation

Be
Prepared

Pass

Pass

Fail

-

Pass

Pass

Pass

Fail
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To transfer to BPA
Programme Planning &
Execution
Required to be assessed for
the Execution segment
No further assessment
required. Awarded BPA
directly.

Guides Proficiency Badges Updated May 2013
Badges

ACCIDENT
PREVENTION

Description
1. Know and where possible, demonstrate how to guard against
accidents and when using: gas electrical appliances, kerosene
stoves, naked lights, open fires.
2. Know what special precautions to take in the house with:
2.1 Children
2.2 Elderly
3. Know at least three different ways of preventing accidents:
3.1 When boating and bathing;
3.2 When using public transport, cars and cycles;
3.3 When with animals;
3.4 In high-rise buildings.
4. Know what special precautions to take outdoors with regard to
wire mesh during gadget-making, poisonous plants, storms, flash
floods and other hazards from animals, e.g. wasps, jelly-fish etc.
5. The Guide should be prepared to put her knowledge to the test in
a given situation.
1. Completed one of the following clauses:
1.1 Walked 6m over a rope bridge;
1.2 Climbed 3m up a rope;
1.3 Swam 25m.

AGILITY

2. Do the following:
2.1 Cover 3km at Scout‟s pace.
2.2 Demonstrate good walking and running.
2.3 Skip backwards continuously for one minute with a rope.
3. Do the following:
3.1 Throw a lifeline within easy reach of a person 8m away.
3.2 Throw a hand ball over-arm to a distance of 20m to
land between two side lines 4m apart.
3.3 Catch a hard ball from quick short throws and from
high throws.
3.4 Using a tennis ball, from a distance of 6m, hit a target
0.5m square.
4. Do the following:
4.1 Showing control and good posture, perform a balancing feat
on the floor or balance apparatus.
4.2 Do a handstand against a support.
4.3 Leapfrog in good style.
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AQUARIST

1. Own, or part-own, an aquarium of not less than three fishes. Be
responsible for the care of the fishes, including feeding and cleaning,
for at least six months or the Guide may take care of an aquarium in
her school (if she does not own one herself). She should bring a
letter from her teacher-in-charge to show that she has taken care of
the aquarium for 6 months.
2. Know the general requirements for setting up an aquarium such as
the equipment and appliances required, site of aquarium, water
level, suitability of fish, etc.
3. Recognise twelve varieties of tropical fishes.
4. Identify the external visible features of fishes.
5. Choose four of the following aquarium appliances and show that
she understands their uses: feeding rings; thermometers; filters;
heaters; siphons; aerators; thermostats.
Note: The tester is to inspect the aquarium more than once in order
to see that it is correctly maintained by the candidate.
Drawings should be made on proper art paper not less than 25cm by
17.5cm and should be of a good size and be well-placed.

ARTIST

1. Draw in charcoal, pastel or soft pencil, an object provided by the
tester; add other objects and a background, to make a pleasing
composition.
2. Make an illustration of a subject chosen by the tester.
3. Bring one of the following, to be drawn in colour.
3.1 An imaginative drawing;
3.2 A landscape;
3.3 A figure drawing;
3.4 A still life drawing;
3.5 A plant drawing.
4. Bring one of the following:
4.1 A design of simple pattern suitable for wall-paper,
embroidery, or curtain material, indicating method of
repetition.
4.2 A drawing in pen and ink depicting a scene from the
history of the Guide Company.
4.3 A coloured design for a poster, or book cover.
4.4 A notice written in pen and ink for a Guide event.
4.5 A batik painting.
4.6 A piece of work in metal relief.
5. Be able to discuss the different media used in art.
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ATHLETE

1. Run 100 metres in 15.4 seconds.
2. Run 400 metres in 72.5 seconds.
3. Do one of the following:
3.1 Long jump 3.90 metres;
3.2 High jump 1.20 metres.
4. Do one of the following:
4.1 Throw discus (1.0kg) 15.0 metres;
4.2 Throw a javelin (600g) 15.0 metres;
4.3 Throw a short putt (4kg) 6.30 metres.
Note: All events must be judged in accordance with the IAFF Laws
governing Track and Field.

BASKET-MAKER

BIODIVERSITY
CHALLENGE
BADGE

1. Make two of the following, each in a different type of basket-work,
such as cane, raffia, straw or recycled paper. The base of one of
the articles must be woven.
1.1 Work basket;
1.2 Mat;
1.3 Hand-carry basket;
1.4 Waste-paper basket.
2. Have a general knowledge of the raw material employed, how
it is obtained, and how it is prepared for working.
The badge curriculum is divided into four categories – Air, Water,
Land, and the World. Guides must complete two activities from each
category. The first or second activity listed in each category must be
completed by everyone as it provides an overview to the topics.
These compulsory activities are best done in a group. Individuals can
then choose from the list of optional activities the ones that are most
interesting to them.
The Air activities will enable the Guides to know and appreciate the
species in their neighbourhood that live in the air, and to observe and
learn about biodiversity by exploring the nature around them.
The Water activities will enable the Guides to know and appreciate
the species and ecosystems that depend on water, and to take action
to help raise awareness or protect water-related biodiversity.
The Land activities will enable the Guides to know and appreciate
the land-based species and ecosystems, and describe some of the
uses of biodiversity.
The World activities will enable the Guides to describe the three
components of biodiversity - genes, species and ecosystems, list some
threats to biodiversity, and take action to protect biodiversity.
See website for details: http://www.wagggsworld.org/en/grab/
21432/1/1biodiversity-challenge-badge.pdf
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BIRD WATCHER

BOATSWAIN

1. Be familiar with the work of the Nature Society of Singapore or any
similar organisation.
2. Join one of the Bird Watching sessions conducted by the Nature
Society of Singapore or any similar organisation. List the skills
expected during bird-watching and observations made on that trip.
3. Show your own field notebook, recording detailed observation of six
species of birds, including plumage, flight, song, food, roosting nest
and eggs, and rearing the young.
4. Discuss one of the following subjects with the tester:
(a) Migration;
(b) Territory;
(c) The feet and beaks of birds;
(d) Sea-birds; or
(e) Seasonal variation in plumage.
1. Swim 50m and keep afloat for 5 min fully clothed.
2. Demonstrate and explain the use of the following knots: reef,
bowline, clove-hitch, sheet-bend, round turn and half-hitches in
relation to any one of the boating activities (refer to Point 4).
3. Throw an unweighted line 10m.
4. Do one of the following sections:
4.1 Rowing
(i) Manage a dinghy single-handed, in response to
instructions, to include getting under way, turning,
backing, bringing alongside, and making fast.
(ii) Row a boat with others.
(iii) Know the common terms used in connection with
rowing boats.
4.2 Sailing
(i) Sail a dinghy single-handed and know how to manage it
under varying conditions.
(ii) Demonstrate making and shortening sail, tacking,
reaching and running.
(iii) Pick up moorings and come alongside.
(iv) Manage a dinghy under oars.
(v) Know the common terms used in connection with rowing
and sailing dinghies.
Note: A life-jacket must be worn for sailing.
4.3 Canoeing
(i) Show knowledge of general handling canoes.
(ii) Get in and out from shallow water, from landing
stage, or from other craft in deep water.
(iii) Be able to paddle as single or as partner in doubles.
(iv) Demonstrate:
(a) padding with feathered paddles;
(b) how to use a paddle as stabilizer.
(v) Capsize a canoe, bring ashore with paddles, and empty.
Note: A life-jacket must be worn for canoeing.
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ANTI-DRUG ABUSE

1. Attend the full-day course at SANA HQ,
2.

Written Test

3. Online Transfer Agent Submissions
Guides will need to submit 10 transfer agent forms online at Online
Project Submission 2 weeks from the course date.

CAMPER

1. Bring to the test a certificate from a Guider (qualified Camper‟s
Licence Holder) with whom she has camped stating that she has
proven herself to be useful and reliable and recommending her as
a candidate for that badge.
2. Holds the Cook‟s Badge.
3. Have camped for at least a week, 6 nights under canvas (not
necessary to be consecutive) and done her share in the usual
Patrol duties.
4. Know how to pitch, air and strike a tent.
5. Understand the care of tents, groundsheets and bedding in all
kinds of weather and know how to carry out emergency repairs to
a canvas tent.
6. Make a gadget or gadgets using the following lashings: square,
tripod and snake.
7. Do the following:
7.1 Construct a fireplace for cooking: collect and stack for
suitable firing, and maintain a woodpile.
7.2 Cook out-of-doors, demonstrating at least 2 of the
following: boiling, frying, steaming, baking and grilling.
8. Understand:
8.1 How to store food including fruits and vegetables, bread,
butter, milk and meat;
8.2 How to dispose of all kinds of refuse.
Note: The Tester must be a Camper’s Licence holder or any
adult nominated by the Camp Commissioner in
consultation with the Camp Committee.
CAMPER (Extension Section Only)
1. Bring to the test a certificate from a Guider (qualified camper)
with whom she has camped, stating that she has proved herself to
be useful and reliable, and recommending her as a candidate for
the badge.
2. Have camped for at least a week or two weekends and taken part
in the usual patrol duties.
3. Know how to pitch, air and strike a tent.
4. Understand the care, in all weathers, of tents, groundsheets, and
bedding, and know how to carry out emergency repairs to a tent.
5. Make a gadget or gadgets using the following lashings: square,
tripod and snake.
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6. Know how to construct a fireplace suitable for a weekend camp
and how to stack suitable firewood.
7. Understand:
7.1 How to store food, including bread, butter, milk and meat;
7.2 How to dispose of all kinds of refuse.
8. Hold the Cook Badge or construct a fireplace suitable for a
weekend camp. On the fireplace constructed, in clause 6,
8.1 Prepare a hot drink for two people;
8.2 Cook porridge;
8.3 Cook rice or boil potatoes to be served at a given time.
Note: The candidate need not have peeled the potatoes.
Note:
(i) The Tester must be a qualified camper nominated by the Camp
Commissioner /Camp Adviser in consultation with the Camp
Committee.
(ii) No alternative is suggested for any clause: each candidate must
carry out as much practical work as her disability allows. If it is
not practical to carry out certain clauses on a practical basis, the
Captain is to discuss with the tester the way in which these
particular clauses can be tested.

CHILD NURSE

The test applies throughout to children of 3 to 5 years.
The candidate must have a sense of responsibility and a high standard
of personal cleanliness; she must understand that when dealing with
a child, she must carry out whatever she has said that she will do and
must never resort to bribery.
A Guide who holds this badge should be capable of taking care of a
child of the age group for any part of his day, and should realize the
importance of reporting to the mother any irregularity in routine.
The test may be taken in two parts, and the tester may delegate the
testing of Part II if necessary.
Part I may be tested by Guide personnel. The test may be taken at a
nursery home, crèche, children‟s hospital or at a private residence or
children‟s home.
Part I
1. Know how a child should be clothed in sunny and wet weather.
2. Know what food is suitable for him.
3. Know what kind of play material should be given.
4. Plan a day, recognizing the importance of a regular routine.
5. Know how to prevent accidents in the house or garden.
6. Know how to take a child‟s temperature.
Part II
Take charge of a child or small group of children for a few hours
under the supervision of the tester. This should include:
(i) Helping to wash before a meal, and serving a meal; or
putting the child to bed.
(ii) Setting out suitable material for play and watching the play
(joining in if the child requires it).
(iii) Telling a story.
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CARPENTER

1. Make a simple wooden article, e.g., patrol box, table,
bookshelf, or stool.
2. Pass one of the following clauses:
2.1 Set up a wooden shelf;
Note: Metal brackets may be used.
2.2 Make a simple door or gate fastener. Self constructed
metal latch will be acceptable.
2.3 Repair a piece of furniture strongly and neatly.
3. Show that she can use the following tools and keep them in good
working order:
hammer, screw-driver, saws, chisel, brace and bit, plane, ruler
and set square.
4. Do the following:
4.1

Identify and know the use of four kinds of nails, e.g. wrought
nail, round wire nail, oval wire nail, lost head nail, panel
pin, cloth nail.

4.2

Demonstrate: driving in nails correctly; inserting screws
(using countersinking technique) and the use of sandpaper.

5. Recognise different types of joint, e.g. halved, mortise and tenon,
housing, dovetail etc.
Know for what each type is suitable for.
6. Distinguish between hard and soft woods, plywood and
hardboard. Know their appropriate uses and the different
treatment and methods of finishing each.

CITIZENSHIP

1. Be able to explain the meaning of:
1.1 Democracy
- Meaning of the term;
- The ballot-method of voting;
- The franchise-votes for all;
–
- Electoral List;
- A General Election.
1.2 Prime Minister’s Office
- functions and duties;
- Community Centres;
- Residents Committees;
- Citizen‟s Consultative Committees;
- Parliamentary Constituency i.e. the Guide‟s own
constituency
1.3 Parliament
- Growth of the Parliament System in Singapore;
- The President and his Role;
- Number of Members and how they were elected;
- Composition and set-up;
- Work of Parliament
– Law-making, The Civil Service, Government Depts,
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Statutory Boards, Commissions, Passage of a Bill;
- Members of Parliament – Work, Privileges, Re-numeration;
- The Speaker‟s Duties, Assistants, The Speaker‟s Chair and
Insignia of Office;
- Question Time -- How it is conducted, its use;
- Parliamentary News – Reporting, Publication;
- Broadcasting and Televising – Speeches by MPs;
- Life of Parliament – Length of maximum life, dissolution,
defeat and prorogation, vote of Censure;
- Commissions – Importance of – Nature of Investigations.
2. Be able to discuss briefly on one of the following topics:
2.1 Features of a multi-racial society – the need for tolerance;
2.2 The rights and responsibilities of a citizen;
2.3 The Constitution of Singapore and how laws are made;
2.4 Law and Security in the Republic;
2.5 The Judiciary: Supreme Court, Magistrate‟s Court, Police
Court, The Armed Forces & Singapore Law;
2.6 Relationship with ASEAN and the Commonwealth.
3 One Compulsory question to be asked will require the candidate to
give an account of how she herself may be a good citizen.

CIVIL DEFENCE

1. This badge is conducted join by the Singapore Civil Defence Force
(SCDF). It is conducted at GGS HQ level. Guides must wait for a
circular on the badge to be sent to their schools before applying.
Successful participants will be issued a certificate to purchase the
badge.
2. Guides from aged 14 onwards and who are physically fit may apply.
3. All participating guides must attend the three-day course
organized by the Civil Defence.
4. Participating guides will have to sit for a test which will be
conducted on the third day.
5. Course Syllabus
5.1
Civil Defence System
(a) Survival Procedures
(b) Protection Measures
(c) Organisation, Role & Function of SCDF
(d) Nature of CD in Singapore
(e) Role of Volunteers in an Emergency
5.2 First Aid
(a) Principles of FA/FA Pouch
(b) Haemorrhage
(c) Cardio-Pulmonary Resuscitation
5.3 Fire Fighting
(a) Method of Extinguishing Fires and the Use of Fire
(b) Other Methods of Extinguishing Fire
(c) Hazards in Fire Fighting
5.4 Rescue & Evacuation
(a) Transportation of Casualties
(b) Emergency Methods of Moving Casualties
(c) Evacuation Procedures
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1. Show a collection, made over a period of at least six months, of
one of the following: stamps, postcards, postmarks, crest or
equivalent; the material is to be drawn from as many sources as
possible.
Discuss with the tester:
1.1 Why she finds this hobby interesting;
1.2 What she has learnt from it;
1.3 How she can develop her interest.

COLLECTOR

COMPUTER

2. Pass three of the following clauses:
2.1 Make a collection of pictures, cutting etc; to illustrate World
Guiding;
2.2 (i) Make at least twelve leaf prints; name and mount them;
or
(ii) Make twelve coloured plaster casts of leaves or twigs;
or
(iii) Mount and label a collection of twigs and fruits of at
least eight trees.
2.3 Make a collection of at least ten objects which would be of
interest to a foreign Company or Pack, and descriptive
catalogue to accompany it.
2.4 Collect and mount illustrations of six birds that the candidate
has seen, together with information concerning each to
include:
(i) A description of the bird; a particular characteristics;
where it is likely to be found; and what it feeds on.
(ii) Its nest and eggs.
2.5 Make a collection of eighteen wild flowers with their leaves;
press, mount and name them.
2.6 Make a set of 15 photographs on a subject of her choice.
Note:The collection is to judge on neatness and method in
arrangement and on the interest shown in it by the
candidate.
1. 1.1 Able to discuss with the examiner the development of the
computer, its past history, present trends and future
developments.
1.2 Draw a block diagram of a typical microcomputer, describe
the various component parts and briefly explain their
functions in the working of a microcomputer.
1.3 Describe 4 types of Data Storage Devices.
1.4 Know the differences between computer systems.
(Micro, Mini, Medium and Computer System).
EITHER
2. Write a programme design (or flow chart) of a routine which
you perform daily and produce a programme design (or flow
chart) for a programme you have written.
OR
3.1 Show a working knowledge of a common computer language,
and demonstrate its use by writing a Programme using
Branching, Loops and Subroutines as agreed with the
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examiner. Run this programme using a suitable computer
and show the necessity for good presentation and
documentation.
3.2 Able to illustrate 6 applications of modern computers in
business, education, health and science.
3.3 Able to discuss with your examiners on the various
applications and functions of a personal computer that you
are familiar with. (Example: Word Processing, Personal
Financing, Home Security etc.)

COOK

Practical
1. Prepare, cook and serve at the test, a balanced meal (including
dessert) using at least two of the following methods:
1.1 Boiling;
1.2 Baking;
1.3 Steaming;
1.4 Stewing;
1.5 Frying;
1.6 Grilling
2. Make a cup of hot beverage.
3. Wash up competently utensils, boards etc. used at the test.
Oral
1. Answer questions on food and the dishes just prepared.
2. Have knowledge of the prices and food values of the ingredients
used.
3. Understand why special care is necessary when cooking vegetables
and how their value may most easily be conserved.

CRAFT

1. Do three of the following clauses, one of which must be from
recycled materials:
1.1
Embroider an original design;
1.2
Print a piece of material using lino-block, potato-cut, or
screen or by tie-dying;
1.3
Make a puppet;
1.4
Model a figure, or an animal or bird, in plasticine or wax;
1.5
Make a carving in a medium, soft enough to cut easily e.g.
butter, soap, wax
1.6
Make a pot;
1.7
Make a basket;
1.8
Make a picture using metal relief e.g. copper, aluminium;
1.9
Weave a rug or piece of material of a suitable size for some
other article;
1.10 Make a decorative floor covering in a suitable material e.g.
remnant cloth, twine;
1.11 Make a mosaic;
1.12 Make an article using macramé;
1.13 Make an article using a craft other than one of those listed
above.
2. In addition bring to the test one unfinished article other than
the craft that she has made, on which she can demonstrate the
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ability to the tester.
Note: Only one article made in school within that last 12
months maybe submitted at the test.
This badge is jointly organized by the Girl Guides Singapore and
the National Crime Prevention Council. Guides must wait for the
circular on the badge before applying. HQ will award the badges
to successful participants.
1. Have knowledge of:1.1 Principle of crime prevention and concept of self-help to
prevent crime;
1.2 Prevention measures against different categories of crimes;
1.3 Neighbourhood Watch/Operation Identification
Schemes and their operations.
1.4 The role and functions of National Crime Prevention
Council;
1.5 Police organizational set up and its functions;
1.6 Geographical boundaries of Police Land Division and the
various locations of Police Stations
1.7 How and when to report crimes/suspicious situations.
CRIME PREVENTION

2. Personal Assignments:2.1
Participate actively in the Neighbourhood Watch Scheme
and persuade your parents to form and/or join the
Neighbourhood Watch Groups;
2.2 Bring handouts, pamphlets, checklist on crime prevention to
the attention of parents;
2.3 Persuade parents on the implementation of preventive
measures to protect the homes and its properties;
2.4 Practise regularly measures of crime prevention at home,
school and on the streets;
2.5 Visit a crime prevention exhibition held at any public
housing estate or other locations or visit the crime
prevention (demonstration) room at the Crime Prevention
Department, Pearl‟s Hill;
2.6 Keep a log book of articles, newspaper cuttings,
photographs/pictures on crime prevention. Marks will be
awarded for content, effort and presentation. The passing
mark is 50%;
2.7 Draw a poster measuring at least 37.5cm by 27.5cm with any
form of colouring materials depicting the theme on crime
prevention. Marks will be awarded for message, effort and
presentation. The passing mark is 50%.
Written Test:A guide will be allowed to sit for the written test upon the
successful completion of parts (1) and (2).
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COMMONWEALTH
KNOWLEDGE

CYCLIST

1. Discuss with the tester the meaning of the term “The
Commonwealth”. Using a non-Commonwealth bloc map, point out
ten different Commonwealth countries, at least one from each of
the following regions:
1.1 North and South America;
1.2 Europe;
1.3 Africa;
1.4 Asia.
Explain how each country is represented in the World Association
of Girl Guides and Girl Scouts.
Choose one country from each region, state when it became
independent and what form of independence it has. If it is not
independent, indicate briefly how much self-government it has
today and how it became part of the Commonwealth.
2. Keep a record of three weeks of any happenings that she finds
specially interesting in Commonwealth countries overseas. (This
record can be in the form of an illustrated diary, press cuttings,
pictorial map, etc.)
3. Make an interesting collection of at least five different things
other than postage stamps, each from a different Common-wealth
country, and point out these countries on a map.
4. Choose a Commonwealth country other than her own and compile
a book or hold an exhibition to include pictures and notes etc. on
such subjects as race, religion, history, natural features, climate,
products, ways of travelling, customs, songs, dances, etc.
5. Choose a Commonwealth country where conditions are
different from hers. Find out and tell the tester how the
everyday life of a girl in that country contrasts with her own,
and suggest possible reasons for the differences.
Note:
(i) The country for clauses 4 and 5 may be the same.
(ii) The tester for this badge must be appointed in consultation
with the Guide Adviser.
1. Have the use and be able to ride and control a bicycle.
2. Know how to keep it clean and in good working order and what
maintenance is necessary for the lights, chains, tyres, bells and
brakes.
3. Be able to read a road map and have a practical knowledge of the
Highway Code as it relates to the cyclist and tell the tester about
the dangers of dark, loose clothing, personal stereos, badly
arranged loads and inadequate lighting when cycling.
4. Mend a puncture.
Explain the dangers associated with cycling on hills, in city traffic
and on open highway.
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DANCER

DENTAL HEALTH

EMERGENCY
HELPER

1. Know at least three characteristics of the traditional dances of
Singapore‟s ethnic communities.
Perform at least one of them.
2. Perform a sequence of movements showing one of the
following: - ballet, modern dance, or natural movement
technique.
3. To music chosen by the tester, choreograph a dance that
shows sense of rhythm, grace of movement and vividness of
expression.
Note: Tester may be a teacher in the school’s Dance Society.
1. Know the structure and function of teeth.
2. Make a model or chart of a tooth with whatever materials that
can be used.
3. Know the various oral hygiene aids and their correct use.
4. Know the importance of good nutrition for good dental health.
5. Name 6 foods which contain free sugars and how they affect
dental health.
6. Demonstrate how a younger child can be taught to practice
good oral hygiene.
Project: Do a dental health project e.g. scrapbook, essay,
poster, class talk at school, Company, Pack etc.
1. Pack up a first aid case suitable for hiking.
2. Demonstrate how to deal with the following injuries:
2.1
Bleeding from an external wound
2.2
Burns and scalds
2.3
Blisters
2.4
Insect bites
2.5
Sunburn/ Dehydration
2.6
Fractures
3. Know how to
3.1 take temperature and pulse;
3.2 clean and dress a wound;
3.3 deal with fire and electrical accidents;
3.4 deal with a person in shock;
3.5 treat a patient unconscious from fit; and
3.6 improvise a stretcher to carry a patient and demonstrate
it to untrained helpers.
4. Understand the danger of moving and handling an unconscious
person whose extent of injury is not known and know the steps
taken to prevent further injury.
5. Using a manikin/ mask, demonstrate the procedure for artificial
respiration (CPR)
NOTE:
1. The instructor/trainer for the syllabus must have gained the badge
on a teaching basis or hold some higher qualification.
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2. The tester MUST be a doctor or Registered Nurse or a First Aid
Instructor to one of the following bodies:
2.1 Red Cross Society;
2.2 St John Ambulance Brigade; or
2.3 Any other societies with similar accreditations.
This Badge is conducted by the Energy Efficiency Centre at Singapore
Power. The workshop can be booked online.
This Badge is awarded by the Energy Efficiency Centre on completion
of the Energy Efficiency Programme Stage I
Programme for Stage I
ENERGY
CONSERVATION

1.
2.
3.
4.

Talks on "Efficient Use of Electricity At Home" and "Alternative
Resources"
Video shows
Assignment on home electricity audit
Test

Stage I is conducted in two half-days.
Programme for Stage II
1.
2.

Group Discussion
Presentation on energy

Students who have completed Stage I can proceed to Stage II. This is a
half-day programme.
Students are required to undertake a project which is to be submitted
within 6 weeks' time. Certificates and badges will be awarded to all
students upon completion of Stage II.

ENTERTAINER

1. Perform two items, each to last at least two minutes, from the
following:
1.1 dancing;
1.2 singing;
1.3 playing a musical instrument;
1.4 reciting.
Note: The standard must be suitable for a public entertainment.
2. Entertain Guides for at least 5 minutes with two of the following:
(other than items performed in clause 1:
2.1 Conjuring tricks;
2.2 Skits/sketches
2.3 Pantomine;
Note: The standard need not be high as in clause 1, but
suitable for a campfire.
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Guides may work alone or in groups of not more than 4 to complete the
following 4 clauses:
1. Make either a Log Book, a short video or a slide presentation on one
of the following items:
1.1 Saving valuable resources (e.g. water, paper, fuel, electricity,
metals, etc.)

ENVIRONMENTALIST

1.2

List substances which are harmful to the environment (e.g.
toxic wastes, ozone, etc.). Suggest ways to combat their
consumption.

1.3

Make a research into how garbage is disposed in Singapore.
What are the problems? Show how some of the wastes can be
reduced, reused, or even recycled.

1.4

Make a study of an animal which has been declared
„endangered‟ and show how Man was responsible for the
cause of its near extinction. Suggest how Man may reverse his
actions in an effort to protect it.

1.5

Collect articles from newspapers and magazines
illustrating how actions of people harm, or help, the
environment. Study what a government, voluntary or
commercial agency has done to help protect the
environment.

1.6

Make a list of government, and either voluntary or
commercial agencies which have undertaken projects in
relation to environmental protection. Study one of the
projects, showing its contributions.

2. Either use scrap materials to make a practical and useful
object (the craft should not be ornamental), or make a poster
depicting any theme on protecting the environment. The
poster/collage should be displayed in school.
3. Organise a „Green‟ service project (e.g. tree planting). It may be
an effort to increase the awareness of the community as well.
(This clause may be done in a group of 2-8).

FIRST AID

1. 1.1 Be prepared to: treat for shock following an accident; arrest
bleeding; treat a patient unconscious from an accident, fit or
fainting; resuscitate the apparently drowned using any approved
method, using a manikin or mask, demonstrate artificial respiration;
by the expired air mouth-to-nose method, and mouth-to-mouth
method. Demonstrate the action to be taken in case of vomiting by
the patient.
1.2 Demonstrate one other method of artificial respiration on a
patient.
1.3 Know how to deal with fire and electrical accidents.
1.4 Dress a wound.
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2. Show positions of main arteries: know how to stop bleeding
(without using a tourniquet) from veins, arteries and capillaries.
3. Know how to recognize fractures and prevent further injuries in
case of fracture and dislocation; understand the danger of moving
or handling a patient when the extent of the injury in case of
fracture and dislocation; understand the danger of moving or
handling a patient when the extent of the injury is not known.
4. 4.1 Improvise: a stretcher; splints; the padding of splints.
4.2 With assistance: carry an injured person; and a patient on the
stretcher improvised in clause (4.1).
5. Telephone a message given verbally and in writing.
6. 6.1 Fit up a simple first aid case; or
6.2 Describe three occasions on which the candidate has
given first aid.
Note:
(i) The Tester must be a doctor, or State Registered Nurse, or an
instructor in First Aid to one of the bodies listed in (iii).
(ii) Instructors for the syllabus must have gained the badge on
a teaching basis, or hold some higher qualification.
(iii) The holder of one of the following qualifies for the badge:
1) Red Cross Society Senior First Aid Certification
2) St. John Ambulance Association Essential First Aid
1. Know the precautions to take to prevent fires.
2. Demonstrate how to deal with fire indoors in the initial stage. eg.
An overturned oil lamp, clothes on fire etc.
3. Know how to beat out a lallang and bush fire.
FIRE FIGHTER

4. Know what to do in case of a house on fire (i.e. warning
inmates, calling the fire service, ambulance and police).
5. Tie and know the uses of a bowline on the bight or chair knot;
organize bucket chain; demonstrate how to crawl through smoke
and drag out an injured person.
6. Using a manikin or wearing mask, demonstrate artificial
respiration by the expired air mouth-to-nose method, and
mouth-to-mouth method. Demonstrate the action to be taken
in case of vomiting by the patient.
7. Demonstrate one other method of artificial respiration on a
patient.
8. Demonstrate how to deal with shock and burns.
9. Improvise a stretcher.
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FOOD SECURITY
The badge curriculum is divided into three categories – Climate,
AND CLIMATE
Food, and World.
CHANGE
The Climate activities will enable the Guides to understand
CHALLENGE BADGE
weather and climate, determine their impact on the environment
and find solutions to deal with the effects of climate change.
The Food activities will enable the Guides to learn more about the
consequences of our food and life-style choices on our planet and our
dependence on climate for our nutrition and health.
The World activities require the Guides to carry out projects and
programmes in their local communities, to reduce unsustainable
use of resources, restore ecosystems and fight hunger in the
world.
See website for details:
http://www.wagggsworld.org/en/grab/3833/1/Climatechangecha
llengecurriculum.pdf

FOOTDRILL

1. Undergo the Basic Drill Training conducted by qualified officers for
at least a month.
2. Be able to perform drill movements, instruct a squad of at least 6
Guides and teach specific drill movements, step by step.
3. You will be required to know the drill commands in both Malay and
English.
4. You will also be assessed on your attire (full uniform including hats
and marching boots).
5. You MUST attain at least 80% of the total marks in order to pass
the test.
6. Testing must be done by an Officer with a minimum rank of
Lieutenant or WO2 from the following UGs: - BB, NCC, and NPCC or
from the Home Team Academy/SAF.
7. Participation in SYFOC or NDP does NOT automatically qualify you
for the Badge.
SN
A
i
ii
iii
iv
v
vi
vii
viii

Malay
MASA BERHENTI
Kanan Penanda, Masuk
BARIS
Sekuad/Kompeni Masuk
BARIS
Sekuad Ka-kanan LURUS
Baris, ka-dalam LURUS
Sekuad, buka barisan,
BUKA
Sekuad, tutup barisan
TUTUP
Dalam buka barisan,
ka-kanan LURUS
Dalam tutup barisan,
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English
AT THE HALT
Right Marker, FALL IN
Squad/Coy./Patrol FALL IN
Squad/Coy./Patrol, RIGHT DRESS
Open order, March
Close order, March
In open order, Right Dress
In close order, Right Dress

ix
x
xi
xii
xiii
xiv
xv

xvi
xvii
xviii
xix
xx
xxi

xxii
xxiii
B
i
ii
iii
iv
v
vi
vii
viii
ix
x

ka-kanan LURUS
Pandang ka-hapan,
Pandang
Sekuad, betulkan
BARISAN
Sekuad, tutupkan
BARISAN
Sekuad, hentak kaki,
HENTAK
Sekuad, BerhenTI
Satu/Dua/Tiga
Langkah ka-kanan/kakiri GERAK
Satu/Dua/Tiga
Langkah kahadapan/ka-belakang
GERAK
Ka-kanan PuSING
Ka-kiri PuSING
Ka-balakang PuSING
Bergerak ka-kanan
bertiga-tiga, ka-kanan
PUSING
Bergerak ka-kiri
bertiga-tiga, ka-kiri
PUSING
Sekuad akan menghadap
ka-hadapan/kabelakang, ka-belakang
PUSING
Sekuad keluar BARIS
Sekuad Bersu-RAI
MASA BERJALAN
Dari kiri, cepat JALAN
Dari kanan, cepat
JALAN
Dari kiri, Kiri BELOK
Dari kanan, Kanan
BELOK
Ka-kiri PuSING
Ka-kanan PuSING
Pandang ka-kanan,
PanDANG
Pandang ka-kiri,
PanDANG
Sekuad, Hentak kaki
henTAK
Sekuad, MaJU
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Eyes FRONT
Squad, Dress UP
Squad, Cover UP
Squad/Patrol/Company, MARK
TIME
Squad/Company HALT
One/Two/Three paces to the
right CLOSE MARCH
One/Two/Three paces to the
front/back CLOSE MARCH
Right TURN
Left TURN
About TURN
Move to the right in threes, right
TURN
Move to the left in threes, left
TURN
Squad/Patrol will
advance/retreat, About TURN
Squad/Coy./Patrol, Fall OUT
Squad/Coy./Patrol, DISMISS
ON THE MARCH
By the left, quick MARCH
By the right, quick MARCH
By the left, Left WHEEL
By the right, Right WHEEL
Left TURN
Right TURN
Eyes RIGHT
Eyes LEFT
Squad/Coy./Patrol, Mark TIME
Squad/Coy./Patrol, Forward

xi

Sekuad BerhenTI

C
i

MEMARAS
Sekuad, masuk baris –
yang tinggi ka-kanan,
yang rendah ka-kiri,
dalam satu barisan,
PARAS
Dari kanan, dengan
angka satu, dua
BILANG
Nombor ganjil satu
langkah ka-hadapan,
Nombor genap satu
langkah ka-belakang
GERAK
Orang yang disebelah
kanan DIAM.
Nombor ganjil kakanan, Nombor genap
ka-kiri, Barisan kakanan dan ka-kiri
PuSING
Jadikan tiga barisan,
cepat jaLAN
MEMBERI HORMAT
MASA BERHENTI
Hormat ka-hadapan
HORMAT
Hormat panglima
HORMAT
Hormat Perdana
Menteri, HORMAT
Hormat Presiden,
HORMAT

ii
iii

iv

v

vi
D
i
ii
iii
iv
E
i
ii
F
i

MEMBERI HORMAT
MASA BERJALAN
Hormat ka-hadapan,
HORMAT
Hormat ka-kanan,
HORMAT
TUKAR HALUAN MASA
BERJALAN
Tukar haluan kakiri/ka-kanan, TUKAR
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March
Squad/Coy./Patrol, HALT
SIZING
Squad, fall in – tallest on the
right, shortest on the left, in
single rank, SIZE
From the right, in two‟s NUMBER
Odd number one pace forward,
Even number once back, MARCH

Stand fast Right Hand Man
Odd number to the right, Even
number to the left, Rank right
and left TURN
Squad will form three ranks,
quick MARCH
SALUTING AT A HALT
Salute to the front, SALUTE

SALUTING ON THE MARCH
Salute to the front, SALUTE
Salute to the right, SALUTE
CHANGE DIRECTION ON THE
MARCH
By the left/right, change
direction to the left/right,
CHANGE

FRIEND TO THE
HEARING IMPAIRED

1. Be able to use the Manual Alphabet and the Total Communication
Method and know when it is necessary and possible to use these
methods to read what is spelt slowly to her by another person.
2. Demonstrate that you are able to communicate with the hearing
impaired person and that you are aware:
2.1 Of the conditions when lip reading is possible and when it is
not possible; and
2.2 Of the right position to adopt in order to give the lip reader
the best chance of reading the lip.
NOTE:
This badge is intended to equip hearing Guides with an elementary
understanding of the methods of helping two kinds of deaf persons i.e.
those who are accustomed to converse by lip reading and those who
only use the finger alphabet.
1.

FRIEND TO THE
VISUALLY
IMPAIRED

GREEN FINGERS

Demonstrate the best ways of guiding and helping visually impaired
people.
2. Transcribe from print three large sheets of Braille (Standard English
Grade 1).
3. Read (by sight or touch), prose and poetry from Grade 1 Braille,
interlined and written on both sides.
4. Identify three examples of how the public transportation system
and other public facilities have been modified to suit the needs of
the visually impaired.
NOTE:
The tester for the written clauses MUST hold the Certificate of the
National Institute for the Visually Impaired OR the National Library for
the Visually Impaired.
1. Cultivate, keep tidy and crop a piece of ground for at least six
months.
2. Know the types of soil and subsoil:
2.1 Its advantages and disadvantages;
2.2 What can be done to improve it; and
2.3 What crop is suitable for the various types of soil/subsoil.
3. Grow three kinds of flowers and three kinds of vegetables.
4. Grow ONE of the following:
4.1 A window box or flowers in pots for at least six months;
4.2 Bulbs in fiber/soil; or
4.3 Two kinds of seedlings in fibre/moss/bottles.
5. Know:
5.1 how to protect plants from drought, wind and pests;
5.2 what animals are most helpful or troublesome;
5.3 the uses of soil in soot, wood ash and artificial manures;
5.4 the names and uses of ordinary tools and their care; and
5.5 what is meant by trenching, running, staking and thinning out.
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Floor Exercise: Straight Mats
1. 1.1

1.2
GYMNAST

From a starting position, rise on tiptoe; 1 step forward on
the right, thrusting left leg forward into lunge position
(Arms are swung simultaneously upwards). Extend body and
rise onto toes keeping left leg fully straightened and
extended.
3 running steps to a dive forward roll. Execute a
stretch jump after the roll to a standing position.

2. 2.1
2.2
2.3

3 running steps to a split jump. Land on the right.
Take 2 steps (L or R) to a ½ turn.
Take 1 step backwards on the right to a standing position.
Lean backwards to a simple backward roll landing in a
straddle position.

3. 3.1

Lean backwards; bring legs together to a „candle-stick‟
position. Arms remain on the floor.
Lower body and legs to a sitting position. Transfer weight
forward onto right knee. Arms move upward to a vertical
position.
Lean forward and rise onto toes, back leg (R leg) fully
extended and straightened.

3.2
3.3
4. 4.1
4.2

Take 3 running steps forward to a cartwheel on the left.
Step forward on the left leg to a lunge position, left arm
slightly rounded in front of the body and right arm
laterally held. Execute a ½ turn to the left on toes – arm
laterally held and left arm in a vertical position.

1. Own or co-own an animal or bird.

FRIENDS TO
ANIMALS

2. Know how to:
2.1
Feed the animals;
2.2
Keep it healthy;
2.3
Give medicine;
2.4
Obtain advice on sick animals from a veterinarian or other
authority; and
2.5
Clean up the cage/ habitat of the animal.
3. Explain the effects that all of the following have on your pet:
3.1
Over feeding;
3.2
Lack of discipline in training;
3.3
Unsuitable living conditions; and
3.4
Insufficient care in grooming.
4. Prepare a short essay on the following:
4.1
natural history of two domestic animals (other than the
animal which you own);
4.2
their habitats; and
4.3
their usefulness to mankind.
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HANDICRAFT

HANDYWOMAN

1. Make
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5

a useful item involving the following skills:
Knitting
Crocheting
Weaving
Knotting
Patchwork

2. Make
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4

3 useful or ornamental articles involving the:
Wood
Clay
Plastics
Leather or equivalent materials

1. Work a sewing-machine and understand cleaning, oiling,
replacing needle etc.
2. Replace an electric bulb; or clean and trim an oil lamp.
3. Know where in her own house to turn off at the main, the gas,
electricity and water supplies (if any)
4. Thoroughly clean and repaint with at least two coats of the
following: a chair, table, door, window frame, or equivalent.
5. 5.1 Clean paint brushes;
5.2 Sharpen a knife on porcelain, granite or grindstone.
6. Pass two of the following clauses:
6.1 Fit a new handle to a handbag or a shopping bag;
6.2 Splice a rope;
6.3 Repair a china ornament or equivalent;
6.4 Repair a wooden article.
7. Pass four of the following clauses:
7.1 Change a roller blind; or fix a curtain rail and hang curtains;
7.2 Lay linoleum or linoleum tiles;
7.3 Unblock a sink waste pipe;
7.4 Clean and polish a parquet floor;
7.5 Mend an electric fuse or plug; know what precautions to
take;
7.6 Repair a piece of furniture;
7.7 Paint or colour-wash a room ceiling or walls;
7.8 Make a useful article for the house or garden, showing correct
use of screws and nails.
Note: The test should be spread over a period of time and should
be judged as far as possible on the actual household jobs carried
out.
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1. Keep the Guide Health Record for two months prior to the test.
HEALTH

2. Discuss with the tester how you maintain good hygiene with regards
to taking care of your hair, face and body.
3. Bring to the test two pairs of your shoes to:
3.1
Explain their suitability for different occasions and
3.2
Explain the dangers of ill-fitting and unsuitable footwear.
4. Explain to the tester how:
4.1 health is affected by hygiene, smoking, food, drink, dieting
and sleeping habits and
4.2 you spend your leisure time to show that you are
practising a healthy lifestyle.
5. Explain to the tester the importance of good eye care and cite some
good practices that can be carried out.
1

HIKER

Take part in least eight hikes and keep brief notes.
The hikes are to include three with cooking (menus to be
given); five for exploring, to include two different types of
hike, e.g. Bird watching, following a stream, visiting places or
buildings of interest, when cooking is not essential.
On each occasion at least 5km is to be covered on foot. The
hikes may be spread over a period of not more than two years
prior to the test.

2. Know the responsibilities involved with regard to trespassing,
nature reserves, and vegetation and lighting fires.
3. Pack and be able to use a first aid kit suitable for hiking.
At the test, cook in the open two dishes of her own choice, one
with utensils and one without.

HOMEMAKER

Homemaker (A mandatory requirement for PGA applicants)
1. Bring a statement signed by your parent /guardian showing that you
have been thorough in your work, tidy and helpful at home and you
have carried out the following for seven consecutive days or four
weekends:
1.1 Clean your own and another person‟s pair of shoes; and
1.2 Air and make beds satisfactorily, showing your ability to
use a flat sheet and demonstrate the folding of an
„envelope‟ or a „mitre‟ corner.
2. Be able to do at least 3 of the following:
2.1 Lay a table for a family meal, clear away and wash up
afterwards;
2.2 Cleaning of a room;
2.3 Mend household linen or sew up a hem, neatly;
2.4 Clean a cooker, oven, stand fan or fridge.
2.5 Use a vacuum cleaner (including the disposal of the collected
rubbish).
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3. Prepare ONE of the following: chutney, jam OR pickles to
demonstrate her understanding of how and why preservation of food
is usually done. (This may be done at home and brought to the test
for the tester to mark. The tester may pose questions about the
preservation methods and preserving agents of food.)
4. Clean a dustbin and sink.
5. Clean and polish brass, copper and silver.
6. Demonstrate sweeping, dusting, scrubbing and washing the kitchen.
7. Be able to explain to the tester the following:
7.1 simple food values;
7.2 how to do the household shopping;
7.3 how to choose fresh food and how to store it at home;
and how to use leftover food.
8. Know how to do at least 3 of the following:
8.1 replace an electric bulb;
8.2 clean paint brushes;
8.3 different ways of sharpening a knife;
8.4 turn off at the main, the gas, electricity and water supply;
8.5 fix a curtain;
8.6 unblock a sink waste pipe;

HORSEWOMAN

1. Riding
Have a seat independent of the reins; maintain the correct
seat and position of the hands.
Be able to control her mount and use the correct aids in
elementary movements, i.e. turning, circling, increasing and
decreasing speed.
Jump low fences in good style.
2. Stable Management
2.1 Identify the essential items of the grooming kit and know
their uses;
2.2 Have an elementary understanding of the care and cleaning
of saddlery;
2.3
Have an elementary knowledge of feeding and watering,
and understanding the importance of cleanliness in the
stables;
2.4 Demonstrate saddling, bridling and rugging-up.
Note: A holder of the ‘C’ Certificate of the Pony Club qualifies
for this badge.
During the 2 hrs to 3 hrs test the Guide must be able to:
1. Make a cup of tea, coffee or hot chocolate.

HOSTESS

2. Cook a dessert or cake.
3. Wash up completely and lay a table. The table OR the tray-laying
must follow set rules.
4. Entertain the tester and another guest to demonstrate the
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important things to remember when entertaining. The needs of the
guest must be attended to, and she must be engaged in
conversation.
The candidate must be able to answer questions posed by the guest
with regards to everything that has been prepared.
5. Be able to answer questions on what to do:
5.1 about preparing a room for guests coming to stay OR
5.2 preparing for a formal dinner party or similar functions.
6. Write letters*:
6.1 Inviting guests to a party;
6.2 Inviting a friend to stay;
6.3 Accepting/refusing an invitation;
6.4 Thanking a person after a visit.
*The tester will choose TWO to be written at the test.
1. Read, write and converse in two languages and use a phrase
book intelligently.
2. Answer questions that would probably be asked by a foreign
visitor on arrival in this country.
INTERPRETER

3. 3.1
3.2

Help a visitor from abroad on a shopping expedition,
interpret her needs and know the relative values of
the two currencies.
Take a visitor from abroad on a sight-seeing
expedition in her own locality.

4. Help a visitor from abroad to plan a journey. Know where all
necessary information can be obtained.
5. Know in which country/countries the language of her choice is
the native tongue, and whether it is/they are
member/members of the World Association; know the
uniform(s), badges of the Guide Association(s) of the
country/countries and the National Flag(s).
Note: The tester may impersonate a foreign visitor if necessary.

KNITTER

1. Knit one of the following:
1.1 A pair of socks or stockings with heel;
1.2 A pair of gloves with fingers;
1.3 A jersey or cardigan.
2. Knit or crochet one other garment, e.g. Cap, hood, pair of
mittens with thumbs, bedroom slippers etc.
3. Follow printed knitting directions.
4. 4.1 Turn a heel;
4.2 Finish foot of sock from where decreasing begins;
4.3 Divide stitches and knit one finger of glove;
4.4 Follow written instructions for decreasing a shaped cap.
Note: The article in clause 1 may be knitted on a machine.
Printed knitting instructions may be used.
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1. 1.1

KNOTTER

1.2

Tie each of the following knots neatly and correctly:bowline, clove-hitch, donkey hitch, double overhand,
fisherman‟s, man harness, packer‟s reef, round turn and
two half hitches, sheet-bend, timber hitch.
Demonstrate the use of any three of the above knots
chosen by the tester.

2. 2.1
2.2

Construct a tripod.
Demonstrate square, diagonal and snake lashing;
make a gadget using at least two of these.

3. 3.1
3.2

Re-lay the ends of a rope.
Demonstrate three of the following: sail-maker‟s whipping, west-country whipping, simple
whipping, back splice, eye splice.

4. Make one of the following: lanyard, dog lead, string bag,
hammock, or equivalent approved by the tester.

LAUNDRESS

1. Wash and finish:
1.1 A white cotton article, such as a towel;
1.2 A coloured cotton garment;
1.3 A garment made from rayon or another synthetic fibre;
1.4 A woollen garment;
1.5 A silk garment
1.6 A pair of socks or stockings or a jersey fabric.
One garment in 1.1, 1.2 or 1.3 must have inset sleeves.
2. Describe the routine of washing day either with or without a
washing machine.
Show knowledge of stain removal and use of water starch.
Note: Some parts of the syllabus must be demonstrated at the test.
1. Throw a life-line to a person at least 10m away.

LIFESAVER

2. For at least two minutes:2.1 Using a manikin or wearing mask, demonstrate
artificial respiration by the expired air mouth-to-nose
method and mouth-to-mouth method. Demonstrate
the action to be taken in case of vomiting by the patient.
2.2 Demonstrate one other method of artificial respiration on a
patient.
3. Explain the treatment for shock.
4. Demonstrate in the water:
4.1 One method of release from each of the following
clutches:
wrist, neck, body and from behind;
4.2 Tow subject 20m by:(i)
single-handed method;
(ii) double-handed method;
(iii) „tired swimmer‟ method.
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5. From the surface of the water recover from the bottom at a depth
of at least 2m, an object approximately 2.5kg and bring it to land.
If the candidate fails at her first attempt, the test must be
repeated three times and must be successfully completed on each
occasion.
6. Enter the water feet first from at least 2m making shallowest
possible entry, swim 200m with head up approach, submerge to
pass and approach subject from behind, support for 30 seconds,
and tow 20m using any method other than those used in clause 4.
Land subject correctly.
Note: A holder of the R.I.S.S Bronze Medallion (renewed within 5
years) is exempt from clauses 2, 5 and 6.
LOCAL HISTORY 1. Visit a building or area of interest and give an account of her
discoveries.
2. Know a story of the vicinity in the past, or describe the area at
one period in the past.
3. Choose one of the following and discover something about it; a
local legend, custom or craft; or discover the origin of six local
place names.
Know something of the lives of three people who have played an
interesting role in the history of Singapore.

MAP READER

1. Understand the meaning of:
1.1 Conventional mapping signs;
1.2 Scale;
1.3 National Grid (in use on Ordnance Survey maps)
2. Show how to use a compass (sixteen points); find direction by
the sun and stars.
3. Be able to find the way from one point to another, following;
3.1 A street map;
3.2 An Ordnance Survey map.
One of these to be selected by the tester for demonstration.
4. 4.1
4.2
4.3

Set a map;
Make a sketch map from a description given by the
tester;
Write a description from an Ordnance Survey map of a
5km to 8km walk, chosen by the tester

Bring a self-made map of a small area chosen previously by the tester.
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1. Play:
1.1 The National Anthem from memory;
1.2 A march or folk dance.
2. Piano:
Play scales and common chord arpeggios in major and relative
minor keys up to four sharps and four flats.
Recorder:
Play scales in major and relative minor keys up to two sharps and
two flats and one octave of the open chromatic scale.

MINSTREL

Note: This clause must be adapted for string players, but should not
exceed in difficulty Grade 4 of the Associated Board examinations.
The objective is accuracy rather than speed.
3. Play two contrasted pieces, one by a classical composer and one
by a modern composer.
4. Read simple music at sight.
Note:
(i)

This test may include any instrument and is intended to
meet the needs of candidates of widely differing
opportunities. The pieces chosen must be properly played
though there is no exact standard of efficiency; the test to
be suited to the candidate’s age.

(ii) The tester may award the badge to a candidate who has
passed a recognized musical examination at Grade 4 level or
higher provided she possess clause (1.1) and (1.2).
1. Make a survey of a particular area for 8 to 10 weeks. Identify its
flora and fauna; make notes of their distribution and interrelationship. Do her best to preserve the environment.
NATURALIST

2. Make a collection of 10 plant specimens and 5 animal
specimens found in the area under investigation. (Plant
specimens are to be mounted on herbarium sheets; animal
specimens to be kept in drying specimen bottles.)
3. Referring to the area under investigation, complete 2 of the
following clauses:
3.1 Make a detailed study of 5 different animals as regards to
their adaptation to their mode of life;
3.2 Study 10 plants, which may include trees, grasses and wild
flowers; describe their leaves, flowers and fruits. Know how
the flowers are pollinated and how the seeds are dispersed;
3.3 Identify 5 birds by their appearance, flight, call or song.
Make a detailed study of them as regards to adaptation to
their mode of life.
Note: For clauses 1 and 3, take photographs (where possible) and
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make drawings to illustrate the flora and fauna under study.
4. Do a write-up of at least 500 words on the importance of
conservation.
5. Speak to at least 10 other persons on how they can contribute to
the preservation of the natural environment.

NEEDLEWOMAN

1. Have a working knowledge of:
1.1 The correct use of a commercial paper-pattern, including
laying out on material before cutting out;
1.2 The use of a sewing machine – manual & electrical machines.
The Guide must be able to work a sewing machine and be able to
clean, oil, replace a broken needle and wind an empty bobbin and
replace it into the bobbin case, where necessary;
1.3 At least two methods of making seams;
1.4 One or two methods of disposing of fullness;
1.5 Neatening a raw edge;
1.6 Setting in a sleeve;
1.7 Making a button-hole.
2. Submit two garments, a top and a pair of pants or a skirt, which
must include some hand sewing. The garments must have evidence
showing the correct use of the processes stipulated above.
3. Be prepared to demonstrate at least one of the processes used in
the garments and answer questions concerning day-to-day care and
repair of garments.

PATHFINDER

1. Know her neighbour thoroughly, so that she can direct a
stranger within a radius of 1km (town) or 2km (country) of her
home or Guide HQ to the nearest churches, doctor, telephone,
post-box, post and/or telegraph office, garage and/or filling
station, police station, bus and railway stations, town hall and
other well-known buildings: give approximate time needed to
reach each place. At the test draw a rough sketch map showing
the way and the distance from one given point to another.
Know to what places main roads lead to.
2. Show the ability to give clear directions to enable a stranger to
find her way to any place within a 8km radius, using the public
transport available. The place is to be chosen by the tester.
3. Know the opening hours of the local shops, garages, petrol
stations, post office and library.
Use a compass to find 16 points. Find the cardinal points using the
stars and the sun. Find the way from one given place to another by
the use of a compass and by means of an Ordnance Survey Map or
street map. Point out on the map the route taken.
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PEACE PATCH

1. There are 12 peace related modules (Refer to GGS website for
details):
a. Peace (Introduction, not for testing);
b. Culture and National Understanding;
c. Inner Peace (Compulsory module);
d. Refugees;
e. Racism;
f. Nationalism;
g. Pluralism and Diversity;
h. Conflict Resolution;
i. Reconciliation and Rebuilding;
j. Partnership;
k. Women as Peacemakers; and
l. Family Life Education.
2. Complete 2 modules: one compulsory module and another module of
your choice from the remaining modules.
1. Know the functions of the different parts of the digital SLR camera,
i.e. lens, shutter, aperture and f-stops, image sensor.
2. Know some basic digital photo editing skills e.g. red-eye removal.
3. Know some of the theory behind the taking of good photographs, such
as composition, role of light, how to compensate for low light
intensity, depth of field.

PHOTOGRAPHER

4. Bring to the test ten photographs which she has taken, edited (or
touch-up) and printed during the previous nine months; the prints are
to be mounted in any of the usual ways. The subjects are to include at
least five of the following:
a. Interior;
b. Portrait;
c. Landscape;
d. Architecture;
e. Action;
f. Flowers;
g. Birds, animals, insects;
h. Night photography.
5. Describe the conditions in which the photographs in clause 4 were
taken; how the digital prints were photo-edited and why. (Pictures
before photo-edition and after-photo edition must be brought to the test
so that comparison can be made).
For clauses (4) and (5), Guides can do a powerpoint presentation instead
of printing the pictures. This will help to cut down on the usage of
papers.
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1. Show that she can use an axe and saw; know how to look after
them.
PIONEER

2. Be prepared to make and use 2 of the following:
2.1 Emergency Shelter;
2.2 A ladder;
2.3 A means of crossing a stream.
3. Follow a map through an area unknown to her and make three
discoveries to be indicated by the tester.
4. Light a fire out-of-doors and boil 250ml of water in twenty
minutes.
Note: The tester must be a qualified person nominated by the Camp
Commissioner.
6. Read
1.1
1.2
1.3

READER

the following books:
„The Wolf that Never Sleeps‟,
„Window to my Heart‟, and
„A Man who Lives Twice‟

2. Do the following:
2.1 Read a book in any language, written by one of the Eastern
authors; and
2.2 Read a storybook written by one of the Western authors.
3. Choose and read a book appropriate to 4 of the following headings:
3.1 Science or nature;
3.2 Travel or exploration;
3.3 A foreign country;
3.4 History;
3.5 Biography;
3.6 A book of poems.
4. Show how to use a book of reference and the index of a book.
5. Read aloud:
5.1 A passage of your choice from a sacred book; and
5.2 A passage chosen by the tester.
1. Swim 100m.

RESCUER

2. Demonstrate in the water:
2.1 One method of release from each of the following
clutches:
wrist, neck, body and from behind;
2.2 Tow subject 20m by:
(i) single-handed method;
(ii) double-handed method.
3. For at least two minutes:
3.1 Using a manikin or mask, demonstrate artificial
respiration by the expired air mouth-to-nose method, and
mouth-to-mouth. Demonstrate the action to be taken in case
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3.2

of vomiting by the patient;
Demonstrate one other method of artificial respiration on a
patient, Treat for shock.

4. 4.1 Row a boat alone and with others; get into it from the water;
4.2 Answer questions to show that she is aware of the
dangers of tides currents etc.
5. Know how to treat: bleeding, shock, snake and dog bites.
6. Know how to: give the alarm for fire, call up the police and fire
brigade, rescue a person from a smoke filled room, ie. By dragging
and lowering on a rope from a window.
7. Know how to: hold back a crowd (with others), behave in a crush,
e.g. in a panic caused by fire etc, in theatre or train station.
8. Throw a lifeline to reach a person 12m away.
1. Keep a Patrol log or a minute book for two consecutive months.
2. Keep accounts for a Patrol or personal fund for two consecutive
months.
3. Hand prints the Guide Law.
SCRIBE

4. Know how money can be sent through the post, and how to
write cheques.
5. At the test, be prepared to write any of the following:
5.1 A letter inviting neighbouring Guides to spend an
afternoon with her Company;
5.2 A letter accepting such an invitation;
5.3 A letter explaining her absence from the weekly Guide
meeting;
5.4 A letter of thanks for money received, either personally or on
behalf of the Patrol;
5.5 An order to a shop enclosing money;
5.6 An application for a post.
Summarise a newspaper article using not more than one-third of the
words use in the original.

SICK NURSE

1. The Nurse
Know the qualities needed in a sick nurse, and able to illustrate
these by giving examples. Know the sick nurse‟s duties with regard
to her own health.
2. The Room
Know the good points to look for when choosing a sick room,
and how to make the best use of the ventilation and lighting
available. Know how to clean and tidy a room without raising
the dust.
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3. Infection
Know how infection is spread and the simple precautions to be
taken when nursing an infectious patient at home. Know how to
disinfect crockery and linen.
4. Bedside Nursing
Know where is her own area backrests, commodes and other
equipment can be obtained or borrowed. Show how to make a
bed with the patient in it, including the changing of sheets and
arranging the pillows comfortably. Know the uses of a drawsheet and mackintosh and how these can be improvised. Know
what is needed for the morning and evening toilet, how to help
a patient to wash in bed, give a mouth wash and brush hair
gently. Know which areas of a patient‟s body are subject to
pressure in bed and how soreness of these areas can be
prevented. Show how to help a patient to get up and sit in a
chair. Take and record the temperature, pulse and respiration
rate.
5. Diet
Know the constituents of a well-balanced diet and why this is
necessary for recovery. Prepare and serve one of the following:
egg, oatmeal, plain porridge, fresh fruit drink or flavoured milk
drink. Set an invalid‟s tray and show how to feed and give a
drink to a patient who needs help.
6. Medicines
Show how to give medicines by mouth. Know how to store
medicines and pills so that they can be of no danger to small
children.
7. Dressing and Bandaging
Show how to apply a cold compress, a hot compress and a clean
dry dressing to any part of the arm or leg, securing it with a
roller bandage.
8. Observation
Know what to include in a report for a doctor.
Note: The tester must be a State Registered Nurse, or an instructor in
home nursing. The holder of one of the following qualifies for the
badge:
(i)
St. John Ambulance Brigade – Basic Home Nursing
Certificate;
-

Adult Home Nursing Certificate.

Note: Examinations and instruction must be conducted in accordance
with the rules of the body concerned.
SICK NURSE (BIENNIAL) (Extension Section only)
1.

Understand:
1.1.The preparation of a sick room, its ventilation and heating. The
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preparation of the bed for the patient: changing sheets; the
prevention of bed-sores; washing and dressing a patient;
1.2.The use of room and clinical thermometers. Pulses and
respiration;
1.3.The growth and prevention of germs. The general symptoms of
disease that would necessitate sending for a doctor. The
precautions necessary when dealing with a case of tuberculosis
at home;
1.4.Administration of medicine and the external application of
remedies. Treatment with heat and cold including
fomentations;
1.5.Feeding in sickness and convalescence.
2.

Show proficiency in roller bandaging.

Note: (i)
If necessary the candidate may be tested on a theoretical
knowledge of some clauses, provided that she is able to give
instructions so that others can carry out the correct treatment;
(ii) The tester must be a trained nurse or other qualified
person.
SIGNALLER

The test may be taken in morse (flags, buzzer, tapper, lamp etc)
or semaphore.
1. Know the alphabet: read five blocks of five blocks of give
letters each with no mistakes.
2. Signal and receive short messages out of talking range.
Note: Style, rhythm, accuracy and the ability to get a message
through should be aimed at rather than speed.
1. Sustain an alto part or descant while the tester or someone else
sings the other part,

SINGER

2. Sing from memory, with or without accompaniment, two songs
in contrasting styles and mood, from the following language
medium:
Malay, Chinese, Indian, English.
3. Sing one song of own choice.
4. Sing at first sight, with or without words, to a simple stepwise
tune.
(Staff or Solfa notation may be chosen).
Note: The following are to be taken into account by the tester:
quality of tone; clarity of words; style in delivery; vitality and
swing in the rhythm; selection of song.
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SPEAKER

1. Recite from memory a short poem or passage of verse of her
choice, lasting not less than one minute and not more than two
minutes.
2. After a short time for preparation, read aloud a passage
provided by the tester.
3. Do the following:
3.1 Introduce and thank a visitor at a meeting;
3.2 Prepare and take Guide prayers, or speak confidently
and effectively to an audience for not less than three
minutes on a subject given to her five minutes
beforehand.
4. Talk with the tester about something interesting which she
has done or seen recently.
1. Be thoroughly familiar with Camp Fire Yarn No. 14 in „Scouting
for Boys‟.

STALKER

2. Have stalked and observed at least four wild animals or birds;
bring to the test a log of these observations, illustrated with
sketches and/or photographs.
3. Demonstrate:
3.1 „Freezing‟, showing perfect self-control and balance;
3.2 Stalking, using the correct positions.
4. Explain the significance of wind, background, hiding place,
skyline, sound and self-control.
5. Stalk a person unobserved for at least 1.5km and, through
observation and deduction, give a description that would serve
to identify the person.
Understand how the practice of observation makes her more useful
generally.

STARGAZER

1. Keep a log or notebook over a period of three months giving
observations of stars, moon and planets (if any), visible from a
window, garden, street, in or near her own home.
Note: There should be at least one entry per week, made
regularly at approximately the same time in the evening.
2. Demonstrate with diagrams, drawings or models (preferably
models) the relative position and size if the sun, moon, earth
and other planets; show their movements.
3. Point out in the sky:
3.1 At least four constellations visible all the year round;
3.2 At least four constellations not visible all year round;
3.3 At least four first magnitude stars; know to which
constellations they belong and at what time of year are they
visible.
4. Obtain a compass direction from the stars.
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1. Make a tray cloth, dressing-table cover or equivalent, in
material of suitable weave, embroidered with any of the
following counted thread stitches:
1.1 Cross stitch;
1.2 Back stitch;
1.3 Double running (Holbein) stitch;
1.4 Pulled fabric stitches;
1.5 Needle weaving;
1.6 Canvas stitches.
Note: The article must be finished with mitred corners and
hemstitched border. Bought hemstitching is not permissible.
STITCHERY

2. Make an apron, child‟s garment, article of underwear, piece of
table linen, or equivalent, showing one or more of the
following stitches:
2.1 Faggot stitch;
2.2 Chain stitch;
2.3 Buttonhole or blanket stitch;
2.4 Stern stitch;
2.5 Application of lace.
Note: Transfers, if used, are to be chosen and ironed on by the
worker.
3. Make
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5

an article showing one of the following:
Smocking;
Patchwork;
Quilting;
Appliqué work;
Cutwork (Broderie, Anglaise or Richelieu)

Note: The candidate should show by her choice of material that
she appreciated the traditional characteristics of the type of work
chosen. Smocking should be worked either on a plain material such
as gingham; quilting on linen, pure silk with a dull finish or cotton
poplin.
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1. Swim 50m by crawl in 1 min.
2. Swim 50m breast stroke.
3. Swim 50m by life-saving backstroke.
4. From the surface of the water, recover from the bottom, in a
depth of at least 2m, an object approximately 2.5kg and bring it
to land. If the candidate fails at her first attempt, the test must
be repeated three times and must be successfully completed on
each occasion.
5. Dive from a height of at least 1m.
6. Float motionless for at least 30 seconds (not necessarily
horizontally).
7. Tread water for at least 1 minute.
Note: Swimming and diving are to be judged on style.
SWIMMER (Extension Section only)
SWIMMER

1. Get into the water with a frock or overall on and swim in it.
Note: A belt may be worn and the frock tucked in after
entry into the water.
2. Swim 25m with ease, using any modified stroke in prone.
Note: If swimming in prone is impossible, a modified back
stroke may be used.
3. Swim 25m with ease, using any modified back stroke.
Note: If swimming back is impossible, a modified stroke
in prone may be used.
4. 4.1

Pick up an object from a depth of not less than 1.75m and
convey it by any means a distance of not less than 10m;

OR
4.2

For a candidate without use of legs or having one limb
missing: Pick up an object from a depth of not less than 1.5m.
Note: Any light weighted object may be used to which a handle
made of cord or cork may be attached.

5. Make a head-first entry into the water from a height of not less
than 1m.
Note: (i) Enter head-first, rolling from the side of the pool is
permitted.
(ii) If this is impossible, the following may be substituted:
Perform a somersault in the water.
6. Float motionless for 20 seconds or tread water for 20 seconds.
7. Put on a lifebuoy or inflated tube in the water.
Note: Neither speed in swimming nor style is to be taken into
account. To avoid overtiring the candidate, the whole test
need not be taken in one day.
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THRIFT

1. Have a savings account of at least 3 months‟ standing and show
that she has added to it regularly from her savings or pocket
money.
2. Bring a certificate from her parents stating that she is not wasteful
in the home and is keeping her belongings in good condition.
3. Bring to the test an article that proves that she is thrifty. Eg. a
mended blouse or a repaired personal possession or toy.
4. Plan and show how you have spent your pocket money for 1 week.
5. Answer questions on the real meaning of thrift and how you are
able to put thrift into practice within your Guide unit.
Total Defence (Bronze)
1 Introduction to Total Defence
2 Hands-on activities
Option 1: Total Defence Show-and Tell
Option 2: Total Defence Model Building
Option 3: Together As One

TOTAL DEFENCE

Total Defence (Silver)
1 PLAYING OUR PART, BEING PREPARED
2 TOTAL DEFENCE FIELD TRIP
Total Defence (Gold)
1 RECAP OF KEY LESSONS
2 TOTAL DEFENCE ROLE-PLAYING GAME
3 GET INVOLVED IN TOTAL DEFENCE!
Leaders may refer to the TOTAL DEFENCE BADGE LESSONS TEACHER‟S
GUIDE for details. The Teacher‟s Guide can be downloaded from the
Total Defence website.

TOYMAKER

1. Make a toy of your choice.
2. Pass two of the following:
2.1 Make two different animals of some soft material or one
animal-shaped and one rag doll. The use of fabric paints or
embroidery for the face is acceptable. Cut-out patterns may
be used.
2.2 Make two different vehicles with movable wheels from wood,
cork or other material.
2.3 Make a musical chime for a child using recycle materials.
2.4 Dress a doll, the clothes to be removable and similar to those
of a baby or toddler. The doll may be the rag doll made for
the test.
2.5 Make a scrapbook to include one page of original illustrations
or an original story, eg a fairy story, nature story, heroic
story, etc;
2.6 Make a model farmyard or doll‟s house, using a combination
of cardboard, soft board, plywood and other hobby craft
materials.
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TRAVELLER

1. Make the following preparations for a visit you are intending to
make to a foreign country:
1.1 Through books, personal contacts etc. make yourself
acquainted with the country, including its monetary system,
food, rates of exchange, vaccination regulations, rules of the
road, National Anthem, flag, and the type of clothes suitable
to be worn.
1.2 Know how to obtain a passport and visa; and
1.3 Know where to obtain help abroad should an emergency
occur.
2. Know the customs and regulations of the country you are visiting.
3. Be able to speak on an interesting topic about the uniqueness of
your country to an audience.
4. Wear the Guide uniform correctly and know the rules concerning
the wearing of uniform when travelling abroad. Know how to
obtain an International Letter of Introduction.
5. Research on and network with the Guide organisation in the
country you are visiting and make a comparison of their Guide
uniform with yours.
6. Bring back at least one „cultural‟ item from the country and be
able to share with your unit what you find interesting about it.
Note: The badge is awarded after the visit and all the requirements
have been met.
1. Study 10 different species of trees. Identify their twigs, flowers,
fruit, leaves and bark. Make leaf prints or back rubbings of three
of them.

WOODSMAN

2. 2.1
2.2
2.3
3.

WORLD
FRIENDSHIP

Sharpen a sheath knife or jack knife.
Make an article from natural wood, e.g. whistle, walking
stick, spoon, or egg cup.
Show that she can use an axe or saw, know how to look
after it.

Identify 6 different woods and give their uses.

1. Know the main facts about the World Association of Girl
Guides and Girl Scouts.
2. Talk in an interesting way about her own country, including
Guiding, to a visitor from abroad. (The tester may
impersonate the visitor, if necessary).
3. Pass one of the following clauses:
3.1 Make friends with someone from another country, and
entertain her on at least two occasions (e.g. On outings,
at home, at Guide meetings). Learn a few phrases in the
language of her friend and know something about her
country, including the Girl Guide Association(s), the
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uniforms and badges.
OR
3.2

Correspond with a Guide from another country for at least
one year and show the tester copies of letters written and
received and material exchanged etc. Know something of
the history and traditions of her pen-friend‟s country and
of the Guide Association(s) there, including the uniforms
and badges.
Note: Before exchanging material, custom regulations should
be studied.
4. Pass one of the following clauses:
4.1 Organise a Thinking Day Ceremony.
4.2 Prepare and organize an activity to stimulate the
Company‟s interest in Guiding in other countries.
4.3 Plan a visit to another country and tell the tester why she
would like to visit it. Give details of route, approximate
cost, what she would expect to see there, and the
currency used. Know something of Guiding in that country.
4.4 Recognise the Guide uniform of four countries of her own
choice. Dress a doll in the uniform of one of them. Find
out something about Guiding in this country and discuss it
with the tester.
1. Write an original story of one thousand to two thousand words.

WRITER

2. Write one of the following:
2.1 A skit that can be performed for a school event, lasting no
less than 10minutes;
2.2 A short poem in recognised verse form;
2.3 An article or campfire yarn of not less than two hundred
words; or
2.4 An essay on your favourite Guide person. This person need
not be famous but may be someone presently in your
Guiding life whom you admire.
Note: The work submitted under clause 1 and 2 is to be sent to
the tester beforehand; it should be neatly written or typed.
3. At the test,
3.1 Write a letter to your Division/ Guide Branch/ Chief
Commissioner (comprising at least two hundred words)
describing a recent Guiding activity that you have
enjoyed; and
3.2 Complete an exercise in punctuation given by the tester.

AIDS Awareness

The AIDS Awareness Badge is earned by completing 5 out of 11
activities. Activities must include at least one activity from each of
the three areas: Prevention, Care & Support and Human Rights –
Changing Attitudes.
Prevention
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1. Make a flipbook to share with your peers. Include the following
topics:
a. The human body, both male and female;
b. Body fluids of a female infected with HIV that have enough
virus to spread to infection from person to person;
c. Body fluids of a male infected with HIV that have enough virus
to spread to infection from person to person;
d. High risk behaviours that can spread the virus from person to
person; and
e. Healthy decisions that can prevent the spread of HIV.
2. Make a picture poster or list of activities you would like to do with
friends.
Include:
a. Activities you do with girls only;
b. Activities you do with boys and girls; and
c. Activities you do with boys only.
Show the poster/list to a group. Talk about how these activities
make you feel good about yourself. Ask the group to add activities
that make them feel good about themselves as a friend. Share your
pictures or list and discuss your feelings with your family and peers.
3. Talk to a group leader or an older woman in your family or
community about healthy relationships. Ask her about the skills the
Guide would need in relationships that will help her make choices
to protect her health. Do a role play for her group that
demonstrates how to say no to a person who is pressuring her to do
something you know is wrong, or that she does not want to do.
4. Make a list of agencies, health care facilities in your community
where girls can get information and care related to prevention of
pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases. Talk to a woman in
one of these agencies about the care women receive. Share the
information with her group. Find two opportunities to share this
information with her friends in her community.
5.Find out what your school or community does on World AIDS Day
(December 1). Promote activities in your community that will
increase awareness about HIV/AIDS including:
a. Give out red ribbons with an explanation of what the symbol
means;
b. Organize a poster display about HIV/AIDS in your community;
c. Ask to have a speaker come to your group or school to talk about
preventing the spread of HIV/AIDS; and
d. Provide a list of agencies in your community where you can get
information and services to prevent pregnancy and sexually
transmitted diseases.
6. Make a poster about using condoms to prevent sexually transmitted
diseases including HIV/AIDS. Include information about the
following:
a. Sexually transmitted disease rates (including HIV) in your
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community (if available from health officials);
b. How using condoms can prevent sexually transmitted diseases;
c. Information on where to get condoms;
d. Steps to correct condom use; and
e. Use this poster in a World AIDS display. Give a report to your
group about the results of World AIDS Day Activities in your
community.
Care and Support
1. Make a list of ways people with HIV/AIDS are cared for in your
community. Where would someone with HIV/AIDS go for help?
Answer as many of these questions as you can:
a. Is there a hospital or a special clinic for people with HIV/AIDS in
your community?
b. Are there any community associations that help people with
HIV/AIDS and their families?
c. What does the government do for people with HIV/AIDS or
people with any life-threatening illness?
d. If there are no HIV/AIDS specific services, what kind of care are
available for people with any serious illness?
e. Who provides the care? Doctors, nurses, volunteers, family?
f. Share with your group what you learnt and ask them if they know
about any services for people with HIV/AIDS or other illnesses.
2.Imagine you know someone with HIV/AIDS – a relative, a
schoolmate. Write a story about someone telling you they have
HIV/AIDS and how you would try to support them and be their
friend. Share your story with your group.
Human Rights – Changing Attitudes
1. Imagine what it is like to be open about having HIV/AIDS.
a. Find out if there is anyone who speaks publicly about being HIV
positive or having AIDS. Are there stories in the news? How do
people react?
b. Make a list of reasons why people would not want to be open
about having HIV/AIDS. What are the barriers in her community
to being open about having HIV/AIDS? Discuss with your group.
c. If there is someone known in your community or country to have
AIDS, write a letter to encourage him/her. Share with your
group and ask others to sign it with you. Ask your leader to help
you send it to the person.
2. Discuss prejudice with your group. To start, think of these issues:
a. What is prejudice?
b. Have you ever felt someone prejudiced against you? Why? Your
age, religion, the colour of your skin, other reasons? How did you
feel?
c. List differences people have that other people have prejudices
about. Include having HIV/AIDS.
d. How would you respond when you hear someone calling someone
a bad name because they are different? Share some of your ideas
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with your group. Discuss and come up with strategies together to
be better prepared to respond to prejudice – directed at yourself
or others. Rehearse together by doing role plays.
3. Make a poster asking people to support people with HIV/AIDS and
not discriminate. If December 1st is near, make it a World AIDS Day
poster. Share your poster with your group. Find a place to display
your poster e.g. your classroom or your church. Be sure to ask
permission before you post it.
1. Discuss with the tester the meaning of the terms UN and ASEAN and
their member countries.
2. Describe the reasons for the formation of UN and ASEAN, year of
inception, as well as their roles and functions.
3. Show some commonalities and differences between the functions
of the two organisations.
4. Describe an event that is held by the UN and ASEAN annually.
5. Choose one member country of the UN or ASEAN and explain why it
joined the organisation and how it has benefitted from joining the
organisation.
6. Describe the steps the country has to take to enroll as a member
of UN and ASEAN.

Current Affairs

7. Choose a problem that affected either a) one member country or
b) a group of two or more UN or ASEAN country(s) in the last five
years of any one of the following nature:
a. accidents of a large magnitude (plane crash, capsize of ship)
b. food shortages
c. natural disasters
d. piracy
e. human health-related threats
f. refugees
g. terrorism
h. threats to the environment
i. trafficking of drugs, people or animals
j. war (internal or external)
Show how the country or group of countries has received support or
aid from the organisation.
If the situation has not improved despite the organisation‟s support,
suggest reasons for the delay and think of possible solutions that she
thinks could have been taken as the next course of action OR
If the situation has been remedied, draw up a Standard Operation
Procedure that the organization could employ should a similar
situation arises again elsewhere.
8. Keep a record for three weeks of any happenings that you find
especially interesting in one UN and ASEAN country each. (This
record can be in the form of an illustrated diary, press cuttings,
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pictorial map, etc.)
9. Choose a country from ASEAN where conditions are different from
your own. Find out and tell the tester how the day-to-day life of a
girl in that country contrasts with your own, and suggest possible
reasons for the differences.
1. Be able to discuss with the tester the development of the
computer, its past history, present trends and future
developments.
2. Draw and annotate the main external and internal features and
functions of the component parts of the computer.
3. Explain the common technical terms used in ICT: virus, spam,
blogging, netiquette, internet, search engines, http, surf,
copyrights and disclaimer. You should find out 5 other terms
commonly used by ICT users and share them with your tester.
4. Using IT software to create a pamphlet on internet chat safety.
5. Demonstrate your understanding of netiquette and discuss with
the tester the importance of netiquette.
6. Describe the different tools available to download, save and share
information.
Information &
Communications
Technology (ICT)

7. Describe the technical steps in her computer that she will take to
keep out undesirable/unsuitable information, especially to ICT
users aged 15 and younger.
8. Explain to the tester the term „hacking‟, its dangers and ways to
prevent hacking of a computer.
9. Find out organisations formed in your country, which look into
internet safety.
10. Show at the test how you search for information of a topic of your
interest and how you will use the information (to be type-written)
without plagiarizing the content. You must be able to make
acknowledgement of the information used.
11. Create a webpage about Guiding in your unit and link it up with
GGS‟ official website. The website must have the following
features:
a. providing proper hyperlinks and references in your website for
all resources used;
b. audio sounds;
c. pictures;
d. links to other relevant websites; and
e. blog entries.
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1. Submit two reports on Girl Guides activities conducted in schools,
at camp, national or international event to be published in the
Guide News.

Reporter

2. Submit a report each on two different activities to be published in
the GGS website.
The reports must:
a. be type-written and error-free;
b. be between 250 to 300 words in length;
c. include an interview with the participants involved in the
activity;
d. include 2 to 3 digital photographs (high resolution) depicting
highlights of the activity;
Note: A hardcopy and a softcopy of the reports must be submitted to
the tester (from the Communications Committee) not later than
one month after the date of the activity for publication in the
Guide News and Website. Reports must be sent to HQ in both
the soft- and hardcopy. Non-publication of the reports does not
mean failing the test.

Rockclimbing

1.

Be able to perform climbing movement and possesses bouldering
skills.

2.

Demonstrate basic knots and rope work skills.

3.

Be able to perform belaying and rappelling.

4.

Know the different types of climbing equipment as well as their
storage and proper use.

5.

Be able to create anchors using Natural and Artificial
components for top rope climbing set ups.

6.

Be able to read climbing topos and decipher climbing grades.

7.

Know climbing history and ethics.

This Programme is conducted by the Health Promotion Board at
Healthzone.
It consists of 3 levels:
1

Dynamite Health Trooper Badge
(a) Hunt @ HZ Workshop
(b) Workshop @ HZ
(c) Test

Health Trooper
Badge Programme
2

Warrior Health Trooper Badge
(a) Hunt @ HZ Workshop
(b) Workshop @ HZ
(c) Assignments
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3

Supreme Health Trooper Badge
(a) Hunt @ HZ Workshop
(b) Workshop @ HZ
(c) Community Involvement Programme

The Dynamite Health Trooper Badge is a pre-requisite for the Warrior
Health Trooper Badge. The Warrior Health Trooper Badge is a prerequisite for the Supreme Health Trooper Badge.
Complete any one of the projects listed by the National Heritage
Board (within maximum 3 months).

National Heritage
Badge

1. Designing a Heritage Trail
2. Undertaking Research Projects; eg.designing information booklet
on Monuments in Singapore eg. tracing your or someone's
genealogy, ie family tree
3. Creating a multi-media programmer CD-ROM, or web-based
project on Heritage topics
4. Promotion of National Symbols, eg. exhibition, information
booklets, board game, card game
5. Volunteering at NHB events/ exhibitions and other projects
related to Heritage in consultation with NHB (to be advised by
NHB on availability)
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7

THE YOUNG ADULT BRANCH

7.1

Young Adult (YA)

7.1.1

A Young Adult is a woman between the ages of 16 and 25 and who has taken the YA
Promise.

7.1.2

Maintenance of Membership
To maintain membership, a YA needs to:
(a)

pay annual capitation fee of $5.00 (subject to periodic review);

(b)

attend the Yearly Meeting of the YA Branch or be able to provide medical,
examination or compassionate reasons not to attend;

(c)

attend at least three of six gatherings of the YA Branch held throughout the
year; and

(d)

give at least 25 hours of service per annum, including preparation and
execution, to GGS HQ organised activities.

7.2

YA Structure

7.2.1

YA Branch
The YA Branch is a committee of the GGS Executive Committee. The YA Branch is
run by YAs for YAs under the YA Commissioner so there is great opportunity to
influence the direction of the Branch through participation in decision making. All
YAs come together once a year for the Yearly Meeting of the Branch where the YA
Branch Council (YABC) reports on the activities and growth of the Branch.

7.2.2

YA Branch Council (YABC)
The YABC is to ensure the YA Branch grows and the members have an up
progressive self development programme. It meets at least four times
chaired by the YA Commissioner. The YA Commissioner is appointed
Executive Committee of GGS and is also the Chairman of the YABC. Other
of the YABC are presented at the Yearly Meeting to serve for 2 years:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

Vice Chairman
Secretary
Treasurer
Head of Programme Development
Head of Training
Head of Membership
Up to 3 other members may be co-opted based on projected plans
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to date
a year,
by the
Officers

7.2.2.1 Appointment of Officers (except the Chairman)
Three months before the Yearly Meeting the YABC decides the skills needed in the
positions to be vacant and calls for nominations outlining the skills necessary and
requesting those nominating to submit an application on the form available at the
time on the YA website, showing their ability to undertake the particular office and
reasons for wanting to do so.
Appointed members hold office for two years and are eligible for re-appointment for
a further two years. No member may serve in any capacity for more than four years
accumulatively, but may in extenuating circumstances with the approval of the YA
Commissioner and the YABC be able to serve another year. A YABC member may be
dismissed at any time if she is guilty of misconduct and/or wilful neglect in the
discharge of her duties.
7.2.2.2 Committees of the YABC
There are ongoing committees for the YABC as outlined above and the YABC may
form other committees or small groups at the Yearly Meeting or at other times as
necessary for specific purposes identified by the YABC.
7.2.2.3 YABC Responsibilities
(a)

Develop direction and plans, including budget, for the YA Branch in line with
the GGS Strategic Plans and the needs and aspirations of the YA members;

(b)

Manage the Branch;

(c)

Form such ongoing committees and other committees as necessary to carry out
its responsibilities;

(d)

Recruit new members, opening new Chapters and appointing the Head of
Membership Committee to liaise with the Chapter as necessary;

(e)

Monitor the implementation of the Developmental Programme, the
maintenance of its quality and coordinating its use to meet the Mission of GGS;

(f)

Meet at regular intervals to ensure above and plan centralised gatherings for
all members across the Chapters; and

(g)

Organise the following activities:
i. Yearly Meeting of the YA Branch;
ii. Regular business meetings of the YABC;
iii. At least one gathering for the Chapter Leaders and or chairpersons or the
nominee in her capacity of all the Chapters to meet with YABC (not with
the Yearly Meeting); and
iv. Six activities for the YA members to meet the requirements of their
membership. (The 6 activities are not to be confused with Chapter
activities as the YABC is not a Chapter and it is possible that the YABC
members do not belong to the same Chapter.)
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7.2.3

YA Commissioner
The YA Commissioner is also the Chairman for the YABC. She is responsible for the
following:
(a)

Provide the link between GGS ExCo and YA Branch;
Chairman of the YABC.

(b)

Ensure smooth conduct of the Branch, ensuring that GGS‟ policies and
decisions relating to the YA Branch are implemented;

(c)

Chair the YA Branch Yearly Meeting and the YABC meetings with an original
and casting vote if there is a tied vote;

(d)

Together with the YABC Vice Chairman and Treasurer ensure responsibilities of
YA Branch are carried out;

(e)

Together with the YABC Vice Chairman ensure the YABC strategic and action
plans, with budget, are drawn up and submitted to the Yearly Meeting;

(f)

Together with the YABC Vice Chairman and Secretary draw up agenda and
monitor implementation of action of minutes of the YABC;

(g)

Finalise the choice of appointments for YABC and committees in consultation
with the YABC Vice Chairperson;

(h)

Induct new YAs;

(i)

Appoint mentors, if requested, to a Chapter in consultation with a member of
the Chapter and if required, member(s) of the YABC;

(j)

Provide oversight of the budget and petty cash expenditure; and

(k)

Oversee funding requests from Chapters.
ExCo

YA Branch
Commissioner

YA Branch
Council

Finance

Programme
Development

YA Branch Commissioner (Chairman)
Vice Chairman
Secretary
Treasurer
Head of Programme Development
Head of Training
Head of Membership
Up to 3 others

Training
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Membership

7.2.4

YA Chapter
(a) Each Chapter should have at least six YA members. The members are enrolled
members or getting ready to be enrolled members. Chapter members decide
the interest of the Chapter and when, where, and how often to meet.
(b) A YA may join one Chapter only but may move to another so long as she informs
the YA Membership Officer and the GGS support staff.
(c) Chapters are registered with GGS through the YA Commissioner and are
responsible to the YA Branch Council (YABC). Chapters should be registered
with GGS within four weeks of their formation.
(d) If there are less than twelve members in the Chapter, the members decide who
takes responsibility to carry out the management tasks, but there is always an
agreed Leader of the Chapter.
(e) If there are twelve or more members, the members elect a committee to
manage the Chapter that comprises: Chairperson; Vice Chairperson if required;
Treasurer; Secretary, and up to 3 other persons who may be co-opted to serve.
(f) Each Chapter Committee member has a term of office up to one year, and is
eligible for re-election of the same role for not more than 2 terms.
(g) A Chapter Committee member may be dismissed at any time if she is guilty of
misconduct and/or wilful neglect in the discharge of her duties.

7.2.5

Mentors
Each Chapter may ask a suitable person to become a mentor to that Chapter only.
The YA Chapter decides if it would like to have a mentor, and the chapter members
will discuss and seek approval with the YA Branch Commissioner, the reason and the
role of the mentor. Members will then choose and approach the mentor upon
approval of the YA Branch Commissioner.
The YA Commissioner may also initiate an appointment of a mentor for a YA
Chapter, if she feels that the Chapter requires more assistance. However this
initiation must be approved and acknowledged by the YA Chapter, before the
mentor is chosen and approached.
If the mentor accepts the role, the YA Branch Commissioner will conduct an
introductory talk so that the mentor understands and meets the requirements of her
role.
The mentor must be a present or past member of GGS, and/or a trusted person in
the community. The mentor should be 21 years‟ old or above.
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7.3

Induction of YAs
Induction is mandatory for all new YAs, including past Guides.

7.3.1

Introductory Course
The aim of the Introductory Course is to provide a general understanding of the YA
and Guiding fundamentals. The course is conducted by the YA Vice-Chairman in
consultation with the YA Branch Commissioner. The course comprises:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

WAGGGS Fundamental Values
History of Guiding & YA
Relationship of YAs to WAGGGS through GGS
Basic Structure of WAGGGS
Structure of GGS
Responsibilities and privileges of being a YA
YA Developmental Programme

On completion of the course, the YA will make her YA Promise if she is a new
member of GGS. If she is formerly a Guide, she will renew her Promise with the
additional commitment to take the Promise into the wider world.
7.3.2

Promise Ceremony
YA Commissioner: Do you wish to make the YA PROMISE?
YA: Yes
YA Commissioner: Please do
(All YAs and others present will salute as YA makes her Promise)
YA Commissioner: What is the additional commitment to the Promise from a YA?
YA: To take my Promise into the wider world

7.4

Developmental Programme Focus Areas (Under Review)
There are six Focus Areas in the Developmental Programme. The Programme Focus
Areas are a collection of activities that can be used by the Chapters and individual
YAs after completing the Introductory Course and whilst participating in the core
Programme.
The six Focus Areas are designed to give choice of involvement allowing Chapters
and YAs to opt in and out with the option to choose as many Focus Areas in which
they wish to play a part. It is also possible to do a particular section of a Focus Area
for interest and development but not seek an Award.
The Head of Membership of the YABC will co-ordinate the six Focus Areas for
individual YAs. Chapters may be formed for specific purposes under each Area or
Chapters may include more than one Area within its management of the
Developmental Programme.
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7.4.1

Focus Area - Social Networks
This provides opportunities for fun, friendship and social contact, indoor and
outdoor, forming small groups to follow a common interest.
Particular awards are not specifically earned in this Focus Area, however external
certificates and awards may be gained if a Chapter is formed for a particular reason
that earned awards such as the Peer Educators.

7.4.2

Focus Area – Service
This provides opportunities to give service yet with learning and as part of the young
woman‟s growing commitment to WAGGGS‟ Fundamental Values.
This Programme Focus Area gives opportunities for:
(a) Service 1 - to GGS to maintain membership
(b) Service 2 - as service learning to GGS or another non-government organisation
(NGO) or Government Organisation (GO)
(c) Service 3 - to the wider world, local and international, with commitment to the
Fundamental Values
Service 1 Hours will be earned to maintain YA membership.
Service 3 levels 1, 2, 3, will earn bronze, silver and gold badge. A testimonial will
be given by both GGS and the organisation at the completion of each level.
Service 2 & 3 may earn credit under 5-Point Programme (Point 4), Service and the
NYAA syllabus.

7.4.3

Focus Area – Leadership in GGS
This provides opportunities to develop leadership skills that are a core element of
GGS training of girls and young women.
There is particular training needed for some of the leadership opportunities. The
training for Unit Helpers, VALs, Camp Specialists, and GGS Committee Members are
the responsibility of the GGS Training Committee and outlined in the Training
Scheme of GGS. The Head of the Training Committee of the YABC is responsible for
liaising with the GGS Training Committee to ensure the training takes place.
All leadership positions may earn credit under the 5-Point Programme (Point 1),
Leadership Development. Unit Helper receives a Unit Helper Warrant Certificate.
VAL receives VAL Certificate and gains Permanent Warrant after 6 months‟ work
with a Unit or Pack.
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7.4.4

Focus Area – Peer Educator
This provides opportunities to develop leadership and training skills.
Awards:
(a) Certificate on completion of Induction Training for Peer Educators
(b) Certificate for the topic of peer education accredited by GGS
(c) External certificate to instruct in chosen topic
(d) Credit under 5-Point Programme Point 1, Leadership Development

7.4.5

Focus Area – 5-Point Programme
This provides opportunities to explore potential in a progressive framework that
continues from the earlier age groups in GGS whilst offering choice and self
progression towards the peak award, Lady Baden Powell Award.
The 5-Point Programme is coordinated by the Head of Programme Development of
the YABC who continually seeks out ideas and opportunities, recording them on the
YA Resource website. The Programme Development Committee processes the
submitted plans within 2 weeks of receipt.
Awards:
(a) A portion of a 5-Point star for each Point completed
(b) A full 5-Point star is awarded on completion of all Points

7.4.6

Focus Area – NYAA Programme
This provides the opportunity to participate in a programme and gain an award that
is well recognised in the Singapore community.
Awards:
(a)

Bronze

(b)

Silver

(c)

Gold
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8

THE SPECIAL SECTION

8.1

Special Section
The Special Section includes units for:
(a) The visually impaired (in schools, institutions);
(b) The hearing impaired (in schools, institutions);
(c) The intellectually challenged (in schools and institutions – Guides and YA
members only); and
(d) The physically challenged (in hospitals, schools, institutions).

8.2

Organisation
The Special Unit is registered in the usual way by the Division Commissioner. It is
under the Division Commissioner and must comply with the rules laid down in the
Policy, Organisation and Rules.
The usual age limits apply to a Brownie or Guide or YA in a Special Unit.

8.3

Guider
(a) The Guider will undergo the Basic Training Course and other training courses as
conducted by GGS.
(b) In a unit for the hearing impaired, there must be at least one hearing Guider.
(c) In a unit for the visually impaired, there must be at least one sighted Guider.

8.4

Test
If owing to a physical or mental disability, the ordinary tests are not possible, the
Guider may, at her discretion, modify the tests as appropriate.
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9

THE TREFOIL GUILD

9.1

Introduction
The Guild is called “Trefoil Guild” and is registered with GGS.

9.2

Aims
The aims of the Guild are to help former Guides:
(a)
(b)
(c)

9.3

keep alive the spirit of the Guide Promise and Laws in their own lives;
bring that spirit into the community in which they live and work; and
actively support Guiding in Singapore and the World.

Membership
Full membership of the Guild is open to any former enrolled member of the Guide
Movement who is 17 years of age and above. Associate membership of the Guild is
open to active/serving members of the Guide Movement. Associate members have no
vote and are unable to hold office.

9.4

Subscription
Members shall pay to GGS an annual capitation fee as stipulated by the National
Council. There will be an annual subscription of the Guild, the amount of which will
be fixed at a Trefoil Guild Annual General Meeting. Membership ceases if the
subscription is more than three years in arrears.

9.5

Badge
The badge of the Trefoil Guild shall be the official design laid down by GGS.

9.6

Administration
The Guild, while an integral part of GGS, is independently administered. The Guild
may refer decisions on matters of major policy to the Executive Committee or Council
of the Association. The Guild is administered by its Executive Committee.

9.7

Executive Committee

9.7.1 The elected Executive Committee comprises the following:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

President;
Vice-President;
Secretary;
Assistant Secretary;
Treasurer; and
2 Committee Members.
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They shall hold office for two years and are eligible for re-election but no member
should serve in the same position for more than 2 consecutive terms except for the
Honorary Treasurer who is allowed to hold office for only one term and is not eligible
for re-election for a second term.
9.7.2 The Executive Committee is responsible for:
(a)
(b)
(d)
(e)

the policy, programme, correspondence, financial and other matters of the
Guild;
the submission of the minutes of meetings, the Annual Report and Statement of
Accounts for each calendar year to the GGS Headquarters;
filling vacancies as and when the need arises. The new co-opted member may
hold office only for the remainder of the term of the member she has replaced;
and
appointing members to assist them in any matter as the need arises.

9.7.3 Definition of Duties:
(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)
(e)

(f)
9.8

President – The President presides at meetings and at Committee Meetings. She
is a member of the Council of GGS;
Vice-President – The Vice-President takes the place of the President in her
absence;
Honorary Secretary – The Honorary Secretary records minutes of meetings and
activities of the Guild. She is responsible for the general correspondence and
administration of the Guild. She is a member of the Executive Committee of
GGS.
Assistant Secretary – The Assistant Secretary assists the secretary in her duties
and takes her place in her absence.
Treasurer – The Treasurer is responsible for the finances of the Guild and shall
be required to present the audited accounts of the Guild at the meetings. The
Treasurer is empowered to sign vouchers for payment which must be countersigned by the President or Honorary Secretary.
Two committee members assist in the working of the committee.

Dissolution
(a)
(b)

The Guild shall not be dissolved except with the consent of 4/5 of GGS Council;
and
In the event of the dissolution of the Guild, all liabilities legally incurred on
behalf of the Guild shall be fully discharged by the Guild, and all funds and
assets shall be handed over to GGS Council.
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10

TRAINING

10.1

Training Committee

10.1.1

The Chief Commissioner may appoint a Training Committee comprising:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

Chairperson - Deputy Chief Commissioner/Training Commissioner;
Member - Representative from Young Adults Council;
Member - Representative from Guide Branch Committee;
Member - Representative form Brownie Branch Committee;
Member - Representative from Training Team; and
Member - Representative from Camp Committee.
Member – Representative from each Division, North, South, East & West
Staff Trainers (in attendance/in-charge of minute-taking during meetings)

10.1.2

The Training Commissioner should have a minimum qualification of a WAGGGS
Trainer‟s Certificate. While in office, she should attempt to upgrade her
qualification further. The Training Commissioner is responsible for the professional
development of the staff Trainers to enable them to be better equipped for the job.

10.1.3

The Training Commissioner is responsible for training the members in the Training
Committee. The Training Committee is, in turn, responsible for:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

Providing assistance to the Chief Commissioner in the induction & training of
all Council & ExCo members of GGS;
Providing assistance to all Commissioners in their induction & training of their
committee members
Preparation and implementation of all training programmes for the
Association;
Preparation of Trainers for Certificates and Diplomas;
Compilation of Training manuals for trainees and trainers;
Maintenance and upkeep of a library;
Supervision of and maintaining standards in testing; and
Supervision of the Training Team.

10.2

Training Team

10.2.1

The Training Team is made-up of:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

The Training Commissioner
Diploma‟d Trainers;
Certified Trainers;
Potential Trainers/Training Facilitators (those working towards the Trainer‟s
Certificate);
The Staff Trainers.

The Chairperson of the Training Team is someone appointed by the Training
Commissioner and should be someone from within the Training Committee.
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10.2.2

The Trainer‟s duties are to:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Conduct training courses for members and staff of GGS;
Serve as a member of the panel of testers for the Trainer‟s Certificate;
Serve as a member and/or Adviser to different standing committees on
invitation (Camp Committee, Training Committee etc.); and
Keep herself up to date in every aspect of her training and to attend
appropriate training courses.

10.3

The Diploma’d Trainer

10.3.1

A Diploma‟d Trainer should be able to train in all three branches (Brownie Branch,
Guide Branch and the YA). She may, however, concentrate on her preferred Branch
(Brownie, Guide, YA or Adult Training)

10.3.2

To qualify to be a Diploma‟d Trainer, the candidate should have the following
qualification:
A candidate should:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

be recommended by the Chief Commissioner or Training Commissioner in
consultation with the Training Committee,
hold a warrant as a Guider or Trainer,
have been a WAGGGS‟s certified Trainer (with a Trainer‟s Certificate) for at
least two years;
have a thorough knowledge of the Programme of the Guide Movement in all
Branches;
have a thorough knowledge of the Administration of the National Organisation;
and
have conducted and coordinated courses at different levels.

10.3.3

In addition, the candidate should have completed a course conducted by an external
agency that is equivalent to the Train-the-Trainer‟s course. The Singapore
Workforce Development Authority (WDA) certification – Advanced Certificate in
Training & Assessment (ACTA) course will be accepted.

10.4

The Certified Trainer – a WAGGGS accredited Training Certificate

10.4.1

To qualify as a WAGGGS‟s Certified Trainer, the candidate MUST:
- be warranted as a Guider and should have attained at least an Intermediate Skills
Badge. For Young Adult members, they should have attained at least a Peer
Educator‟s Badge
- attain a Girl Training (Brownies & Guides) Pin and Certificate
- attain an Adult Training(Guiders/YAs & Unit Helpers) Pin & Certificate
- attain a Camper‟s Licence OR a Pack Holiday Permit

10.4.2

In addition, the candidate will have to write a paper of not less than 1500 words on
one of 5 questions pertaining to the principles of WAGGGS training and the
fundamentals of Girl Guiding.
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Working towards the WAGGGS’ accredited Trainer’s Certificate

Peer Educator Badge
(for a Young Adult member who wishes to attain the
Trainer‟s Certificate after her 21st birthday, she may
use this badge in place of the Girl Training pin)

Warrant

The Skills Badge
The Intermediate Skills Badge
is awarded after the Guider acquires 5 Guiding skills
at the Skills Training Sessions and is awarded The
Advanced Skills Badge after she acquires 10 Guiding
Skills

Girl Training Pin
Plan, execute & evaluate a 3day PLTC/2-day Sixer‟s
Training programme

Adult Training Pin
Plan, execute & evaluate a 2-day
non-residential Basic Training
Course for new Guiders

The Written Paper
(to be submitted to the
Training Commissioner,
Chairperson of a panel of 3
testers from the Training
Committee.)
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Camp Licence Pin/Pack
Holiday Permit Pin
Plan & run a 3-night &4-day
camp for a group of girl
members with the guidance of
a Guider-on-call, who must be
a Camper‟s Licence holder

11

CAMPING

11.1

Administration
Camping matters are handled by the Camp Commissioner in consultation with the
Camp Committee.

11.2

Camp Committee
Each Division will appoint two representatives – one from the Brownie Branch and
one from the Guide Branch. One Pack Holiday Permit/Camp Training Certificate
Holder and one Camper's Licence/Camp Training Certificate Holder is to sit on the
Camp Committee with responsibilities for the administration of good camping.
The term of office for members of the Camp Committee is one year and may be
extended at the discretion of Camp Commissioner.

11.2.1

Camp Commissioner
The appointment is made by the Executive Committee and approved by the Council.
Camp Commissioner holds office for a period of two years and shall be eligible for
re-appointment for any further term of 2 years each, up to a maximum aggregate of
10 consecutive years.

11.2.2

Camp Secretary
The Camp Commissioner may appoint a Camp Secretary to assist with secretarial
work in connection with camp. The term of office for the Secretary is one year and
may be extended at the discretion of Camp Commissioner.

11.2.3

Duties of Camp Committee
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)

To draft rules and regulations for the use of camp equipment and campsites (if
any) and to supervise their implementation;
To control all camping equipment and properties including budgeting for
them;
Be responsible for camping forms and records;
To visit and advise on Pack Holidays and camps;
To ensure camp regulations are adhered to;
To ensure and maintain a high standard of camping at all levels;
In consultation with the Training Committee, to organize Pack Holiday/Camp
Training for the benefit of members of the Association;
To encourage Guiders to obtain Pack Holiday Permits and Camper's Licences;
In consultation with the Division Commissioners, to recommend candidates for
camping qualifications and help them to prepare for their tests;
To submit materials pertaining to camp matters for the Association‟s
publication(s); and
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(k)

11.3

In the event of an emergency of any kind, when necessary, to recommend, in
consultation with the Camp Committee/Chief Commissioner, the closing down
of a Pack Holiday or camp.

Training
All training for the Pack Holiday Permit and Camper's Licence is the responsibility of
the Camp Committee in co-ordination with the Training Committee.
All testing for Permits, Certificates and Licences is the responsibility of a panel of
two testers appointed by the Camp Commissioner in consultation with the Camp
Committee.

11.4

Testing

11.4.1

Panel of Testers and their Duties
The panel of testers will consist of two persons, one of whom will be the
coordinator for the test. They will review the written submissions of the candidates
before the Pack Holiday/Camp and visit the Pack Holiday House/Camp at least once
while it is carried out. The coordinator will submit a report (in the prepared
standard form) to the Camp Commissioner on their observations and
recommendations for the Permit/Licence.
A meeting of the testers, with the Camp Commissioner presiding, will be convened
only when the reports of the two testers differ in their recommendations for the
Permit/Licence.

11.4.2

Qualifications of Testers
Hold the Pack Holiday Permit/Camper's Licence/Camp Training Certificate.

11.4.3

Rules and Regulations
(a) Staffing. The Camp Commandant/Guider-in-charge of any type of Guide Camp
or Pack Holiday must have undergone camp/Pack Holiday training organised by
GGS. A camp must also have at least two other responsible adults over the age
of 21 years on the staff or a ratio of one adult to every 10 campers. The
Quartermaster should have had previous cooking experience under camping
conditions. The First Aider should be a competent and experienced person who
holds a valid First Aid Certificate.
Note: For the Patrol Camp Permit, please refer to the appropriate sections
concerned.
(b) Permission. Permission to run any type of Pack Holiday or Guide camp must be
obtained from the Division Commissioners and the appropriate forms must be
completed and returned to the Camp Commissioner for endorsement and
approval 4 weeks before the camp. A Holder of the Patrol Camp Permit must in
addition have the Captain's permission.
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(c) Testing. Before being awarded the Patrol Camp Permit/Pack Holiday
Permit/Camper's Licence, the candidate should run a successful Pack
Holiday/Guide camp showing that she understands the importance of a varied
and interesting programme and that she is able to make the best use of local
facilities.
Applications for the testing of Permits/Certificates/Licences should reach the
Camp Commissioner at least 8 weeks before the actual test. The written
submissions must be handed in at the same time.
(d) Use of Camping Equipment at HQ. Applications (on appropriate forms) for the
loan of camp equipment must reach the Camp Commissioner one month in
advance. All damages/losses are to be reported to the HQ Warden, and
appropriate steps will be taken to make good the damages/losses.
(e) Doctor-On-Call. Written confirmation to the Doctor-on-call outlining the
duration of the camp must be sent to the Doctor before the camp commences.
(f) Testing. For the Pack Holiday/Camper's Licence observation camp, only the
Guider In-Charge/Camp Commandant will be observed. For any other
Permits/Certificates/ Licences, one or more candidates may be observed at any
one time.
The Camp Commissioner should be notified in writing in case of any change
made with regards to the camp, at least 3 weeks before the camp.
(g) Life Saver. Arrangements must be made for Life Guards to be on duty when the
following activities are organised:
Swimming - ratio of 1:20
Boating/Canoeing - ratio of 1:10
Crossing the sea other than by PSA boat - ratio of 1:20
(h) Attire. Camp uniforms may be worn on the way to or when returning from
camp. Campers should be neatly and appropriately dressed.
(i) Reports. The financial and camp reports for an observation camp should be
submitted to the Camp Commissioner within two weeks after camp.
11.5

Types of camps/Pack Holidays
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Pack Holiday/Camps for Observation
Pack Holiday/Camps by Permit/Licence Holders
Indoor Residential Camps for Guiders
Patrol and Trefoil Guild Camps
YA Camps
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11.6

Camp Qualifications
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

Patrol Camp Permit
Camper‟s Licence
Pack Holiday Permit
Camp Training Certificate
Quartermaster Certificate
Campfire Leader
Camp First Aid Certificate

11.6.1 Patrol Camp Permit
This permit is primarily intended to qualify a Patrol Leader to take her own patrol to
camp. The permit may also be taken by an experienced member of the Patrol.
Qualifications
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Have attained the age of 14 years;
Have been a Guide for at least 2 years;
Have camped in a Guide Camp/Patrol Camp;
Have attended Guide Camp training; and
Be recommended to the Division Commissioner by the company Court-of-Honour
and by a Licensed Guider with whom she has camped recently and be approved
by the Camp Commissioner.

Conditions
(a) Staffing:
Quartermaster:
First Aider:
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

Have knowledge of outdoor cooking.
Holds a valid First Aid Certificate. 24 hours Medical help
also should be made available.
The number of Guides should not be less than 3 or more than 5, excluding staff.
At least one Guide besides herself must have camp experience.
The minimum duration of the test camp is 2 nights and 3 days.
The camp, where possible, should be in private/school grounds within call of an
inhabited house and a responsible adult.
The permit becomes invalid once the Guide ceases to be a member of a Guide
Company.
The Camp Commissioner should be notified in writing in case of any change
made with regards to the camp at least 3 weeks before the camp.

Testing
As required under 11.4.3(c).
Clause 1:

Know how to make the necessary preliminary arrangements:
(a)
(b)

Forms and records for parents and Guides; and
Patrol Duty Roster.
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Clause 2:

Prepare a programme to include:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Clause 3:

Be able to demonstrate the following camp skills:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Clause 4:

Equip a First Aid Kit suitable for a Patrol camp;
Demonstrate emergency drill;
Show knowledge of kitchen sanitation eg., general disposal of
refuse; and

Show practical knowledge of:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Clause 6:

Camp layout for a patrol;
Keep bedding and clothing aired and free from dampness;
Improvise a flagstaff and hoist the flag;
Make two types of gadgets (1 using lashing); and
Pitch, strike and pack a ridge tent.

Know the general rules for health and safety and be able to:
(a)
(b)
(c)

Clause 5:

Map, compass reading and any outdoor activity;
Simple outdoor ceremony;
Games;
Songs; and
Show that she is growing in understanding and practice of the
Promise and Law.

Choice of foodstuff;
Menu-planning;
Storage of food; and
Outdoor cooking.

Know how to:
(a)
(b)
(c)

Budget;
Draw up a Statement of Accounts; and
Make a camp report.

11.6.2 Camper's Licence
The applicant of a Camper's Licence may take Guides and/or YAs to camps in
campsites approved by the Camp Commissioner.
Qualifications
(a) Have attended Guider's Camp Training (Theory and Practical); and
(b) Be recommended by her Division Commissioner and approved by the Camp
Commissioner.
(c) Warranted Guider
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Conditions
(a) As required under 11.4.3(a);
(b) The Guider-on-call may stay in during the observation camp. She must not hold
any other position in the camp except that of Guider-on-call. There should not
be more than one Licenced Guider in an observation camp;
(c) The number of Guides should not be less than 24 and not more than 48;
(d) The minimum duration of the test camp is three nights and four days; and
(e) The Camp Commissioner should be notified in writing in case of any change
made with regards to the camp at least 3 weeks before the camp.
Testing
As required under 11.4.3(c).
Clause 1:

Show knowledge of organisation and administration with regard to:
(a)
(b)
(c)

Clause 2:

Show practical knowledge of the following camping skills:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Clause 3:

Choice and layout of site;
Campcraft;
Wood-craft;
Pitch, strike and pack a ridge tent; and
Emergency repairs to a tent/fire shelter.

Be able to:
(a)
(b)

Clause 4:

Camp Notice to parents and Guides and any other necessary camp
forms;
Patrol Duty Roster; and
Pre-camp training of camp staff.

Plan the daily programme; and
Draw up a personal kit list.

Know the general rules for the care of health and safety and be able
to:
(a)

Prepare a first aid tent and take precautionary isolation
measures;
(b) Equip a First Aid kit;
(c) Render first aid in emergencies which occur in camp, including
the treatment of shock, bleeding, cuts, fractures, sprains, burns,
bites (including snake bites), stings and concussion; and
(d) Show understanding of water safety rules and fire precautions.
Alternative: The Camp First Aid Certificate / St John Ambulance
Brigade First Aid Certificate / Red Cross First Aid
Certificate / Raffles Medical Group First Aid Certificate
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Clause 5:

Show practical knowledge of:
(a)
(b)
(c)

Clause 6:

Outdoor Colours;
Campfires; and
Guide's Own.

Show practical knowledge and understanding with regards to:
(a)
Kitchen sanitation;
(b)
Store tent;
(c)
Fireplace and types of fires;
(d)
Woodpile;
(e)
Menu Planning; and
(d)
Storage and packing of food.
Alternative: The Quartermaster Certificate

Clause 7:

Know how to:
(a)
(b)
(c)

Budget;
Draw up a Statement of Accounts; and
Make a camp report.

11.6.3 Pack Holiday Permit
This holder of a Pack Holiday Permit may take Brownies for holidays in furnished
houses, schools, holiday camps or suitable halls approved by the Camp
Commissioner.
Qualifications
(a) Have attended Pack Holiday Training (Theory and Practical); and
(b) Be recommended by the Division Commissioner and approved by the Camp
Commissioner.
(c) Warranted Brownie Leader
Conditions
(a) As required under 11.4.3(a);
(b) The Guider-on-call may stay in during the observation Pack Holiday. She must
not hold any other position in the Pack Holiday except that of Guider-on-call.
There should not be more than one Permit holder in an observation Pack
Holiday;
(c) The number of Brownies should not be less than 18 and not more than 30; and
(d) The candidate should run a Pack Holiday for a minimum of three full days ie.
Day 1 - meet after breakfast to Day 3 - leave after lunch.
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Testing
As required under 11.4.3(c).
Clause 1:

Know how to make necessary preliminary arrangements:
(a)
(b)
(c)

Clause 2:

Show knowledge of the following:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Clause 3:

Choose and brief a suitable staff;
Draw up: (i) a notice for parents and other necessary forms; and
(ii) a personal kit list; and
Plan the duty roster and understand the distribution of work at a
Pack Holiday.

Know and understand the aims and objectives of a Pack Holiday;
Know how to choose a safe and suitable Pack Holiday house and
be able to use the house and grounds to full advantage;
Be able to plan the daily programme for a Pack Holiday to center
around the chosen theme; and
Recognise the importance of ceremonies within the Pack Holiday
Programme, eg Brownie Ring, Pow-Wow, Sixer Song.

Know:
(a)

The general rules for the care of health, sanitation and
ventilation;
(b) Safety precautions against fire;
(c) Water safety rules;
(d) How to render first aid in emergencies which might occur,
including the treatment of shock, bleeding, cuts, fractures,
sprains, burns, bites (including snake bites), stings and
concussion;
(e) How to equip a First Aid Kit and understand its use; and
(f) How to prepare a sick bay and isolation quarters.
Alternative: The Camp First Aid Certificate / St John Ambulance
Brigade First Aid Certificate / Red Cross First Aid Certificate / Raffles
Medical Group First Aid Certificate
Clause 4:

Show practical knowledge and understanding with regards to:
(a) The cooking and storage of food;
(b) Planning balanced meals; and
(c) Proper ways of laying the table, serving food and table etiquette.
Alternative: The Quartermaster Certificate
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Clause 5:

Know how to:
(a)
(b)
(c)

Budget;
Draw up a Statement of Accounts; and
Make a Pack Holiday report.

11.6.4 Camp Training Certificate
The Camp and Training Committee must satisfy themselves that the candidate has a
good standard of camping.
Qualifications
(a)
(b)
(c)

Have attained the age of 21 years;
Holds the Pack Holiday Permit and Camper's Licence; and
Have attended Training for Trainer's Course.

Testing
Part I - Training Period
The candidate will be given the opportunity of gaining experience in conducting
camp and Pack Holiday training sessions and training camps with the help of
experienced Trainers.
Part II - Practical Test
The candidate will be asked to take 3 Guider's Training sessions covering the
following:
(a) Ability to instruct Guiders in roll-call, camp colours/Pow-Wow, Guides' Own
and Brownie Ring;
(b) Ability to instruct Guiders in campcraft, including pitching, striking and packing
tents/planning a Pack Holiday programme using a theme; and
(c) Topic of choice.
Part III - Visit to Candidate's Camp
The camp for Guiders will be visited by a Panel of two testers. On the visit, they
will observe the following:
(a) The Aims and Objectives of Guiding put into practice; and
(b) The candidate in action at camp.
Part IV - Written Paper
This will be given to the candidate and the final session will be considered in
conjunction with the Training Session and the practical Camp Session conducted.
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Panel of Testers for the Camp Training Certificate
The Panel of two testers will consist of one Camper‟s Licence/ Pack Holiday Permit
Holder appointed by the Camp Committee and one person with at least a training
certificate.
Note: To tie in with Training Committee's view.
11.6.5 Quartermaster Certificate
It exempts the Holder from the corresponding section in the Pack Holiday
Permit/Camper's Licence.
Qualifications
(a) Have attained the age of 21 years;
(b) Have attended Quartermaster and/or Camp Training Course for Guiders (Theory
and Practical); and
(c) Be recommended by her Division Commissioner and approved by the Camp
Commissioner.
Conditions
(a) The candidate is to pitch the store tent and kitchen shelter during the
observation camp;
(b) The number of Guides should not be less than 24 and not more than 48; and
(c) The minimum duration of the test camp is 3 nights and 4 days.
Testing
As required under 11.4.3(c). Show a practical knowledge of the general
organisation of the Quartermaster‟s department and of:
Clause 1:

Catering:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Clause 2:

Quantities;
Planning balanced meals;
Ordering stores; and
Budgeting.

Cooking:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Fireplaces, fires, fuel and shelters;
Fire management, prevention and containment of fire in the
kitchen
Methods of cooking;
Practical cooking, including supervising others; and
Serving food.
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Clause 3:

Storage:
(a)
(b)
(c)

Clause 4:

Store tents and larders;
Methods of storage and preservation of foods; and
Care of equipment.

Kitchen sanitation:
(a) Use of grease pits/grease traps;
(b) General disposal of refuse; and
(c) Washing up and cleanliness.
Note: At the observation, the testers should stay to share a meal with
the campers.

11.6.6 Campfire Leader Certificate
Qualifications
(a) Have attained the age of 15 years (birthday age);
(b) Have attended the Campfire Leader's Training Course; and
(c) Be recommended by her Division Commissioner and approved by the Camp
Commissioner.
Testing
Show practical knowledge of the following:
Clause 1:

Be able to lead a campfire of approximately 1 hour out of doors with a
group of not less than 50 members.
Note: During wet weather, the campfire can be held indoors with a
mock fire.

Clause 2:

Plan the programme to include:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

International songs;
Rounds/parts songs;
A non-musical activity e.g. yarn/yell/sketch etc.
Wet weather programme

Clause 3:

Effectively lead an opening or closing ceremony at the campfire.

Clause 4:

Build a suitable campfire.

Clause 5:

Prepare guest list, invitation cards and souvenirs. Send out invitations

Clause 6:

Invite a Guest-of-Honour

Clause 7:

Compile and email a list of campfire songs with lyrics to the guests
together with the invitations. Must have thorough knowledge of the
campfire songs.
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11.6.7 Camp First Aid Certificate
The Camp First Aid Certificate will exempt the holder from the corresponding section
in the Pack Holiday Permit/Camper‟s Licence.
Target Group:
Warranted Guiders (Brownie &
Guide)/Trainers (staff and
volunteers)/Young Adults

Duration of Training:
½ day Theory, 1 day Practical
(Mentoring by Certified Trainer)

Objectives
 To develop each adult

member to her fullest
potential and to pursue
training standards to the
highest possible level with
the desire to strengthen the
quality of Girl Guiding

Level of Training:
Additional Camp Qualification

Content

Remarks

During an Observation Camp/Pack Holiday, the adult
member must show a practical knowledge of the general
organization of the First Aid department and of:
 Know:

d) How to detect signs of poisoning and treat it

The adult member
must have some
practical
experience in the
role of the First
Aider. She must
also get a mentor ie
a Guider-on-Call
who will advise her
on all matters
pertaining to First
Aid.

e) How to detect signs of serious illnesses and decide
on a course of action

 If the adult

a) How to prevent and treat shock
b) How to stop bleeding (including nose bleeding) and
how to treat septic wounds
c) How to use a clinical thermometer and take a
pulse

 Be able:

a) To treat cuts (including those made by glass),
blister, sunburn, colds, sore throats, headache,
earache, toothache, and abdominal pains and eye
injuries;
b) To render first aid in the case of fractures,
sprains, bites (including snake bite) stings, burns,
clothes on fire, fainting, concussion, heat stroke,
epileptic and hysterical fits;
c) Demonstrate a method of artificial respiration and
using a manikin or mask, the expired air mouth-tonose method and mouth-to-mouth method
resuscitation. Demonstrate the action to be taken
in case of vomiting.
d) To erect a first aid tent
e) To carry out an emergency procedure
 Understand the implications of:

a) Balanced meals;
b) Cooking and storage of food.
 Be able to pitch a first aid tent and know how to take

precautionary isolation measures
 Draw up a list for the FA kit and understand the

administration of medicine and the external
application of remedies.
 Have practical knowledge of emergency evacuation

procedures
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member acquires
a first aid
certificate
issued by a
recognised first
aid agencies,
e.g., St John’s
Ambulance
Brigade or Red
Cross Society,
she will be
exempted from
(a) and (b).

Note: Testers to look for balance of programme, general enjoyment and the
candidate‟s ability to lead the group.
11.7

Overseas Trips
All units with the intent to camp abroad must abide by the following:
(a) There should be one adult to every 10 Guides. A 2nd leader is appointed if there
are 10 or more Guides.
(b) Copies of the aims of the camp together with the tentative programme should
be submitted at least three months ahead to International Commissioner for
approval before making official application to the country to be visited.
(c) Members should be in official uniform when travelling from one destination to
another; and
(d) The State Flag should be taken along to the country of visit.
(e) Leaders for Overseas International Camp: The Guider-in-charge must have
attained the age of 21 years. She must hold a Camper's Licence/Pack Holiday
Permit/Camp Training Certificate or have Guide camp experience.
Note: Please refer to section on 'International'.

11.8

Special Section Camp
(a) A Permit/Licence/Certificate must be held by the Guider who is in charge of a
Special Section camp. A Guider with physical disability holding the Camper's
Licence may take charge of a camp for her own group of the Special Section
provided that she has the assistance of two able-bodied helpers, one of whom
should be a Guider with previous experience of camping; and
(b) Permission must be obtained from the Division Commissioner and the Camp
Commissioner to do camping.
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12

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

12.1

International Relations
The International Committee looks after the international aspect of the Movement.
It promotes international relationship with the World Bureau and other National
Organisations. It makes arrangements for members to participate in international
events, and to visit other National Organisations. Whenever possible, arrangements
are made to meet and entertain official delegates en route to international guiding
events.

12.2

World Thinking Day
22nd February is World Thinking Day. On this day, GGS celebrates the joint birthdays
of the Founder, Lord Baden-Powell and the World Chief Guide, Olave Lady BadenPowell. Members of the Movement are encouraged to give a special thought to the
world aspect of Guiding and the Promise made on Enrolment.

12.3

World Thinking Day Fund
Voluntary contributions are received on this day from members. The fund is
administered by WAGGGS, and is used to promote Guiding whenever and wherever
there is a need for support.

12.4

Post Box Secretary
A member of the Association may have pen-pals from members of other national
organisations through the Post Box Secretary.

12.5

Trips Abroad
(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)

A Guider wishing to make a trip abroad must submit details of the proposed visit
to the International Commissioner at least three months before the proposed
trip. She must be a warranted Guider. If the trip involved camp or pack
holiday, permission to be obtained from Camp Commissioner;
An individual going to live abroad may apply to the International Commissioner
for a letter of introduction, which entitles her to wear her uniform when taking
part in guide activities abroad. Application is made to the International
Commissioner enclosing a note of recommendation from the relevant
Commissioner;
A member wishing to visit another Member Organisation of WAGGGS may apply
to the International Commissioner for a Letter of Introduction (a card used
internationally, and available at our shop), duly endorsed by GGS;
A Guider, leading a group of Guides to an overseas camp, must possess a
Camper‟s License; and/or camping experiences preferably for 5 years; and
All Brownies/ Guides who wish to participate in international events must be
enrolled.
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Official representatives of the Association traveling abroad, either as individuals or in
a party, should wear the State Flag Emblem on right side of uniform next to World
Badge. The State Emblem should not be worn after their return.
12.6

Invitations to Singapore
(a)

Guests
Before a unit invites guests from abroad, the International Commissioner should
be kept informed. If the invitation is for a camp or a holiday under camp
conditions, the Camp Commissioner‟s permission must be obtained.

(b)

International Camps
Before organising an international camp on a Division level, permission must be
obtained from the Camp Commissioner and the International Commissioner.

12.7

International Students
(a)

Enrolment
(i)

A recruit, who is enrolled as a member of GGS, may take the Promise as
follows:
I promise to do my best:
To do my duty to God,
To serve my country
and the country in which I am currently living,
To help other people and
To keep the Guide Law.

(ii)
(b)

The recruit may be enrolled with the Singapore Enrolment Badge.

Uniform
A member of the movement from another country, if attached to the
Association in Singapore for a period of less than one year, may continue to
wear the uniform and badges of her own Association.
It is a generally accepted principle that the proficiency badges of one
Association may be worn on the uniform of another national organisation.

12.8

International Committee
The Chairperson of this Committee is the International Commissioner and there must
be at least three members in the Committee.
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13

PUBLIC RELATIONS

13.1

General Policy
The Association is interested in all organisations concerned with the welfare of the
girls and agrees to the exchange of annual reports and to representation at annual
meetings with organisations desiring to associate on the grounds of common interest
or for mutual help.

13.2

Co-operation
A Guide unit may co-operate with the local branch of any voluntary organisation with
the approval of GGS Headquarters and the headquarters of the organisation
concerned.

13.3

Public Parades
The permission of the Commissioner of Police is required before a unit may take part
in a combined public parade.

13.4

Politics
The Association is not connected with any political party. Members of the
Association in uniform, or acting as representatives of the Movement must not take
part in meetings or activities of a political party.

13.5

Press, radio and television
No member of the Movement, acting as such, may express opinions in public or in the
press on any matter of Guide policy or principle, or be concerned in sound or
television broadcasting referring or relating to the Guide Movement, without the
permission of the Chief Commissioner and the Communications Commissioner. If in
doubt please contact the Senior Manager of Girl Guides Singapore.

13.6

All enquiries should be directed to the Senior Manager, Girl Guides Singapore.
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14

GUIDES-SCOUTS RELATIONS

14.1

Aims
The Singapore Scout Association (SSA) is the brother organisation of GGS and the
cooperation between the two uniformed groups should be as close as possible.
This can be achieved through joint events between the two organisations that will
strengthen organisational bonds, and increase levels of interaction between members
of GGS and SSA. The Guides-Scouts Relations Committee is tasked to organise and
oversee these relations.

14.2

Areas of Cooperation
Cooperation may be in the following areas:
(a) Social and recreational activities
This can take the form of campfires and jointly organised events (eg. barbeques,
cycling, telematch, etc.)
(b) Camps
This can take the form of joint camps. In joint camps, Guides and Scouts must
have separate sleeping quarters.
(c) Community service activities (local and overseas)
This can take the form of community involvement activities to homes for the
elderly, orphanages, hospices, homes for the disabled, etc.
(d) Training
Members of both organisations may carry out joint training schemes so as to take
advantage of synergies with regards to specific areas of expertise of the trainers
from the respective organisations. This can be in the form of an exchange of
Guide/Scout trainers (eg. Scout Trainer training Guides and vice-versa), or
members of GGS & SSA being trained together for a specific skill or activity.

14.3

Communication
A schedule of joint events shall be planned and maintained. Participation in joint
events should be communicated through the relevant channels so as to ensure
maximum participation levels in each of these events.
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15

MISCELLANEOUS RULES

15.1

Transfers

15.1.1

A Brownie/Guide transferring from one unit to another may be accepted as a
member of another unit and continue to work on her progression in the badge
scheme.

15.1.2

A member transferring from Singapore to another country may request a letter of
introduction from the International Commissioner.

15.2

Saluting
Only enrolled members salute.

15.2.1

All GGS members in uniform at a Guide or Scout function, salute during:
(a)
(b)

the playing of the National Anthem; or
marching or breaking / hoisting of colours.

15.2.2

At places of religious worship or non-Guide functions she stands at attention but
does not salute.

15.2.3

Members of the Guide and Scout Movement greet one another with the salute and
the left handshake when in uniform.

15.2.4

Members of the Guides and Scout Movement greet one another with the sign and the
left handshake when not in uniform.

15.3

Safety Guidelines
For all school-based units, guidelines as provided by MOE-CCEB and school
authorities should be complied with.
For all out of school activities MOE‟s Risk Assessment Management System (RAMS)
must be applied.

15.3.1 General Requirements:
(a) Leaders must accompany their girls. There should be at least one leader to not
more than 20 girls.
(b) Parental Consent Forms must be obtained before permitting the girl to join the
activity.
(c) Attendance should be taken at the start and end of the activity.
(d) Good discipline must be maintained at all times. Instructions and signals must
be obeyed promptly.
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(e) The Leader must acquaint herself with emergency telephone numbers, first aid,
etc.
15.3.2

Water Safety
(a) Leaders in charge of water activities should exercise care in the actual
supervision / instruction of their girls. In cases where leaders are not actually
conducting the water activity, they should assist the instructor in maintaining
supervision and discipline, and make all effort to participate.
(b) All water sports instructors must hold valid licences.
(c) No girl should be allowed in the water until the leader gives permission.
(d) No girl should swim immediately after a meal.
(e) There should be no water activity during a thunderstorm especially when there
is lightning.
(f) Life vests/life jackets (SFD) and suitable footwear must be worn at all times.
(g) Instructors must ensure that all Safety Floating Devices are in good working
condition.
(h) Leader-in-charge/instructor must ensure rescue/safety boat coverage is
adequate for training session or expedition.
(i) Canoeing and sailing activities
Leaders-in-charge of these activities, or external instructors engaged, must
possess any one of the following qualifications:
i

Canoeing / Kayaking:





ii

At least an instructors‟ certificate issued by the Singapore
Canoe/Kayaking Federation;
Undergone successfully, a canoeing/kayaking course for leaders
conducted by the MOE Sea Sports centre, CCE Branch or NIE; or
Attended successfully, a canoeing/kayaking course for instructors
conducted overseas by a reputable organization;
Hold a valid First Aid Certificate.

Sailing:



At least a NCAP Level I (Technical) certificate issued by the Singapore
Yachting Federation;
Undergone successfully, a sailing course for leaders conducted by the
MOE Sea Sports Centre or NIE; or
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Attended successfully, a sailing course for instructors conducted
overseas by a reputable organization;
Hold a valid First Aid Certificate.

(j) Safety
i
ii
iii

15.3.3

Life-vests/jackets (SFD) and suitable footwear must be worn at all times;
Leaders-in-charge/instructors must ensure that rescue/safety boat
coverage is adequate for training sessions and expeditions; and
On no account should pupils be allowed to carry out
canoeing/kayaking/sailing activities without the presence of the leader-incharge or the instructor.

Land Safety
Leaders and instructors should adopt safe practices through:
(a) sound judgement of what constitutes a dangerous situation, through the use of
MOE‟s Risk Assessment Management System (RAMS);
(b) adequate supervision;
(c) knowledge of how to help oneself and others in danger;
(d) technical knowledge in setting up of structures;
(e) knowledge of First Aid
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16

ASSOCIATION AWARDS

16.1

ANNUAL

16.1.1

Asia Pacific (AP) Achievement Award For Commissioners
An award conferred on Commissioners to recognize the high standards of
achievement of adult members in their respective roles as they carry out the
mission of WAGGGS.
This award may be made annually. Each adult member may receive this award
only once in her Guiding career unless her role is changed.
A maximum of 15 awards for Commissioners may be made annually.
The award winners will receive a Certificate of Recognition from the AP
Committee.
Criteria:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

hold a valid warrant;
have a positive and constructive relationship with adults and girls with whom
she works;
believe in and demonstrate Guiding principles and method in carrying out
Guiding activities;
have made an outstanding contribution for a significant period of at least 5
years;
have cooperated with other non-government organisations or government
organisations in organising suitable community development projects;
have a clear understanding of WAGGGS and the AP Region: organisation
structures, ways of work, projects and the World Centres;
have promoted effectively international education;
willingness to undertake self development opportunities that extend her
skills and experience; and
good communication, outstanding leadership and teamwork skills.

Pre-requisite:
Palm Leaf (Silver)
16.1.2

Asia Pacific Adult Leaders Achievement Award For Unit Leaders
Similar criteria and process to the AP Achievement Award for Commissioners. A
maximum of 50 awards for unit leaders may be made annually.
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16.1.3

Long Service Award
An award conferred on any person associated with Guiding who has rendered at
least 5 years of service to the Association. Presentations will be made every 5
years thereof.
Young Adults (YA) serving in YA Council, Chapters, Unit, Project and Standing
Committees are eligible for the awards.
Note: For paid staff who become adult members with voting rights (ie., no longer
paid staff), the number of years of service as paid staff is not recognized in
calculating the years of service for this award.
The number of years of service of members is the summative number of years of
service excluding years of absence from the Association for whatever reason
including time away on overseas posting, childcare leave etc.

16.2

TRIENNIAL

16.2.1

Laurel Leaf
An award conferred on Patrons and Presidents of the Association by the Council for
distinguished service to the Movement.

16.2.2

Palm Leaf (Platinum)
An award conferred on uniformed members who have rendered exemplary service
to the Association. This service has to be rendered beyond the unit level.
Pre-requisite: Palm Leaf (Gold)

16.2.3

Palm Leaf (Gold)
An award conferred on uniformed members who have rendered distinguished
service to the Association. This service has to be rendered beyond the unit level.
Pre-requisite: Palm Leaf (Silver)

16.2.4

Palm Leaf (Silver)
An award conferred on uniformed members who have rendered outstanding service
to the Association. This service has to be rendered beyond the unit level.
Pre-requisite: GGS Long Service Award (5 years). In outstanding cases, the award
can be conferred in the 4th/5th year of service.
Nominees serving in the GGS Council and ExCo may be conferred the
Palm Leaf (Silver) and higher award subject to approval of the panel.
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16.2.5

Palm Leaf (Bronze)
An award conferred on uniformed members who have rendered meritorious service
to the Association. This includes service at the unit level. YAs serving in the YA
Council, Committees will be eligible for this award.
Pre-requisite: GGS Long Service Award (5 years). In outstanding cases, the award
can be conferred in the 4th/5th year of service.

16.2.6

Orchid (Platinum)
An award conferred on a lay member who has rendered distinguished service to
the Association as well as the community. This service has to be rendered
beyond the unit level.
Pre-requisite: Orchid (Gold)

16.2.7

Orchid (Gold)
An award conferred on a lay member who has rendered outstanding service to
the Association. This service has to be rendered beyond the unit level.
Pre-requisite: Orchid (Silver)

16.2.8

Orchid (Silver)
An award conferred on a lay member who has rendered exemplary service to the
Association. This service has to be rendered beyond the unit level.

16.2.9

Orchid (Bronze)
An award conferred on a lay member who has rendered meritorious service to
the Association. This includes service at the unit level.
Nominees serving in the GGS Council and ExCo may be conferred the
Orchid (Silver) and higher award subject to approval of the panel.

16.2.10

Thanks Badge
An award presented to any person who is not a member of the Movement but who
has done a good turn to the Association. This includes service at the unit level.

16.2.11

Thanks Plaque
An award presented to an organisation in appreciation of the invaluable assistance
and cooperation accorded to the Association.
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16.2.12

Gallantry Award
An award conferred on any member for acts of heroism, involving risk of life,
initiative, great courage or fortitude.

16.2.13

Honorary Membership
An award conferred to individuals who have rendered at least 20 years of
distinguished service.
Pre-requisite:
Palm Leaf (Platinum)
Selection:
This should be made by an Annual Awards Committee comprising the following:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

Chief Commissioner;
International Commissioner
Deputy Chief Commissioners;
Membership Commissioner;
Division Commissioners;
Adviser(s).
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17

UNIFORM

17.1

Uniform can be classified into:
(a) Official/Formal – Full uniform
To be worn:
(i) during ceremonial occasions eg, World Thinking Day, enrolment ceremony;
(ii) during Official functions like Award presentation, Annual General
Meetings, Guiders‟ Conference or while representing the Association etc.
(b) Informal – Half uniform
To be worn:
(i) during unit meetings and activities, camps, Division activities.

17.2

Uniform and Dress Code are for:
(a) Uniformed members (Adults and Girls); and
(b) Lay Members.

17.3

The Formal Uniform cannot be modified.

17.4

Brownie [Refer to Diagram 1 and 3]

17.4.1

Full Uniform
(a) 2 pieces: Official brown colour – blouse and culotte as in design
(b) Cap:
Official brown colour – cloth trefoil in the center
(c) Scarf:
Official gold colour – triangular with State Crest at the apex
(5 cm above apex)

17.4.1.1 Accessories


Uniform

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Emblem:
Name Tape:
Enrolment Badge:
World Badge:



Footwear

(a) Footwear:
(b) Socks:


According to Six
According to Pack Registration
Official enrolment badge
Optional

100% white shoes
White 4 cm above ankle

Hair Accessories

(a) Hair Ribbon/Hair Band/Hair Clip: Dark brown /black colour
(b) Long Hair: Plait or bun up to avoid covering the State Crest on the scarf
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17.4.1.2 Proficiency, Other Badges and Distinguishing Marks
Right Side
Badges on
Blouse

Badges on
Sleeves

Left Side



Six Emblem



Other badges as advised by
HQ, eg commemorative
patch, Thinking Day patch – on 
left side of World Badge



World Badge (optional)



Proficiency Badges (on the
right sleeve)





The centre of the sleeve
should be the starting point.
Sew the badges on each side
of this imaginary centre line,
making sure that each pair of
badges is equidistant from the
centre line. There should be 3
pairs of badges (see Diagram
3) on the sleeve. Subsequent
badges should be sewn on
either side of these six
badges.
Badges on
Scarf

Golden Bar – to be
replaced by Golden Hand
when achieved
Chief Commissioner‟s
Badge

Interest Badges (on the
left sleeve)
(Follow the instructions as
for the Proficiency
Badges)

Enrolment badge: Pin on the reef knot

Distinguishing  Sixer:
Marks

Two horizontal gold stripes on the right above
emblem
1 cm wide, 7 cm long, 1 cm apart

 Second:

On Sleeve
Crown

17.4.2

One horizontal gold stripe on the right above the
emblem (dimensions as above)

Name Tape: On both sides of sleeve crown

Camp
(a) Attire:

▪ Full uniform for opening ceremony (as advised by Camp
Commandant).
▪ Official Camp T-shirt with culottes/shorts
▪ Unit T-shirt/School T-shirt
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(b) Footwear:

▪ Comfortable covered shoes
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17.5

Guide [Refer to Diagram 2 and 3]

17.5.1

Full Uniform
(a) 2 pieces:
(b) Hat:
(c) Scarf:
(d) Belt:

Official blue colour – Hawaiian collared blouse and box-pleated
skirt with side pockets as in design.
Official blue colour – Cloth Trefoil in the center.
Official gold colour – Triangular with State Crest at the apex
(5 cm above apex)
Black leather with official buckle

17.5.1.1 Accessories
 Uniform
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

Emblem:
Name Tape:
Enrolment Badge:
World Badge
Pen knife
}
Knotting Cord }



Footwear

(a) Footwear:
(b) Socks:


Patrol
Company registration
Official enrolment badge
Optional

100% white shoes
White (4 cm above ankle)

Hair Accessories

(a) Hair Ribbon/Hair Band/Hair Clip: Black or navy blue
(b) Long Hair: Plait or bun up to avoid covering the State Crest on the scarf
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17.5.1.2 Proficiency and other badges and Distinguishing marks
Right Side
Badges on
Blouse



World Badge



Other badges as advised by HQ,

eg commemorative patch,
Thinking Day patch – on left

side of World Badge


Distinguishing 
Marks on
Shoulder

Epaulette



Either Bronze, Silver or
Gold Badge
PGA Badge
BPA Badge
NYAA Badge



Brownie Wings



Patrol Emblem

Company Leader:

3 white stripes on both epaulettes
(1 cm wide : 1 cm apart)

Patrol Leader:

2 white stripes on both epaulettes
(1 cm wide : 1 cm apart)



Patrol Second:

1 white stripe on both epaulettes

Badges on
Sleeve



Proficiency Badges

On Sleeve
Crown



Badges of
Scarf

17.5.2

Left Side



Start with a column of badges
at centre of sleeve. Position
subsequent badges on either
side of column
Name Tape:

Interest Badges
Same as Proficiency Badges

On both sides of sleeve crown

Enrolment Badge: Pin on the reef knot

Camp
(a) Attire:

▪ Full uniform for camp opening ceremony (as advised by camp
commandant)
▪ Official Camp T-shirt with Guide skirt or culottes (blue in
colour)
▪ T-shirt with shorts or pants (navy blue/black in colour)
▪ Unit T-shirt/School T-shirt

(b) Footwear:

▪ Comfortable covered shoes
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17.6

Guider/Commissioner/Adult Uniform Member/Young Adult
[Refer to Diagrams 4, 4(a), 4(b), 4(c)]

17.6.1

Full Uniform – for Official Functions [Refer to Diagrams 4, 4(a), 4(b)]
(a) Blouse:
or
(b) Blouse:
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

Skirt:
Pants:
Scarf:
Belt:
Badges:

Official off-white, short sleeves, with Hawaiian collar to be
worn tucked into skirt/pants
Off-white, short sleeves, princess cut with Hawaiian collar to be
worn outside skirt/pants.
Official Navy blue skirt with front single box pleat
Navy blue tailored pants
Official design
Black leather with Trefoil buckle
(i) Trefoil
(ii) World Badge

17.6.1.1 Accessories
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
17.6.2

Shoes:
Black court shoes (2.5 cm – 5 cm heels)
Bag:
Black
Whistle: Optional
Hair Ribbon/Hair Band/Hair Clip: Black or navy blue
Long Hair: Plait or bun up to avoid covering the Guide Trefoil on the scarf

Full Uniform – for International Events [Refer to Diagram 4(c)]
Same as full uniform for official functions plus jacket.

17.6.3

Half Uniform – Unit Meetings/Camps/Outdoor Activities [Refer to Diagrams 6 & 7]
(a) T-shirt:
(b) Pants:
(c) Footwear:

17.6.4

Social Uniform – for Non-Uniform Member [Refer to Diagram 5]
(a) Dress:
(b) Footwear:
(c) Scarf:
(d) Badge:

17.6.5

T-shirt as sold in Guide Shop or T-shirt provided in camp
Shorts/slack/culottes/pants - Navy blue, black, beige
Comfortable covered shoes

(i) Navy blue dress
(ii) Off-white blouse with navy blue skirt
Black covered court shoes (2.5 cm – 5 cm heels)
Official design (optional)
World Badge, name tags

Trefoils - Distinguishing colour
Appointment
(a) Chief Commissioner & Deputy Chief Commissioner
(b) Commissioners
(c) Young Adults
(d) Guide Guiders
(e) Brownie Guiders
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Trefoil
Gold
Silver
Yellow
Bronze
Bronze

17.6.6

Badges [Refer to Diagram 3 and 4]
Right Side

Left Side

1.

World Badge

1.

President Guide Award/Queen‟s Guide
Badge

2.

Other Badges

2.

Intermediate Badge – replaced by Advance
Badge when achieved.

3.

Campers Licence/Pack Holiday Permit

4.

Trefoil

5.

YA Pin (left collar)

e.g., Commemorative & Awards
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Diagram 1
THE BROWNIE UNIFORM

BACK VIEW

BACK VIEW

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Hat
Scarf
Enrolment Badge
Golden Bar
Sixer‟s Stripes

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Pack name tape (both sleeves)
World Badge (optional)
Six emblem
Division Patch/Thinking Day Patch (only for year of event)
State crest 5cm above apex
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11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Side pocket
Culotte
Zip
White socks 4cm above ankle
School shoes

Diagram 2
THE GUIDE UNIFORM

BACK VIEW

BACK VIEW

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Hat
Scarf
Coy name tape (both sleeves)
World Badge (must be above all
other badges)
Thinking Day Patch
Enrolment Badge
Gold Award

8
9
10

PGA Badge
NYAA Badge
Brownie Wings

15
16
17

Whistle
Leather belt with official buckle
Single box pleats in front

11

Patrol Emblem

18

State crest 5 cm above apex

12
13
14

Patrol Leader‟s strip sewn round epaulette
Epaulette on both shoulders
Knotting cord

19
20

White socks 4 cm above ankle
School Shoes
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Diagram 3

GUIDE’S/BROWNIE’S Uniform Top
Layout for Proficiency Badges – Right sleeve
Layout for Interest Badges – Left sleeve

Unit‟s Name Tapes
(must be sewn along sleeve edge)

Proficiency Badges
Interest Badges

(Proficiency Badges)

(Interest Badges)

Order of sewing badges on sleeve:
1) All Proficiency Badges in pairs (right sleeve). When a Guide/Brownie has earned more
than 3 pairs, the 7th and 8th badges should flank the top pair of Proficiency Badges.
When a girl has earned more than 12 Proficiency Badges, the 13th badge and
thereafter may be sewn on the left sleeve together with the Interest Badges.
2) Similarly, Interest Badges should be sewn on the left sleeve of the uniform.
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Diagram 4
THE GUIDER/COMMISSIONER/ADULT LEADER/YOUNG ADULT UNIFORM
FULL UNIFORM – blouse & skirt

1

BACK VIEW

BACK VIEW
1
2
3
4
5
6

Guider‟s hat
State Crest Badge
Guider‟s scarf
Scarf holder
World Badge
Name tag/YA Pin

7
8
9
10
11
12

Trefoil
Trainer Badge
Camper Licence/PH Badge
Intermediate/Advance Badge
NYAA Badge
PGA Badge
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13
14
15
16
17

Leather belt with official buckle
Whistle
Side pocket
Single box pleats in front
Black court shoes

Diagram 4(a)
THE GUIDER/COMMISSIONER/ADULT LEADER/YOUNG ADULT UNIFORM
FULL UNIFORM – blouse & tailored pants

1

BACK VIEW

BACK VIEW

1
2
3
4
5
6

Guider‟s hat
Scarf holder
World Badge
Name tag/YA Pin
Trefoil
Trainer Badge

7
8
9
10
11
12

Camper Licence/PH Badge
Intermediate/Advance Badge
NYAA Badge
PGA Badge
Whistle
Side Pocket
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13
14
15
16

Zip
Navy blue tailored trousers
Black court shoes
Leather belt with official buckle

Diagram 4(b)
THE GUIDER/COMMISSIONER/ADULT LEADER/YOUNG ADULT UNIFORM
FULL UNIFORM – blouse & tailored pants

BACK VIEW

BACK VIEW

1
2
3
4
5
6

Guider‟s hat
State Crest Badge
Guider‟s scarf
Scarf holder
World Badge
Name tag/YA Pin

7
8
9
10
11
12

Trefoil
Trainer Badge
Camper Licence/PH Badge
Intermediate/Advance Badge
NYAA Badge
PGA Badge
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13
14
15
16

Princess cutting
Side pocket
Navy blue tailored trousers
Black court shoes

Diagram 4(c)
THE GUIDER/COMMISSIONER/ADULT LEADER/YOUNG ADULT UNIFORM
THE OFFICIAL JACKET

BACK VIEW

1
2
3

Guider‟s scarf
Trefoil cloth patch
Princess cutting

4

Black court shoes
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Diagram 5
THE GUIDER/COMMISSIONER/ADULT LEADER/YOUNG ADULT UNIFORM
THE SOCIAL UNIFORM

1
2
3
4

Guider‟S Scarf
Scarf Holder
World Badge
Two-waistline darts

5
6
7

Two-side darts
End of button opening
Black court shoes
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Diagram 6
THE YOUNG ADULT – Working / Informal Uniform

BACK VIEW

1
2
3

World Badge
YA T-shirt (cap sleeves with blue trimming)
Leather belt with official buckle

4
5

Navy blue pants
Black Court shoes
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Diagram 7
THE GUIDER/COMMISSIONER/ADULT LEADER/YOUNG ADULT UNIFORM
CAMP UNIFORM

SHORTS

CULOTTES

1
2
3

Guider T-shirt as sold in the Shop or provided in camp
Navy blue or black pants/culottes/shorts
Comfortable covered shoes
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